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This document is a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Gyrodyne LLC Subdivision.
This FEIS incorporates, by reference, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for this proposed
action, dated November 2019. The above-referenced DEIS was the subject of a Town of Smithtown
Planning Board Public Hearing on January 8, 2020, and written comments on the DEIS were accepted
until 5:00 p.m. on January 24, 2020.
The Written Correspondence, Public Hearing Transcript, and Conservation Board Hearing Transcript are
provided in Appendices A, B, C, and D of this FEIS.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1. Introduction
This document is a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Map of Flowerfield
Subdivision application of Gyrodyne LLC. The FEIS was prepared in response to comments
received by the Lead Agency, the Town of Smithtown Planning Board (the “Planning Board”),
on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed action, dated November
2019. The proposed action consists of a subdivision map and associated approvals for
development of a 74.98-acre subdivision to be known as Map at Flowerfield (the “proposed
project” or the “proposed development”), located south of North Country Road/Route 25A,
east of Mills Pond Road, and north of the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) tracks, in the hamlet
of St. James, Town of Smithtown, Suffolk County (the “subject property,” “subject site” or
“site”). See Figure 1-1 for the Site Location map. A summary of the details of the proposed
action and proposed project is provided below in Section 1.2 of this FEIS.
The aforesaid DEIS was accepted by the Planning Board as complete and adequate for public
review on December 11, 2019, and circulated to all the involved agencies and interested parties.
A public hearing was held by the Planning Board on January 8, 2020. The DEIS comment
period was held open until 5:00 p.m. on January 24, 2020; however, this FEIS includes
responses to additional comments received through February 5, 2020.
In accordance with 6 NYCRR § 617.9(b)(8):
A final EIS must consist of: the draft EIS, including any revisions or supplements to it;
copies or a summary of the substantive comments received and their source (whether
or not the comments were received in the context of a hearing); and the lead agency's
responses to all substantive comments. The draft EIS may be directly incorporated into
the final EIS or may be incorporated by reference. The lead agency is responsible for
the adequacy and accuracy of the final EIS, regardless of who prepares it. All revisions
and supplements to the draft EIS must be specifically indicated and identified as such
in the final EIS.
All written correspondence received during the DEIS comment period, and public hearing
transcript are included in Appendix A, B, and C of this FEIS. Appendix D includes the
Conservation Board hearing transcript, Appendix E includes municipal comments received in
2017 and 2018, and Appendix F includes the updated engineering plans associated with the
FEIS Proposed Action. Appendix G provides supplemental environmental documentation.
This FEIS includes two sections — Section 1.0, of which this is a part, is the introduction to
the document, which describes the purpose of the FEIS, summarizes the proposed action (see
Section 1.2, below), and describes the contents of the document. This section also provides an
inventory of comments and explains the methodology by which comments were catalogued
and categorized (see Section 1.4, below). Section 2.0 summarizes the general statements of
support and objection and provides responses to all substantive comments made at the public
hearing and in the correspondence received during and the first twelve days after the public
comment period.
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1.2. Changes Since the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
The DEIS Proposed Action is a 9-lot subdivision layout contemplating one potential configuration
for the Flowerfield site. The DEIS also includes ten Alternatives in addition to the No Action and
Proposed Action alternatives. These Alternatives vary in the number of lots, the land use mix, and
site access, with corresponding changes to traffic generation and daily water/wastewater
demand/generation.
The DEIS Proposed Action was presented as the preferred subdivision layout at the time of the DEIS
preparation with the contemplation that the subdivision layout would continue to be refined during
the SEQRA process. The DEIS was prepared with the intention of serving as a comprehensive guide
for future development potential and was described as such in the DEIS. The Alternatives included
within the DEIS served to establish a framework for the eventual land use mix and yield with similar
impacts compared to the DEIS Proposed Action. With the exception of DEIS Alternatives 4 and 5
(As-of-Right Office Plan and As-of-Right Light Industrial Plan, respectively), which could be
developed without a subdivision, all of the DEIS Alternatives were developed with the design goals
of maintaining community character and preserving natural areas and buffers on the site. The DEIS
Alternatives analysis revealed that a subdivision approach to future development would provide the
most optimal mix of these design goals with market-driven, mixed-use development, providing for
a reduced number of development parcels and reduced building density.
The results of the DEIS analyses demonstrate that different subdivision compositions result in similar
traffic generation, sanitary flow, stormwater flow, and undeveloped natural and landscaped areas.
Therefore, the mitigation measures proposed in the DEIS for the Proposed Action would similarly
mitigate an alternative which generates similar or less traffic, sanitary flow, stormwater flow, etc.
compared to the Proposed Action.
The DEIS established thresholds for traffic generation, wastewater generation, stormwater volume,
and green space, such that the mitigation developed for the Proposed Action would apply to the
alternatives or any modified version thereof that falls below the Proposed Action’s thresholds.
If a new development application is put forth in the future, exceeding any of the sitewide thresholds
identified in the DEIS, such a plan would be subject to additional SEQRA analysis. However, if one
or more land uses are larger than the DEIS Proposed Action, (e.g. more than 150 hotel rooms), there
could be a commensurate decrease to one or more other land uses to offset that difference and remain
under the DEIS thresholds, which would not require re-opening the SEQRA process.
This approach does not in any way limit future site plan or building permit review, which will be
required for any new development at the subject property.
The DEIS thresholds are listed below:
• Traffic generation: ±538 or fewer vehicle trips generated during the weekday PM peak hour
• Sanitary generation: 100,000 gallons per day
The DEIS Alternatives are categorized as follows:
• No Action: No subdivision; no new buildings added to the existing light industrial and catering
buildings
• Proposed Action: adds 130,000 s.f. office, 150-room hotel, 220 assisted living units
• Alternatives 1, 2, and 3: Seven new lots, adds different land use sizes from the Proposed Action
• Alternatives 4 and 5: No subdivision/no new lots, with new “as of right” development per current
LI zoning
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• Alternative 6: No subdivision; the Town or County would acquire the vacant land
• Alternative 7: Six new lots, larger buffers to Route 25A to be consistent with the
unadopted Draft Comprehensive Plan Update (CPU) undergoing revisions
• Alternative 8: The Proposed Action with the LIRR grade crossing) re-opened
• Alternative 9: The Proposed Action with a larger on-site STP

• Alternative 10: Five new lots, different land use sizes
Potential impacts identified in the DEIS Proposed Action analysis were provided with mitigation to
address those potential impacts. The DEIS established that the ten alternatives would have similar
or fewer potential impacts than the Proposed Action, by nature of similar or smaller traffic
generation, wastewater treatment demand, stormwater volume, and loss of green space. Therefore,
future development that matches or is short of the thresholds of these features as identified in the
DEIS would be similarly mitigated with the same mitigation measures identified in the DEIS.
Alternative 10 was prepared based on market demands responding to a need for a larger assisted
living community and a reduced hotel size in comparison to the DEIS Proposed Action. Since the
acceptance of the DEIS, Gyrodyne LLC has entered into a contract of sale with Benchmark Senior
Living to develop approximately a 250 assisted living unit community on the northeast section of the
property on approximately 10 acres of the site. The 10-acre development parcel for the proposed
assisted living use aligned with the Alternative 10 layout and guided the formulation of the modified
subdivision plan presented as the FEIS Proposed Action. The larger size development parcel
associated with the assisted living use results in an overall reduction of the number of development
lots as outlined below.
Additionally, the DEIS included the proposed on-site STP as part of one commonly-owned lot. The
FEIS proposes the STP on its own lot, with the same common ownership as the common lot. This
change was made at the request of the Town and in coordination with SCDPW to provide for
flexibility in the future.
This FEIS presents a modified Proposed Action that contains the following land use mix:
Table 1-1: DEIS and FEIS Proposed Actions

Feature
Number of Development
Lots

DEIS Proposed Action

FEIS Proposed Action Change Since DEIS
2 fewer development lots;
8 (9 total lots)
61 (8 total lots)
STP on its own lot
175,000 s.f. (153,110
Office/Medical Office
130,000 s.f.
+45,000 s.f.
s.f. net new area)
Hotel
150 rooms
125 rooms
-25 rooms
Hotel restaurant
150 seats
none
Remove restaurant
Hotel day spa
10,000 s.f.
none
Remove day spa
Hotel conference center
500 seats
none
Remove conference center
Hotel multipurpose room none
4,000 s.f.
Add multipurpose room
Assisted Living
220 units
250 units
+30 units
On-Site STP
100,000 gpd
100,000 gpd
No change
AM/PM*/Sat hourly trips 357 / 538 / 323
382 / 507 / 308
+ 7% / - 6% / -6%
* The PM peak hour is the critical hour for traffic analysis, so the slight AM peak hour trip increase is
not a significant change that warrants further analysis.

1

Three of the six development lots are existing improvements (i.e. Gyrodyne light industrial buildings, Building 1, and
Flowerfield Celebrations caterers). The other three lots are unimproved and will be developed as an outcome of the subdivision.
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The projected wastewater flow has been updated as shown below in Table 1-2.
Table 1-2: FEIS Proposed Action Wastewater Calculations
Land Use in Existing
Density Load Density Flow Kitchen/Gray Kitchen /Gray
Hydraulic Load/
Quantity/Size
Buildings2
Rate
(gpd)
Load Rate
Flow (gpd) Wastewater Flow (gpd)
Industrial (no process
37,595 s.f. 0.04 gpd/s.f.
1,504
0
1,504
water)
Retail (Wet store w/
750 s.f.
0.03 gpd/s.f.
23
0.12 gpd/s.f.
90
113
food)
Non-Medical Office
21,890 s.f. 0.06 gpd/s.f.
1,313
0
1,313
(Building 1)
Medical Office
28,297 s.f. 0.10 gpd/s.f.
2,830
0
2,830
Fitness Center w/
showers (>5,000 s.f.)
15,491 s.f. 0.10 gpd/s.f.
1,549
0.20 gpd/s.f.
3,098
4,647
(no food service)
Fitness Center (<
5,000 s.f.) (no food
3,469 s.f. 0.10 gpd/s.f.
347
0
347
service or showers)
School, shops, other
7,665 s.f.
5.0 gpd/
2.5 gpd/
vocational (50 s.f./
765
383
1,148
(153
3
occupant
occupant
occupant )
occupants)
Exhibition Space, no
meeting rooms (30
s.f./ occupant3)

2,130 s.f.
(71
occupants)

0.03 gpd/s.f.

64

Occupy Vacant Space
25% Medical Office 4,522 s.f. 0.10 gpd/s.f.
75% Industrial
13,568 s.f. 0.04 gpd/s.f.
(no process water)
Catering Hall
874 persons 5.0 gpd/seat
Single Family Home
300
2 homes
by Catering Hall
gpd/home

Total Flow of Existing Uses (gpd)
Proposed Use

Quantity/Size

2.5 gpd/
occupant

178

241

0
452

0
0

0
452

543

0

543

2,185

6,555

600

0

600

14,359

5,933

20,292

4,370

2.5 gpd/seat

Density Load Density Flow Kitchen/Gray Kitchen /Gray
Hydraulic Load/
Rate
(gpd)
Load Rate
Flow (gpd) Wastewater Flow (gpd)

Hotel
Rooms (>400 s.f. gfa,
125 rooms
no kitchenette)
4,000 s.f.
multipurpose room
133 seats
(no food service)

150
gpd/room

18,750

18,750

3 gpd/seat

399

399

8,750
3,937
27,500
59,336

8,750
3,937
27,500
59,336

87,500 s.f.4 0.10 gpd/s.f.
65,610 s.f.4 0.06 gpd/s.f.
250 beds 110 gpd/bed
Total Flow of Proposed Uses (gpd)
Medical Office
Non-Medical Office
Assisted Living

2

Building 1 updated to general office
Table 1004.1.2 IBC 2015: https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/IBC2015/chapter-10-means-of-egress
4
Building 1 will be on its own lot (change from the DEIS) and its area is part of the 175,000 s.f. proposed office uses
3
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Table 1-2: FEIS Proposed Action Wastewater Calculations (cont.)

Proposed Use
Total Projected Flow (gpd)
Add 10% buffer
Total Design Flow5 (gpd)

Density Flow Kitchen /Gray Flow
(gpd)
(gpd)
73,695
5,933

Hydraulic Load/
Wastewater Flow (gpd)
79,628
7,963
87,591

Lot numbering was revised for the FEIS. FEIS Proposed Action uses are as summarized below.
Existing uses – to remain:
•
•

Lot 1: three of the four existing light industrial uses
Lot 2: the existing Flowerfield Celebrations catering hall

Potential new uses:
• Lot 3: the easterly existing 21,890 s.f. light industrial building (known as Flowerfield Building
1) to be repurposed for general office use
The DEIS contemplated light-industrial re-use of the existing buildings. The FEIS creates a new
lot line so this building can be re-used entirely for professional office. This office space is
included in the site-wide office space comparison between the DEIS and FEIS.
• Lot 4: envisioned as 153,110 s.f. of a mix of medical office, general office, or R&D office space.
Combined with Lot 3, the campus would have approximately 175,000 s.f. of office space.
The DEIS contemplated this use as two lots (5 and 6); the FEIS combines the use into one lot.
•
•

•
•

Lot 5: envisioned as 250 assisted living units.
The DEIS contemplated this use as two lots (7 and 8); the FEIS combines the use into one lot.
Lot 6: envisioned as a 125-room hotel
Whereas the DEIS hotel considered a 150-room hotel with a restaurant and spa facilities (Lot 4),
the FEIS Proposed Action hotel would not house these amenities, but would have a small multipurpose room and a reduction of 25 rooms. These changes are based on updated market feedback.
Lot 7: a commonly-owned and operated lot (owned by a Property Owners Association, or POA)
encompassing ±15.2 acres of natural buffer, open space and managed green space, the internal
road network, walking/biking trails, and utility infrastructure.
Lot 8: A commonly-owned on-site sewage treatment plant (STP) owned and maintained by the
POA. The STP is on its own lot in the FEIS at the request of the Town and in coordination with
Suffolk County. The plant building footprint would be under 8,000 s.f. and represents a nominal
building coverage of ±3%. The ±7.3 acre lot size reflects the 150’ Suffolk County required
minimum setback, the 200’ Route 25A setback, and the irregular shape of the site boundary.

The components of the FEIS Proposed Action are similar to what was analyzed in the DEIS as the
Proposed Action. The most similar DEIS Alternative is Alternative 10, which provides for a
reduction in the overall number of development parcels with 2 lots consolidated for an assisted living
use and 2 lots consolidated for an office/medical office use. The consolidation of development
parcels results in the FEIS Proposed Action having a total of three new development parcels
(excluding the STP) comprising approximately 25.9-acres (±35%) of the overall ±75-acre campus
development. The remaining parcels consist of existing improvements (e.g. Flowerfield Caterers and
5

This table represents the Applicant's current planned land use mix and densities, anticipated based on market
conditions. The mix is subject to change, but any changes in flow would not exceed the 100,000 gpd DEIS threshold.
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the Gyrodyne light industrial buildings) and the proposed ±22.5-acre commonly owned parcels.
Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3, and Figure 1-4 follow on the next three pages and depict the updated
Preliminary Subdivision Map of Flowerfield, the FEIS Development Plan, and updated Open Space.
The FEIS Development Plan introduces some noticeable refinements and improvements compared
to the DEIS Proposed Action plan, particularly on saving trees and reducing nitrogen loading.
•

Trees: The plan depicts a refined on-site roadway alignment and adjusts the vehicle parking and
circulation to retain 100 more trees compared to the DEIS Proposed Action layout.

•

Nitrogen Loading: The revised layout results in modifications to the impervious (hardscape)
cover and managed/natural landscape cover, which reduces the nitrogen loading per the BURBS
model utilized in the DEIS. Coverages, rounded to the nearest 0.1 acres, are as follows:
o Impervious Cover reduced from ±35.8 to ±32.0 acres
o Landscape (Managed/Fertilized) Cover increased from ±9.1 to ±9.5 acres
o Natural Landscape Cover increased from ±30 to ±33.5 acres
This reduces the nitrogen load from 32.4 lbs per year per acre (DEIS Proposed Action) to 32.1
lbs per year per acre (FEIS Proposed Action).

The FEIS Development Plan updates parking as well. Like the DEIS Proposed Action, the plan
satisfies Town code using limited shared parking between Lots 1 and 2 and limited land-banked
parking6 on Lot 1 and Lot 4. Of note, satisfying Town code is expected to exceed genuine peak
demand, particularly for the office-medical office lot. The Town requires 1 space per 150 s.f.,
whereas Cameron Engineering data and Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Parking
Generation Manual (5th Edition) data reflect genuine demand generally 1 space per ±220 s.f. During
site plan reviews, there will be opportunities to landbank more spaces than what is depicted on the
FEIS Development Plan.
In the FEIS Development Plan, Lot 1 (3 of the 4 existing mixed-use light industrial buildings) shares
parking with the adjacent catering hall parking lot. The DEIS had described how the tenants on these
lots are not active at the same time, so “shared parking” minimizes new paved parking/impervious
cover. The Lot 2 (caterer) main parking lot spaces are in close proximity to the existing Lot 1
buildings and ideally suited for “shared parking”.
Every other lot (existing and new development) will have sufficient or surplus parking on its own lot
with respect to Town code. The new development lots (proposed hotel, office, and assisted living)
each have a surplus that could be landbanked as well.
Table 1-3: Proposed Parking by Lot

(No required parking for common lots 7 and 8)
Town-Required Parking
Provided Parking
Lot 1 (3 of 4 existing buildings)
558
558 (310 + 248 shared on Lot 2)
Lot 2 (existing Caterer)
219
308 (includes 46 land banked)
Lot 3 (existing Building 1)
146
146
Lot 4 (proposed office/medical office)
1,021
1,027
Lot 5 (proposed assisted living)
250
293
Lot 6 (proposed hotel)
191
192

6

See DEIS page 9-8: Landbanked parking is a set-aside that can be paved in the future if a need is identified; without
an identified need, the spaces remain green. Shared parking spaces serve proximate land uses, one use at a time, for
uses that peak at different times. One shared space is functionally equivalent to two or more spaces.
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1.3. Description of the Proposed Action and Application History
On April 11, 2018, the Town of Smithtown Planning Board, as Lead Agency, made a Positive
Declaration under SEQRA, without a scoping requirement. In 2018, the SEQRA regulations did not
require public scoping. However, at the April 11, 2018 meeting, the Town of Brookhaven requested
that scoping be conducted. In response to this request, the Town of Smithtown carried out a voluntary
public scoping process, affording additional input from the public and Interested/Involved Agencies.
As a result of the Town of Brookhaven’s request for public scoping, the Town of Smithtown Planning
Board rescinded the previous Positive Declaration and issued a new Positive Declaration with a
Notice of Scoping on May 9, 2018. A copy of these documents was posted on the Town website
(www.SmithtownNY.gov) to accept public comments through June 22, 2018. The Final Scope was
issued on July 7, 2018, fifteen days after the end of the public comment period.
Gyrodyne LLC submitted the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on November 9, 2019
to the Town of Smithtown (Town) Department of Environment and Waterways (DEW), including
hard copies and an electronic CD.
The Town issued a Notice of Acceptance of Draft EIS and Public Hearing Notice on December 11,
2019. The public was provided an opportunity to provide oral and written comments on the DEIS,
during the period leading up to and through the DEIS public hearing, which was held by the Town
of Smithtown Planning Department on January 8, 2020 at 420 Middle Country Road, Smithtown,
New York 11787.
A Public Notice for the Hearing on the DEIS was published in a local newspaper, the Smithtown
News
on
December
18,
2019;
on
the
Town
of
Smithtown
website
(https://smithtownny.gov/Blog.aspx?IID=21) on December 18, 2019, as well as the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation Environmental Notice Bulletin on December 24, 2019.
The DEIS public comment period remained open until 5:00 p.m. on January 24, 2020.
Of note, this FEIS contains responses to comments received through February 5, 2020.
Since filing the initial application, the applicant entered into a contract of sale with Benchmark LLC
in pursuit of a modified version of DEIS Alternative 10. The portion of the property contemplated
as a 280 assisted living unit facility under DEIS Alternative 10 would now have 250 units.
In conjunction with a modified use of the “assisted living” portion of the site, the remainder of the
vacant property would be subject to the traffic, sanitary, stormwater, and green space thresholds
identified in the DEIS.
The amended Proposed Action plan is reflected in Chapter 1, “Project Description” of the FEIS.
This FEIS reflects the modifications of the application and addresses all substantive comments made
on the DEIS since its publication, during the public hearing, and through the subsequent comment
period.
Those comments are summarized and responded to in Chapter 2.0, “DEIS Comment Summary.”
The verbal and written comments on the DEIS are included in their entirety in Appendix A through
Appendix C. Appendix D provides the minutes of the Conservation Board meeting held January 30,
2020. Appendix E provides municipal comments provided on earlier versions of this application
from 2017 and 2018. The Final Engineering Plans are provided in Appendix F. Appendix G provides
supplemental environmental documentation for the property.
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1.4. Comment Inventory and Methodology
DEIS comments were submitted in writing and through verbal testimony at the DEIS public hearing.
All written comments are provided in their entirety within Appendix A (letters submitted by agencies
and elected officials), Appendix B (letters submitted by the public), Appendix C (public hearing
transcript with comment designations), and Appendix D (minutes of the January 30, 2020
Conservation Board meeting).
All comments were assigned a code that corresponds to the relevant DEIS section commented on.
Then, each comment was assigned a number (e.g., SOIL-1 for comment 1 under the Soils section).
Substantive comments and their responses are organized by topic and follow the order of the DEIS.
The topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXEC – Project Background, Operation, Layout and Design
PN – Purpose and Need, Anticipated Benefits
GEO – Geology
SOIL – Soils Investigation
ECOL – Ecology (Vegetation and Wildlife)
GW – Groundwater
SW – Stormwater Collection, Treatment, and Recharge
TR – Traffic and Parking
CS – Community Service Providers
ECON – Taxes/Economic Impacts
OPEN – Land Use and Open Space
AIR – Air Quality
N – Noise
VIS – Visual Impacts
HIST – Historic and Cultural Resources
GROW – Growth Inducing Impacts
ALT – Alternatives
SEQRA – EIS Required Content / SEQRA Process
MISC – Miscellaneous

Within each topic category, the written and hearing comments are copied, and similar comments are
combined where appropriate. The comments are assigned respective category codes and numbers,
and the respective code(s) for the original comments from the list in this section are provided for
reference (e.g., PN-1).
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1.5. List of Commentators
Pages
1. A2 to A5
2. A6 to A10
3. A11 to A16
4. A17 to A24
5. A25
6. A26 to A27
7. A28 to A30
8. A31 to A34
9. A35

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Pages
B2
B3 to B5
B6
B7
B8

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

B9
B10 to B13
B14
B15
B16 to B17

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

B18 to B19
B20
B21
B22 to B23
B24 to B25
B26
B27
B28
B29 to B38

Written Comments – Agencies and Elected Officials
Steve Englebright, NYS Assemblyman, 4th District; dated January 24, 2020
Douglas Dahlgard, Mayor, Village of Head-of-the-Harbor, dated November 8, 2017 and
January 8, 2020
Edward P. Romaine, Supervisor, Town of Brookhaven, NY; statements dated January 8,
2020 (presented at Jan 8, 2020 public hearing)
Anthony Graves, Town of Brookhaven, NY; comments dated January 17, 2020
Craig A. Platt, Special Projects Supervisor, Suffolk County Dept of Public Works,
Sanitation/Engineering Division; notification dated December 30, 2019
Mitchell J. Crowley, Director of Traffic Safety, Office of the Traffic Safety Department,
Town of Smithtown; dated December 31, 2019 (transmittal email from Allyson Murray)
Julia Priolo, Senior Environmental Analyst, Office of Ecology, Suffolk County; dated
January 17, 2020
Kaylee Engellenner, Joint Coastal Management Commission; dated January 27, 2020
Mark Riley, P.E., Town of Smithtown Engineering Department; dated February 6, 2020
Written Comments - Members of the Public
Richard Amper, Executive Director, Long Island Pine Barrens Society; dated January 7, 2020
Richard Murdocco, President, The Foggiest Idea, Inc.; dated January 7, 2020
Loretta Celitan, Saint James, NY; dated January 7, 2020
Angela Cirami, Saint James, NY; dated January 9, 2020
Neta Dean, Professor, Dept. of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Stony Brook University; dated
January 9, 2020
Herb Mones, Land Use Chair, Three Village Civic Association; dated January 12, 2020
Nadia Milana, Setauket, NY; received January 13, 2020
Becca Mahan; received January 13, 2020
Janet Leatherwood, East Setauket, NY & Smithtown, NY; dated January 11, 2020
Dr. Nancy Marshall, Professor, Microbiology and Immunology, Stony Brook University;
dated January 12, 2020
Natalie Weinstein, President, Celebrate St James; dated January 14, 2020
Eric Young, Naturalist and Nature Lover; dated January 13, 2020
Astrid Wimmer; dated January 13, 2020
Jane Fasullo, Setauket, NY; dated January 16, 2020
Isabel Cosentino, East Setauket, NY; dated December 27, 2019 (emailed January 6, 2020)
Jeanette Royce, Saint James, NY; dated January 3, 2020
Adrian Adams, CEO Ontogen Botanicals, Inc.; dated January 3, 2020
Don and Beverly Sinkin, Saint James, NY; dated January 5, 2020
John L. Turner, Chairman, Conservation Committee, Four Harbors Audubon Society (4HAS);
dated January 20, 2020
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Pages
B39
B40
B41 to B42
B43
B44
B45
B46 to B47
B48
B49
B50 to B52
B53 to B54
B55 to B59

Written Comments - Members of the Public
29.
Gilbert Yang, St. James, NY; dated January 20, 2020
30.
Wm. C. Pirthauer, St. James, NY; dated January 20, 2020
31.
Charles Clark, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 21, 2020
32.
Marlene Lehner; dated January 21, 2020
33.
Katie Zipman; dated January 21, 2020
34.
Gail Salomone, Smithtown, NY; dated January 21, 2020
35.
Katherine Ala; dated January 22, 2020
36.
Joanne and Michael Engelhardt, Stony Brook, NY, dated January 22, 2020
37.
Eleanor Lollo, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 22, 2020
38.
Justin Bryant, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 23, 2020
39.
Carl Safina, PhD, East Setauket, NY; dated January 23, 2020
40.
George Hoffman, Co-chair, Town of Brookhaven Citizens Advisory Committee for the NYS
Route 25A Corridor; dated January 23, 2020
41. B60 to B62
Erin Zipman, Brookhaven, NY; dated January 22, 2020
42. B63 to B64
Terry Shapiro, East Setauket, NY; dated January 23, 2020
43. B65
Elizabeth Manning-Hart, Smithtown, NY; dated January 23, 2020
44. B66
Jakob Schmidt, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 23, 2020
45. B67 to B68
Thomas M Hayes, East Setauket, NY; dated January 23, 2020
46. B69 to B72
Amy L. Plympton Fortunato; dated January 23, 2020
47. B73 to B75
Gerard and Barbara Betz, East Setauket, NY dated January 23, 2020
48. B76 to B77
Katherine A Murphey, Setauket, NY; dated January 23, 2020
49. B78 to B79
Joseph A. Bollhofer, P.C., St. James, NY; dated January 24, 2020
50. B80 to B95
Cindy Smith, United Communities Against Gyrodyne; dated January 24, 2020
51. B96
Joan Caton, St. James, NY; dated January 24, 2020
52. B97 to B98
Elaine Maas, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 24, 2020
53. B99
Victoria Fortunato, Smithtown, NY; dated January 24, 2020
54. B100
Alison Fortunato, Smithtown, NY; dated January 24, 2020
55. B101 to B102 Richard Kampf; dated January 24, 2020
56. B103
Joe Fortunato; dated January 24, 2020
57. B104
Linda De Motta, St. James, NY; dated January 24, 2020
58. B105
Letitia Krauer, Friends of Stony Brook Road, NY; dated January 24, 2020
59. B106
Dr. Melissa Tommasino-Storz; dated January 26, 2020
60. B107
Wendy Scully; dated January 25, 2020
61. B108
Rosemary F. Brown, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 24, 2020
62. B109 to B110 Elizabeth Perrone, St. James, NY; dated January 24, 2020
63. B111
Phil Muller; dated January 25, 2020
64. B112
Jack Rodolico, Nesconset, NY; dated January 25, 2020
65. B113
Harry Peterman; dated January 25, 2020
66. B114
Bill Giardelli, Stony Brook, NY; dated January 24, 2020
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68.
69.
70.
71.

Pages
B115
B116
B117
B118
B119

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Pages
C30 to C40
C41 to C48
C48 to C51
C51 to C53
C53 to C63
C64 to C68
C68 to C74
C74 to C76
C76 to C82
C82 to C87
C87 to C91
C91 to C93
C93 to C95
C95 to C101
C101 to C104
C104 to C107
C107 to C115
C115 to C127
C128 to C136
C136 to C143
C143 to C146
C146 to C150

Pages
94. D24
95. D25 to D26
96. D28
97. D28
98. D29 to D33
99. D36 to D37
100. D38 to D39

December 2020

Written Comments - Members of the Public
Maria LaMalfa; dated January 24, 2020
Patty Stoddard; dated January 24, 2020
Grace Bertolone, Setauket, NY; dated January 24, 2020
Susan Castagna, Smithtown, NY; dated January 24, 2020
Richard Parrish, PG, Poquott, NY; dated February 5, 2020
January 8, 2020 DEIS Public Hearing Verbal Comments
Edward P. Romaine, Supervisor, Town of Brookhaven, NY
Maria T. Hoffman, Spokeswoman for Steve Englebright, NYS Assemblyman, 4th District
Richard Murdocco, Commack, New York
Curt Croley, Stony Brook, NY
Joyann Ciriglianno, Smithtown, NY
Natalie Weinstein, St James, NY
Kathleen Vize, Stony Brook, NY
Len Gombert, St James, NY
John Turner
Herb Mones
George Hoffman, Setauket, NY, 25A corridor Citizen's Advisory Committee
Christopher McNamara, Commack, NY
Carole Anne Wolf, St James, NY
Valerie Cartwright, Councilwoman, Town of Brookhaven, 1st District
Alyssa Turano, Spokeswoman for Kara Hahn, Suffolk County Legislator, 5th District
Troy Rosasco, Village of Head of the Harbor, NY
Warren Strugatch, publisher of Select Long Island
Michael Kaufman, St James, NY
Lee Krauer, Chair, Friends of Stony Brook Road
Cindy Smith, Stony Brook, NY
Diane Sander, Stony Brook, NY (reading statement from Carl Safina)
Justin Bryant
January 30, 2020 Conservation Board Hearing Verbal Comments
Kathleen Albrecht, Conservation Board member
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
Armand DeRose, Conservation Board Chairman
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2.0 DEIS Comment Responses
2.1. Project Background, Operation, Layout and Design
This section includes comments on Project Background, Purpose and Operation, and Layout and
Design.
EXEC-1
“The proposed 75-acre development that includes the existing catering facilities,
parking, a 150 room hotel with a 150 seat restaurant, 130,000 square feet of offices, 220 Assisted
Living Units, and a regional sewage treatment plant that is expected to induce growth in the area
is a large project with likely significant adverse impacts to traffic, groundwater, surface water,
habitat and community character.” (4)7
“What has not been addressed for this facility is the impact of a regional sewage treatment plant”
(72)
“This project, if built, will fundamentally change the character of this community through
increased traffic, a deteriorated environment, and a diminished quality of life…I urge you on
behalf of the residents living in both the Town of Smithtown and Town of Brookhaven to
postpone any further consideration of this project unless and until the applicant submits an
analysis that fully considers these concerns and addresses each in a more thorough and
comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement.” (86)
Response 1: This comment is further addressed within specific sections of this FEIS addressing
traffic, sanitary, and aesthetic concerns. The proposed treatment plant is intended to serve the
proposed subdivision and is not currently planned as a regional facility. As currently proposed,
the STP is rated at a capacity 100,000 gallons per day (gpd), it is not of the scale to be
considered a “regional” facility.
The term “regional” typically applies to a large geographic area. Suffolk County’s Southwest
Sewer District No. 3 Bergen Point Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) is a regional treatment
facility that serves a large population in the towns of Babylon and Islip. The Bergen Point STP
has a capacity of over 40 Million Gallons per Day (MGD). Suffolk County currently hosts over
200 wastewater treatment facilities, with many between 100,000 and 200,00 gpd treatment
capacity, which are not considered “regional facilities.”
Gyrodyne has designed the STP without the intention of accepting outside flows. However, at
the request from the Town of Smithtown, Gyrodyne analyzed potentially adding the flow from
this business corridor. The Town of Smithtown forwarded the report from their consultant
stating that the St. James Business Corridor could generate as much as 71,000 gpd. Even if the
proposed STP accepted this additional flow, the STP would be far below the capacity of a
regional facility and as such, would not have the ability to induce growth or additional
development.
None of the parcel which is subject of this subdivision is within the Town of Brookhaven. The
parcel located in Brookhaven is a separate tax lot parcel, not part of this application.
EXEC-2
7

“While the term “sustainable” is used frequently to discuss the proposed development

Parenthetical numbers following a comment are used to identify the commenter (full name provided in Section 1.5)
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the section of Sustainability, Use and Conservation of Energy lacks substance. Either the word
“sustainable” should not be applied to the project, or the Sustainability section of the document
should identify actual, planned actions that will contribute to energy efficiency, habitat
protection, recycling, etc. The applicant controls the property and can file covenants or take other
actions that would require future development to meet sustainability standards such as LEEDs
ratings, HERS ratings, use of native plants in landscaping and other measures of the sustainability
of existing and new construction and land management. Simply noting that some of these
measures will be considered in the future is not adequate.” (4)
Response 2: Native plantings and green infrastructure are part of the proposed mitigation.
Energy measures such as energy efficient building design will be addressed as part of the site
plan review for individual lots. Future development of individual lots is required to be
consistent with the Findings Statement, including all mitigation measures addressed herein.
The DEIS document specifies a suite of site sustainability measures related to green stormwater
management techniques (e.g. bioswales and drainage reserve areas/rain gardens); water quality
improvement mitigation through non-fertilized landscape areas (e.g. all landscape areas within
the common ownership areas will not be treated with fertilizer); and habitat protection through
the preservation of natural buffers and proposed native plantings. These site sustainability
measures are specified and detailed on the subdivision Engineering Plans in Appendix F.
The development of future lots will be subject to SEQRA review. So long as such developments
conform to the parameters set forth in the current EIS and Findings Statement, it is expected
that such developments would not require the preparation of further/Supplemental EISs.
FEIS Responses ECOL-6, ECOL-7, GW-16, GW-26, GW-30, GW-31, GW-32, OPEN-4, and
ALT-6 provide further elaboration on these site sustainability measures.
EXEC-3
“…I have lived in St James for over 40 years…[10 years ago], I saw the visible
deterioration of our downtown. Stores were empty, absentee landlords were raising rents as
businesses opened and closed, cars were whizzing by with very little to stop for, and a vape shop
and massage parlors found a home. Those who stayed and invested in St James looked to the
then supervisor for help in revitalizing the town. His answer was always the same — “I’m not
raising the taxes. Without sewers, the business district will have to manage, and people can shop
at the mall.” “Then — something wonderful happened! A new supervisor was elected, a civic
association was born and the organization of which I am the president — Celebrate St James
Past — Present — Future was founded. People had had enough. While our hamlet was woefully
short on infrastructure, it still had the community pride generations of families, who lived here
and loved St James, had nurtured. Along with that old spirit came something new — progress!
Roads were getting fixed, parks were being upgraded, a master plan was finally being developed
for the Smithtown communities based on our input. The town officials were actually listening to
us — homeowners, business owners, families, seniors. Along with the town officials, St James
found a new friend and neighbor at Gyrodyne. The Gyrodyne corporation, whose board has many
St. Jamesers on it had spent years developing their plan, taking into account existing
environmental and traffic issues, as well as the profile of our small-town community. They have
consistently exhibited the good neighbor policy. They are involved and caring partners in our
community — and their development can only benefit us — and the entire surrounding
community. St James has waited a very long time for such a neighbor who can help turn our
dreams of a charming town with art galleries and restaurants, an ice cream parlor, and boutique
shops — a place where we, and visitors can once again stroll down an avenue with things to see
and do and where our rich heritage in the arts can be celebrated. I speak for my organization and
the countless others who have reached out to me, who live and work in St James. Gyrodyne has
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done their due diligence. You have heard the facts tonight — not distortions and exaggerations.
The development of that property will only enhance us and will allow us to grow — not into a
monster city — but, become the microcosm of small-town life we yearn to be again, and for
which we had almost lost hope. I am urging your support for the Gyrodyne project that means
so much to the future economic growth of St. James and all our communities”. (20) (77)
Response 3:

This comment in support of the application is duly noted.

EXEC-4
“I live in Setauket, but my family's doctors and dentists are in Smithtown and I am a
member of the Brick Studio at Flowerfields and I regularly drive 25A and love the Smithtown
area. I am very distressed to hear of the massive development plans. I love the stretch of 25A
except that it is a bit crowded...I would be sorry to see it disappear into a major development and
begin to look like 347”. (18)
Response 4: The DEIS evaluates and mitigates potential impacts to visual character in Chapter
15 and Appendix K. New buildings would be set back more than 200 feet from the roadway
and there would be new trees planted to enhance the vegetation along Route 25A.
EXEC-5
“I have been a Smithtown resident for 45 years. I can still remember when our town
was actually a town and was not saturated with development. What could you possibly be
thinking? All one has to do is drive on our roads or check out natural areas like Millers [sp] Pond
as one example to see what detrimental effects overdevelopment has on our quality of life.” (34)
“I am writing to express my concern about the Gyrodyne development proposal that is about to
come before the Smithtown Planning Board. The proposal entails a scale of development on the
Flowerfield land that will clearly impact on residents of Brookhaven (in particular Stony Brook
and Setauket, as well as residents of Smithtown.” (48)
“My household is against the scale of this project. We did not move to St. James from East
Meadow to live in yet another overdeveloped area.” (62)
Response 5: Extensive areas of the property would remain green or without paved space. Please
see Figure 1-4 on page 10. The “visual impacts” mitigation includes planting over 330 trees,
a ±35% increase in the number of trees on the property.
EXEC-6
“Please take into consideration that the request for this location to be overwhelmed with,
TWO assisted living facilities, TWO medical office buildings 1 hotel complex, 1 catering
facility, 7 acres of sewage treatment close to Stony Brook Grist Mill and SB Harbor, conveyance
into and out of onto Stony Brook Road = monumental traffic/safety issues, sewage effluent
seeping into harbor, AND complete lack of study of existing chemical contaminants already on
site from former industries (including lead arsenate, naphthalene, among others), is, abusive to
the surrounding community, an insane example of corporate greed, and if approved, will be
bogged down with multiple lawsuits not to mention accusations of bribery and deceit.” (65)
Response 6: This comment is duly noted. All of the identified project components and potential
impact areas have been studied and documented in the three-volume DEIS and where
necessary, supplemented with additional information within this FEIS. Particular attention has
been directed towards the potential impact areas identified in this comment, including extensive
groundwater/wastewater modeling and analyses (see Section 7, Section 19, and Appendix J of
the DEIS); a traffic impact analysis accounting for 17 intersections (see Section 9, Section 19,
and Appendix F of the DEIS; and see Figure 2-1 below depicting the study intersection map);
and a series of soil studies and Environmental Site Assessments (see Section 4 and Appendix
I of the DEIS) that document prior industrial and agricultural uses on the site.
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Figure 2-1: Traffic Study Intersections Map

EXEC-7
“The scope of the proposed development is alarming. The Gyrodyne, Flowerfield
development certainly should not contain all of the elements described in the current proposal.
While this location is a desirable one for each of the uses proposed separately, they would
collectively be unsustainable at this location. The roads servicing and surrounding this area could
not possibly support the vehicular traffic the full proposal would generate. Traffic on the
surrounding narrow and curving roads is bad enough now - I can't imagine what it would be like
with the proposed added facilities. Further, a development of this size would greatly detract from
the desirability of living in this area for Smithtown, St. James, Setauket, and Stony Brook
residents, for all of what should be obvious reasons: traffic, pollution, and the impact on existing
surrounding businesses. This is to respectfully request that this proposal not proceed in its current
form or anything close to it.” (31)
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Response 7: As shown in Figure 2-1, traffic impacts were evaluated at 17 intersections, and
mitigation was identified at six locations to address identified impacts in the DEIS. Please see
Section 9.4 of the DEIS (Pages 9-12 through 9-15) for a more detailed overview of potential
mitigation measures at each identified location. The six locations identified for mitigation
measures include: Route 25A and Mills Pond Road, Route 25A and Stony Brook Road, Route
347 and Moriches Road, Stony Brook Road and South Drive, Stony Brook Road and Oxhead
Road and Stony Brook Road at Route 347.
EXEC-8
“Please don’t let Gyrodyne build the sewage plant, office building, the hotel and senior
center. Please don’t let them build anything there. If they build the sewage plant there it will
affect everyone and everything there! It will affect everyone negatively and horribly! Anything
that lived in the fields (like animals) will be forced to move out to the dangerous streets and most
likely get hit by a car. People are very concerned about trees dying so make sure this piece of
land stays nice and green.” (16)
Response 8: The proposed subdivision is a less intense use than as of right development that
does not require a subdivision. Compared to existing conditions, the proposed sewage
treatment plant (STP) will significantly reduce nitrogen loading associated with wastewater.
Overall nitrogen loading, which includes other sources such as runoff and fertilizer, would also
be reduced with the STP compared to existing conditions (on-site septic systems) and will
benefit the harbor compared to existing conditions. Please see Figure 2-2 below.
Figure 2-2: Nitrogen Reduction
Comparing Existing, As-of-Right, and Proposed Mixed-Use Subdivision Nitrogen Contributions

EXEC-9
“For its intended uses, the site is poorly situated - it is literally on the wrong side of the
LIRR tracks which limits access to the main road arteries through the area, and cutting the project
off from SBU with which the proposal purports to have synergies”. (29)
Response 9: The proposed project meets Town zoning objectives while responding to current
market trends and conditions. The Proposed Action conforms to the Town Code definition of
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the intent for LI Districts, which is, “to provide…office, research and development, wholesale,
and light manufacturing on sites of high aesthetic character, with adequate buffering from
adjoining residential neighborhoods.”
In response to the comment regarding site access related to the LIRR tracks, the DEIS
contemplated a development Alternative (Alternative 8) that considered the re-opening of the
LIRR crossing. Ultimately the proposed project does not include such the LIRR crossing due
to safety concerns associated with at-grade crossings.
EXEC-10 “We all know that our town, country, and world are deteriorating at an alarming rate.
Without a balanced and healthy environment, we have nothing. Think about the progression for
a moment. What will matter if we develop this land if our waters and land become increasingly
poisonous and toxic? We have an opportunity to do the right thing right in our back yard. We
have the opportunity to show others that we stood up for humanity and made a decision to leave
a legacy we are proud of for our generations to come. These words are said over and over again
but is anyone listening? What will our almighty dollar mean if we don’t have our health? Am I
being an alarmist? You bet I am. From the days that my children were young, and we packed our
trunk with newspapers and dropped them off to the town site, did I decide that I could not turn
away from doing my duty as a mom, citizen and neighbor. Have I single handedly made a dent
in my efforts you ask? Probably not, but I have a clear conscience that I did what I could at the
time. Maya Angelou once was quoted stating, “Do the best you can until you know better. Then
when you know better, do better” and that’s how I live my life. Today, I am before you knowing
even better now how important saving the environment is, and I am trying to do better by writing
you as well as Gov. Andrew Cuomo most recently. Please give pause to your decision making
and lead with your “true north”. Not for my request alone, but for all that will be impacted by
this all important decision you are going to make”. (35)
Response 10: This comment is duly noted. The three-volume, 3,000-plus page DEIS represents
a comprehensive hard-look at potential environmental and community impacts associated with
the proposed subdivision. As stated on Page 2-1 of the DEIS, the proposed project is neither a
maximum build plan nor a maximum subdivision yield plan. Rather, this approach regulates
the property to significantly less intense development than what is permitted by-right under
existing zoning. In addition, this approach clearly outlines environmental and infrastructurerelated regulatory controls that would be established during the subdivision approval process.
Any identified impacts are addressed in the DEIS through mitigation measures. Sections 1.5
through 1.16 (Pages 1-4 through 1-13 of the DEIS) provide a summary of applicable mitigation
measures.
EXEC-11 "I am a resident of Stony Brook and wish to raise my voice in opposition to de further
development of the Gyrodyne property and its disastrous impact on the environment and quality
of life in the three-Village area. Didn't we successfully fend off a similar assault some years
back?" (44)
Response 11: This comment is duly noted. Please see Response 10 above. The proposed
subdivision, which represents a significant reduction in development intensity compared to byright development, has been designed with sensitivity to both local environmental conditions
and quality of life concerns. As stated on Page 1-1 of the DEIS, this approach ensures that
future development of the Flowerfield site meets the environmental and design standards set
during the subdivision approval process. Such standards would include established thresholds
for trip generation, wastewater and associated infrastructure. These established standards play
a key role in preserving community character (i.e., reducing the extent of required off-site
traffic mitigation).
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EXEC-12 “I echo the sentiment of our Town Board Supervisor Ed Romaine…As the Brookhaven
Town Council District Representative of Council District 1, I had to come here tonight to convey
my deep concern about this proposal. I too have previously submitted comments on this to the
Board throughout this years' long process for this application. I have voiced my concerns and
those of the neighboring residents in Brookhaven's Council District 1, who will be directly
affected by any development at the Gyrodyne site. I am here today to reinforce these concerns.”
(85)
Response 12: The Councilwoman’s comments are duly noted and are addressed in the
corresponding sections of this document. The Councilwoman’s comments are contained
within Comments PN-23 on Page 28 (Purpose and Need, Subdivision Benefits), GW-1 on
Pages 41-42 (Groundwater, Stony Brook Harbor, Watersheds, Water Quality, STP),
OPEN-4 on Page 90 (Land Use and Open Space), SEQRA-1 on Page 100 (EIS Required
Content/SEQRA Process), TR-2 on Page 67 and TR-29 on Page 78 (Traffic and Parking).
Please also see Response 1 of this Section for additional information regarding
coordination with the Town of Brookhaven.

2.2.

Purpose and Need, Subdivision Benefits
PN-1 “I was at the last public hearing. Those in the audience who spoke in favor of the application
focused solely on one issue: that approval will mean use by the future St. James business district
of the proposed sewage treatment plant. Such a narrow view is irresponsible, even if such a
benefit is realized. Those few speakers said nothing about the other major concerns of traffic and
environmental issues, not to mention aesthetic and historical concerns. As an attorney and
business owner on Lake Avenue for over 30 years, and past president of the St. James Chamber
of Commerce and other area organizations, I recognize and appreciate the need for sewers in
downtown St. James. In fact, at a public hearing with Town board members two years ago, after
the coming Lake Avenue revitalization project was announced, I stated that it would be "a darned
shame" if a few years after Lake Avenue was completely renovated, the road bed was torn up
again to install a dry sewer main. Although I was told there was no money to install the main,
six months later it was announced that it would be part of the project. Make no mistake: I am an
advocate for the business owners in St. James. One way or another, there will be a working sewer
line on Lake Avenue. But I am also a resident who cares deeply about this community, and its
citizens, history and environment. To approve this project because the sewer line is needed is
narrow-minded and unfairly ignores the looming gigantic traffic problem that will impose an
unreasonable burden on the residents of the northeastern part of this Town and those traveling
through it. The magnitude of the proposed project will have regional consequences that, with all
due respect, have not yet been appreciated. No one should begrudge the right of a property owner
to legally develop its property, However, that right must be reconciled with the greater public
good. When an imbalance might occur, as is likely in this matter, it is the job of government to
be sure that an injustice does not result. Approval of the proposed project would be a major
mistake that I predict we would all come to regret. I urge you and the Town Board to work with
Brookhaven and the County and State governments, and even private interested parties, to find
a way to resolve this matter so that we can all live with it”. (49)
Response 1: The DEIS is comprehensive and identifies extensive mitigation measures for
sanitary flow, to address the concerns in this comment. As stated in the DEIS on page 17-1:
“The Smithtown Town Supervisor has asked Gyrodyne to build its STP with extra
capacity to accommodate flow from the St. James Lake Avenue Business District.
Gyrodyne LLC remains amenable to this concept…The request for additional STP
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capacity is not a component of the subdivision application”
The DEIS mitigation measures for nitrogen contribution, visual impacts, and traffic address the
comment regarding “reconciling the [property owner’s rights with] the greater public good.”
o
o
o

Nitrogen contribution will decrease with the Proposed Action, as depicted in Figure 2-2 on
page 20
The applicant will plant over 330 new trees throughout the site (more than a 35% increase
over current tree inventory), including within the required buffer from Route 25A
Traffic mitigation as summarized in DEIS Section 9.4, addresses existing concerns as well
as mitigation needs

PN-2 “Collective impacts on regional/local hospitality markets: The collective market impact of
the proposed hotel must be more clearly delineated due to a spate of hotels that are either being
proposed or have been newly constructed near the Gyrodyne parcel. With additional hotel space
being pitched locally at the Watermill site on nearby Nesconset Highway as well as at various
locations across western Suffolk and Nassau Counties, the DEIS should address expected
changes in market dynamics due to other proposed hospitality projects within reasonable
distance to the project site”. (11)
Response 2: The Watermill site on Nesconset Highway is nearly five miles away from the
Gyrodyne property, and the market for a hotel adjacent to Flowerfield Celebrations was studied
and developed by the applicant’s real estate professionals.
PN-3 Neither the hotel nor the Assisted Living Facility appear to be compatible with the current
zoning. The hotel, which is described in the EIS as having “synergy with the existing Flowerfield
catering hall, Stony Brook University, the Research and Development Park, and Stony Brook
Medical seems to be redundant given the new hotel on the Stony Brook University campus. (8)
“The proposed hotel/office park/long-term care facilities are wildly out of character for the
community, and appears to be a contrived and ill-conceived attempt to monetize the property.”
(29)
“Where does the DEIS explain what the synergy for a hotel and assisted living facility?” (50)
“I am a resident of Setauket. Professionally, I am an ecologist, author of various books on human
impacts on the living world, and I hold the Endowed Chair for Nature and Humanity at Stony
Brook University's School of Marine and Atmospheric Science. Gyrodyne's proposal for a hotel
and conference center, medical offices, and assisted-living facility with a major sewage plant
strikes me as it strikes so many others as entirely wrong for its location. This is a light industrial
development in a non-industrial area, and would mar the nature of our community, and create a
prior condition for other industrial developments along the corridor. Gyrodyne's proposed
development would be more suited to the light industrial corridor along the Long Island
Expressway. It would be extremely out of place at Flowerfields. It is simply wrong for our area…
I strongly oppose Gyrodyne's proposed Flowerfield development plans.” (92)
Response 3: As detailed in the DEIS, these uses are permitted by special permit; a change of
zone is not required. The need for a hotel is reported by the applicant’s real estate professionals.
The University is one, but not the only, contributor to potential hotel guests.
The proposed project meets Town zoning objectives while responding to current market trends
and conditions.
PN-4 “I am strongly opposed to this building project. We work hard to live in a certain type of
area paying quite significant taxes for a quiet town-like atmosphere of the north shore specifically
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St. James area, and it is becoming more crowded, less town-like and certainly more expensive
with the upcoming tax increase. I am a resident who also lives on Twixt Hills Road. As you are
aware a group home recently opened on our street. The home was renovated nicely. It is a great
thing for the residents, there has been no increase of noise, however the location of these homes
should be considered. It is another example of by default, there being a business, place of
employment, for the workers, smack in the middle of a very quiet neighborhood. There is more
traffic, many cars...it is not what we pay high taxes for to be in a quiet private area. There should
be more thought into the location of such places of business. Are tax breaks given? No, quite the
contrary. Now there are these proposals for hotels, sewage plants, senior residencies…when is
enough enough?! There is the church/temple on the corner of River Rd. and Edgewood. It looks
terrible. SMITHTOWN Main Street is a wreck. There are rental properties on River road across
from the cemetery that look horrendous and incoherent looking people are seen waking up and
down River Rd. What is happening to Smithtown?! It is becoming less desirable to live in this
area. I beg of you to please listen to the hundreds of people who were able to get into last evenings
meeting. When is Smithtown going to get the attention it deserves? Please preserve our
community and do not allow this building project that will forever change the landscape of our
north shore area”. (13)
Response 4: These comments reflect an area more than three miles away from the proposed
subdivision and they are unrelated to this application.
PN-5 “Gyrodyne LLC is in the process of liquidation. The liquidation process contemplates selling
off its remaining real estate and distributing the proceeds to its shareholders. As such, it is going
out of business and its intention is to remove itself from our community. It is important to be
mindful that the residents of the community will have to live with the results of the liquidation,
but without the proceeds. The positive and negative impacts of the development on our
community will represent the lasting legacy of Gyrodyne and its management.
Response 5: Property ownership is not a SEQRA issue, and the DEIS identifies extensive
mitigation and improvements to avoid significant adverse impacts to the community. Any
identified impacts are addressed in the DEIS through mitigation measures. Sections 1.5 through
1.16 (Pages 1-4 through 1-13 of the DEIS) provide a summary of proposed mitigation measures
for each topic analyzed in the DEIS.
PN-6 “On November 8, 2017, the Village submitted comments in writing during the public scoping
process. This letter is attached rather than repeat here the comments in that letter. Please note
that, while the Draft EIS addresses most of our comments, each of the matters brought up in the
November 8, 2017 letter remain a strong concern of our Village residents.” (2)
Response 6: Please see FEIS pages A8 through A10, denoting the response which addresses
each of the Village’s November 2017 comments.
PN-7 The Town of Smithtown is in the process of completing a comprehensive Master Plan. Why
is the Board pushing forward to determine this land usage matter when the Town itself is still
deciding the direction of future land use? (50)
“Major development in the town should be on moratorium until the Comprehensive Master Plan
is released. The Master Plan cost over $500K and solicited the input from town residents over
the course of many months. What was the purpose of the Master Plan, if not to guide future
development? Why are developments being pushed through without sufficient evaluation of the
ensuing ramifications? (67)
Response 7: The purview of a Master Plan is not to dictate development on individual
properties, and in fact, the unadopted Draft Comprehensive Master Plan Update (2015) stated
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this as well.
PN-8 “I use the 25A corridor almost daily and am very concerned about the development that is
planned for the former Flowerfields/Gyrodyne property. As you are aware, the traffic is already
very heavy during parts of the day, and the road itself can be quite dangerous in inclement
weather. A substantial influx of vehicles without a concomitant expansion of the main road that
serves it is a recipe for disaster, affecting both the neighborhoods and businesses in the area.
Does the state plan on widening the highway--and for how long? Could this development
replicate the present choke points that we see on route 25? Right now we often look to St, James
for business and restaurant needs. Will the increased traffic shift our focus to Port Jefferson and
Mt. Sinai? (45)
Response 8: The DEIS identifies appropriate off-site mitigation and improvements that will
address traffic concerns which pre-date the subdivision application. The DEIS evaluated traffic
impacts at 17 intersections and identified mitigation at six locations to address identified
impacts in the DEIS. Please see Section 9.4 of the DEIS (Pages 9-12 through 9-15) for a more
detailed overview of potential mitigation measures at each identified location. The six locations
identified for mitigation measures include: Route 25A and Mills Pond Road, Route 25A and
Stony Brook Road, Route 347 and Moriches Road, Stony Brook Road and South Drive, Stony
Brook Road and Oxhead Road and Stony Brook Road at Route 347.
PN-9 “I understand that a sewage treatment plant is also involved and that the environmental
impact research is inadequate and doesn’t take into account all the facets of the project. Will that
be addressed before any action is taken? As someone suffering from a lung disease, I am very
concerned that we not be pumping more poisons into the air or the ground--the source of our
drinking water.” (45)
Response 9: The DEIS examines the proposed sewage treatment plant, which would decrease
nitrogen contribution compared to existing conditions and compared to as of right development
that would not require a subdivision. Please see Figure 2-2 on page 20.
PN-10 “I am sending you this email to please do whatever is in your power to STOP the commercial
development of Gyrodyne. If this is developed it will be a major disaster for not only the
surrounding communities but the other communities such as Lake Grove, Port Jefferson,
Centerrach and all others to the west, south and east. Our infrastructure (roadways, water supply,
electrical supply, sewage) cannot handle this impending project … Please consider other more
environmentally friendly alternatives. Our land value, quality of life and the natural environment
itself will be greatly impacted if the development happens”. (25)
“Can't you leave anything beautiful alone? Must every spare piece of green be built upon? Leave
the property alone, green, maybe every plant flowers there again. It's restful. On the other hand,
you can make money on it as usual, get more tax $$$ from it, cause more traffic, destroy more
roads, cause more rage. Hey, it’s up to you. Personally, I say leave the land alone. (69)
“First, the negative impact on the environment is of extreme concern to me. The water and the
wildlife that will be harmed by this development is not to be overlooked. When water and
wildlife are negatively impacted, so is human life in the process.” (70)
Response 10: The DEIS includes a public acquisition alternative (Alternative 6) and identifies
appropriate mitigation for identified impacts of the proposed action or its alternatives.
PN-11 “I'm normally a pro business guy. But, the Gyrodyne development will be the tip of a mile
wide iceberg navigating through very tight roadways that were literally designed for horse ‘n
buggies. Unfortunately, without regard to the environment blah blah blah, the road infrastructure
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just isn't available. Please say no and don't take Gyrodyne money”. (26)
Response 11: Gyrodyne is not paying the Town for permission to develop its property.
Additionally, please see Response 8.
PN-12 “The Long Island Pine Barrens Society writes out of concern for the proposed development
of multiple-construction plans associated with the Gyrodyne Development project in St. James.
In addition to our concern about the magnitude of building development on the fragile site, we
are especially concerned about the proposed development of a regional Sewage Treatment Plant
that would permit denser building which can be expected to harm on site attributes of the property
as well as Stony Brook Harbor and other adjacent waterways. We believe that the project should
be scaled back and the Sewage Treatment Plant abandoned as proposed”. (10)
“First and foremost I am more than concerned over the potential contaminants caused by the
sewer treatment plant and the disruption of the soil. What studies have been done to date?” (66)
Response 12: The on-site STP is to mitigate nitrogen loading. In fact, the proposed subdivision
with an on-site STP generates roughly 65% less nitrogen than two as of right alternatives with
no subdivision and no on-site STP.
As shown on DEIS pages J-1 to J-6, the DEIS Proposed Action has less nitrogen loading than
the existing development, while the two as of right alternatives have significantly higher
nitrogen loading than the existing or Proposed Action alternatives. The FEIS Proposed Action
has lower nitrogen loading than the DEIS Proposed Action:
 Existing nitrogen loading: 33.0 lbs/acre/year
 DEIS Proposed action nitrogen loading: 32.4 lbs/acre/year (less than existing)
 FEIS Proposed action nitrogen loading: 32.1 lbs/acre/year (less than existing)
 As of right Alternative 4 (medical office) nitrogen loading: 87.6 lbs/acre/year
 As of right Alternative 5 (light industry) nitrogen loading: 69.4 lbs/acre/year
Soil conditions are likewise addressed in the DEIS. See responses to comments in Section 2.4,
Soils.
PN-13 “I am opposed to the development at Gyrodyne. Once done never turn back you will be
responsible for the ruin of the north shore” (55)
Response 13: This comment is duly acknowledged. The proposed subdivision, which represents
a significant reduction in development intensity compared to by-right development, has been
designed with sensitivity to both local environmental conditions and quality of life concerns.
As stated on Page 1-1 of the DEIS, this approach ensures that future development of the
Flowerfield site meets the environmental and design standards set during the subdivision
approval process. Such standards would include established thresholds for trip generation,
wastewater and associated infrastructure. These established standards play a key role in
preserving community character (i.e., reducing the extent of required off-site traffic
mitigation).
PN-14 “As a life long resident of the town of Smithtown and a 30 plus year homeowner in St. James,
my family and myself are against the development of the Gyrodyne Properties. Please consider
the quality of life for us living so close to this. Traffic, noise, congestion, displaced deer and
wildlife and disturbing the already contaminated land and ground waters. I am a cancer survivor
and I can look down my street and count so many others. I do not want to have to move, please
don’t do this to us”. (51)
Response 14: Comment noted. The DEIS addresses traffic (beginning on Page 9-1 of the DEIS),
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noise (beginning on Page 14-1 of the DEIS), ecology (beginning on Page 6-1 of the DEIS),
soils (beginning on Page 4-1 of the DEIS) and groundwater (beginning on Page 7-1 of the
DEIS) in accordance with SEQRA regulations and the requirements outlined in the project’s
Final Scoping Document (see Pages A-12 through A-33 of the DEIS).
PN-15 “This email is being sent to inform you of my disapproval/concern over the proposed
Gyrodyne over-development. I grew up in Smithtown and went to church in Setauket using route
25A frequently to youth group and church events, the planned development will cause traffic in
an area in which the congestion will not be tolerated well by the existing protected and historic
route. I am concerned for the environmental impact this will impose on the surrounding
landscape, subjecting the groundwater flowing into Stony-Brook Harbor to be overrun with
nitrogen-laden waste resulting in algal blooms which kill off our precious fishery environment”.
(53)
“Once again we find ourselves having to present to the town reasons not to over develop our
community. This time it is the proposed development at Gyrodye [sp]…I would ask to you not
provide approval for this disaster of a project.” (56)
“I am writing to express my objections to the subdivision of the Gyrodyne property. I live in the
neighborhood between moriches and mills pond. Aside from the overdevelopment and traffic, i
am concerned about the natural habitat for wildlife and the open space. I am also very concerned
about the effects of the sewage treatment plant on the waters along the north shore. I hope you
will deny this request by gyrodyne. (57)
Response 15: Please see Responses 8 and 12.
PN-16 “All of the environmental, ethical and quality of life issues presented at the January 8th, 2020
meeting make it very clear you must deny the project. What if anything has the board done to
address all the very serious issues presented at this meeting? The health and safety of Smithtown
and Brookhaven residents demands nothing less. In light of the conflict of interest of Mr. Ryan,
all of the approvals to this point should be put aside and the entire project should be rejected”.
(58)(90)
Response 16: Please see Section 1.3 and Response 1 in Section 2.1 of this document. As Lead
Agency, the Town of Smithtown Planning Board has followed all SEQRA regulations and
requirements, ensuring that the public and Interested/Involved Agencies have multiple
opportunities to comment throughout the process. Further, the Planning Board went beyond
SEQRA regulations to carry out a voluntary public scoping process, affording additional input
from the public and Interested/Involved Agencies. Also of note, this FEIS contains responses
to comments received through February 5, 2020, which is beyond the initial DEIS public
comment date of January 24, 2020.
The comment about Mr. Ryan is beyond the scope of SEQRA.
PN-17 “I am writing to you to express my grave concerns about the plans to develop the Gyrodyne
property in Flower Fields. My first concern is for the environment, particularly about the effects
of a sewage treatment plant that would eventually discharge treated water into Stony Brook
Harbor. This is a pristine jewel of the North Shore coast that is already strained under the runoff
it must currently handle. More would be a travesty that would threaten wildlife, native plants,
and even the health of the people who fish, kayak, and swim there.” (61)
Response 17: Please see Response 8 and Figure 2-2 on page 20.
PN-18 “I am totally against the Gyrodyne Project. This is just another case where the Town of
Smithtown is rushing into over development before we have a master plan.” (68)
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Response 18: This property has been analyzed multiple times dating back at least to the year
2003. The DEIS was prepared over a three-year period and includes an extensive study of
seventeen intersections up to two miles from the site, and ten alternatives in addition to the
proposed action. The DEIS identifies appropriate mitigation for identified potential impacts.
PN-19 “I agree with all the extremely valid reasons mentioned at the Jan. 8th planning board

meeting by the eloquent speakers who opposed this project. I suggest that you review the video.”
(68)
Response 19: The comment is duly noted.
PN-20 “My husband has a business at the Gyrodyne Industrial Park, so I'm straddling both sides of
the line...Almost 100 years ago, development was also threatening to change St. James. South of
25A was developing at such a rapid pace, that they referred to it as Boomertown. Some
community members foresaw that this would cause irreversible damage. So, as stewards of the
land, they realized whatever they allowed to happen would become their legacy. At that point in
time Nissequogue and Head of the Harbor incorporated. Each area developed stringent zoning
codes to preserve older homes, maintain a pleasing esthetic, and country setting. They did that,
but they didn't stop progress.” (78)
Response 20: This comment is duly noted. The proposed subdivision does not require a change
of zone and includes permitted land uses.
PN-21 “Today, we are at a crossroads. Our population has increased, more homes were built, and
what was supposed to be a small teachers' college, morphed into an internationally recognized
state university. The University seized Gyrodyne property by eminent domain in order to build
more, it has given no consideration to its impact on the surrounding area. I ask that Gyrodyne
please be a good neighbor in their quest to create a project with synergy and connectivity to
Stony Brook University.” (78)
Response 21: This is the applicant’s intent: to be a good neighbor to the community and take
advantage of potential synergy with neighboring uses, such as Stony Brook University.
PN-22 “We are in economic development as well as the sewage treatment plants, we're for.
Smithtown hamlets, they need this. I mean, you have Kings Park, Smithtown, we both got grants
for about $20 million. In Smithtown, it costs $70 million just to put our sewage treatment in that
we need.” (83)
Response 22: This comment is duly noted.
PN-23 “The University, however, offers numerous, positive community benefits, academic,
scientific, economic, that helps mitigate these impacts to some degree. However, none of the
proposed project ideas that have been put in the DEIS would offer the same benefits to our
community, and have the very real potential to irreparably harm the community.” (85)
Response 23: The DEIS is a nearly 3,000-page hard look at dozens of environmental and
community impacts. The document identifies multiple benefits associated with the application
and its mitigation measures, including a reduction in nitrogen contribution, reduction in
potential traffic compared to as of right development (that does not require a subdivision), and
planting over 330 new trees.
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Geology
No comments were submitted on this topic.

2.4.

Soils
SOIL-1 "The DEIS establishes but does not detail the vertical and horizontal extent of arsenic
contamination in site soils. Further, the document fails to identify the likely source of the
contamination and offers no details with respect to the concentrations of the arsenic on the soil
as determined through a sampling plan. Arsenic is highly toxic from dermal contact, ingestion
or inhalation exposures. The plan identifies that the arsenic will be mitigated through a process
of mixing it with clean materials. This practice is strongly prohibited by the US Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Mixing waste is only allowed when mixing for
purposes of addressing a RCRA characteristic. The contaminated soil should be excavated in
controlled conditions by qualified personnel and removed to a secure waste management facility
that can address exposure issues. This is common throughout the county where soils are routinely
found to be impacted by lead arsenate herbicides. The plan as presented will actually threaten
the health and safety or local community members by disturbing it and putting arsenic
contaminated soil into the air. There is no reason the developer should be granted this prohibited
exemption from safe industry and engineering practices” (71)
Response 1: The 2017 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) summarizes a 2006
Surface Soil Sampling Report, 2007 Soil Management Plan (SMP), and 2008 Industrial Area
Sampling Report (see Sections 8.2.5, 8.2.6, and 8.2.7 of the Phase I ESA). Surface soil
sampling was performed in 2006 to evaluate whether historical usage for agricultural purposes
had impacted soils at the subject property. Additional surface soil sampling was performed in
2007 and 2008 to expand upon the soil evaluation performed during the 2006 sampling. From
2006 to 2008, a total of 53 surface soil samples were collected from 28 boring locations.
Comparing 2006 to 2008 sampling data to the current NYSDEC Soil Cleanup Objectives
(SCOs) specified in 6 NYCRR Part 375-6, metals concentrations in soils are below NYSDEC’s
Unrestricted Use SCOs with the exception of one soil sample where mercury was detected
above its Unrestricted Use SCO but below its Restricted Residential SCO. Several pesticide
compounds exceed NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs but are below Restricted Residential Use
SCOs at multiple locations. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and semi-volatile organic
compounds were not detected above NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs. Restricted Residential
Use is defined in 6 NYCRR Part 375-1.8(g)(2)(ii) and is typically an acceptable standard to
apply for the proposed future usages of the property such as hotel, assisted living facility and
medical office space.
Based on the 2006 and 2007 sample results, in 2007 a Soil Management Plan (see Page G-4 in
Appendix G) was developed based on a Draft SCDHS Guidance Document8 (see Page G-24 in
Appendix G). The SMP specified that surficial soils be addressed by capping and vertical
mixing. However, the Draft SCDHS guidance document that recommended vertical mixing as
a soil management process was never formally approved and is no longer in use. No vertical
mixing of soils is necessary or proposed under current NYSDEC regulations.
Although sampled soils at the site meet Restricted Residential SCOs, which are applicable to

8

SCDHS - Procedures for Municipalities to Evaluate the Need for Soil Sampling and Soil Management at
Subdivisions or Other Construction Projects with Potentially Contaminated Soils (Draft February 2006).
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the planned future use of the property, construction generated soils at the site will be managed
in accordance with applicable regulations including 6 NYCRR Part 360 which includes
provisions to regulate soils generated during construction activities, and requirements for
imported fill material. This will ensure that excess soils generated during construction are
properly handled, and that material imported to the site during construction meets the fill
material requirements specified in 6 NYCRR Part 360.13 (i.e., prevent contaminated soil from
being imported to the site as fill material).
SOIL-2 “Contamination of soils is dismissed by noting that Suffolk County no longer engages in
review of soil contamination. The soil contamination exists nonetheless, and it is the requirement
of the EIS that the contamination be analyzed, and mitigation in the form of a soil management
plan be included.” (4)
Response 2:

Please see Response 1.

SOIL-3 The last speaker on the night of the hearing -Justin Bryant- expressed concern about a
number of chemicals (after the passage of time they’re typically referred to characterized as
legacy pollutants) he knows, through information in his possession, were once used at
Flowerfield. These included “lead arsenate, methyl bromide, naphthalene, and calcium cyanide”.
Moreover, the speaker referred to the DEIS prepared for the portion of Flowerfield that was
purchased by New York State and an individual referenced in the document who noted the
presence of many of these legacy contaminants. The DEIS does assess, in some detail, the
presence of chemicals in the soil and underground infrastructure and remediation efforts to
remove these materials. Still, the preparers of the DEIS should assess the accuracy and validity
of the claims made by this speaker given the serious nature of his claims. (28)
“Then I know the EIS -- DEIS, rather, has looked into, you know, pollutants on-site and what
have you. Going back to the historical uses of the property, one of the former owners of the
property -- this is what, I am a little nervous, I apologize -- given that the property was once used
for manufacturing at a time when contaminated waste was dumped into bodies of water or buried
into on-site pits, what assurances do we have that the pond bottoms and the soil below or along
the immediate surrounding areas were thoroughly tested for contaminates or toxins outside of
the legacy toxins in the soil associated with past horticultural use. Have those ponds been tested?
One of the previous owners was a company named Bendex. So when I Googled Bendex, they
come up with a Superfund site in another state. And in that state, they were dumping toxins into
a pond.” (78)
“There is even possibility of nuclear material there. And I'm saying this because in the '80s I saw
munitions being brought out of there. I saw missiles under tarps being taken out in the wee hours
of the morning. That came out of Gyrodyne. Maybe they were going out to the Rocky Point
missile site. I don't know where they were going, but they came out of there. We don't know
what's in that soil but when you turn it over, all of that contamination is going to go right into
our waterways. If you enjoy boating, fishing, clamming, if you enjoy swimming, you are going
to be swimming in the Hudson River. I don't understand why this project is necessary, but I do
understand that it's going to destroy the area that we live in, and I'm very very unhappy with it.”
(84)
Response 3: Sediment within the existing ponds has not been sampled or analyzed. However,
since 1993 at least four Phase I ESAs have been prepared for the site without any of them
identifying the ponds as a potential environmental concern. One boring where samples were
collected from in 2006 to 2008 was located immediately adjacent to the ponds, between the
ponds and the industrial area, where runoff would be likely to transport surficial soil impact
into the ponds; no soil impact exceeding NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs was detected in
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samples collected from this boring. As part of the 2004 Phase II ESA, a groundwater sample
was collected from a supply well located adjacent to the ponds. No compounds exceeding
NYSDEC groundwater standards were detected in that sample with the exception of
background concentrations of copper and zinc which are attributable to the formation of the
aquifer. The 2020 Suffolk County Water Authority (SCWA) Annual Water Quality Report for
Distribution Area 15 did not identify any compounds exceeding maximum contaminant levels
with the exception of naturally occurring iron. If the ponds were impacted by past industrial
usage, such impact would likely be reflected in groundwater quality in the vicinity of the ponds.
As no significant groundwater impact was identified by sampling performed as part of the 2004
Phase II ESA or by routine sampling performed by SCWA, the ponds appear unlikely to have
been impacted by the past industrial usage of the site.
The conclusory statement that there may have been nuclear material at the site is not supported
by any historical evidence or documentation. Furthermore, with respect to potential nuclear
material, since 1993 at least four Phase I ESAs have been prepared for the site, and in them, no
evidence of the potential presence, usage, or storage of nuclear material at the site has been
identified.
Please see Responses 1 and 5 through 8. Pollutants are addressed in the DEIS (Appendix I
Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments). Sites where former tenants now
operate, are beyond the scope of SEQRA or this application.

SOIL-4

“Please account for the discrepancy between the statements provided by Gyrodyne
representatives in the 2004 Generic Environmental Impact Statement prepared by KTR Newman
and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) prepared by Cameron and Associates that
is currently before the Town Planning Board. In the earlier statement the Gyrodyne employee
stated that there were environmental concerns in almost every category in the questionnaire. In
the most recent DEIS a Gyrodyne employee contradicts this claim by stating that there are no
environmental concerns or liabilities. These answers have a direct impact on the scope of the
environmental review and likely had a limiting effect on rigorousness of the environmental
review”. (38) (50) “Why did Gyrodyne not acknowledge the many REC’s that were present in
the previous EIS. Those have not been mitigated”. (38)(50)

Response 4: It should be noted that the questionnaire responses were provided by two different
Gyrodyne employees with a gap of 14 years between the Phase I ESA questionnaires being
completed. The responses to the 2017 Phase I ESA questionnaire (starting on DEIS page I-158)
did not alter the scope or findings of PWGC’s 2017 Phase I ESA (DEIS pages I-53 through I58) or 2017 Phase II ESAs (DEIS pages I-856 and I-857) which were performed in accordance
with ASTM standards E1527 and E1903, respectively as well as standard industry practices.
Additionally, these questionnaires were filled out as part of EAFs, the most recent of which
was submitted over two years ago as part of the preliminary subdivision application. The EAF
is provided in the DEIS (DEIS Appendix Page A-34) as part of the application history, not for
comparative purposes now that there is a DEIS with roughly 1,600 pages of Phase I ESA (DEIS
pages I-1 through I-847) and Phase II (DEIS pages I-848 through I-1589) investigations. The
questionnaire content is obsolete and does not supersede the physical investigations and reports
done for the 1,600 pages of the Phase I and Phase II ESAs.
RECs identified in the 2003 KTR Newmark Phase I ESA (summarized on FEIS pages G-408
through G-420) were addressed by a 2004 Phase II ESA prepared by Jade Environmental
(summarized in sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 of PWGC’s 2017 Phase I ESA - DEIS Appendix Pages
I-44 through I-46, and provided starting on FEIS page G-421) with the exception of several
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mounds identified in the former fairgrounds area which KTR Newmark recommended be
sampled. The former fairgrounds area was included in the sampling performed in 2006 and
2007 (summarized in section 8.2.5 of PWGC’s 2017 Phase I ESA - DEIS Appendix Page I-46)
which did not identify impact above current NYSDEC Restricted Residential SCOs.
SOIL-5 “There are documented uses of a variety of hazardous substances that are regulated by the
ATSDR. Why was a grid study not conducted given the intensive agricultural and industrial
activity that previously occurred at the location of the proposed subdivision?” (38) (50)
Response 5: Soil sampling was performed from 2006 to 2008 to evaluate impact related to the
former agricultural usage of the site (see summaries in Sections 8.2.5, 8.2.6 and 8.2.7 of the
2017 Phase I ESA, on DEIS page I-46 through page I-48). A total of 53 soil samples (28 boring
locations) were collected from throughout the former agricultural areas; SVOCs, pesticides,
and metals were detected in multiple samples; however, the concentrations detected do not
exceed current NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs (VOCs, SVOCs, metals) or Restricted
Residential SCOs (pesticides plus mercury in one sample). The 2004 Phase II ESA (starting on
FEIS page G-421) included a geophysical survey to identify USTs and former UST areas within
the industrial area (see FEIS page G-427); soil samples from these areas were analyzed for
petroleum constituents. Concentrations of petroleum related VOCs and SVOCs detected do not
exceed current NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs in these areas. Cesspools and storm drains in
the industrial area were investigated in 2008 (Industrial Area Sampling Report, PWGC, June
2008, DEIS Appendix Page I-48) and 2017 (Phase II ESA – Gyrodyne Catering Facility,
PWGC, September 2017, DEIS Appendix Page I-848 & Phase II ESA – Gyrodyne Industrial
Area, September 2017, DEIS Appendix Page I-1040); impact above SCDHS standards
identified in the onsite sanitary systems and storm drains was remediated in accordance with
SCDHS procedures in 2011 (UIC Structure Remediation Report, PWGC, August 2011, DEIS
Appendix Page I-50) and 2018 (UIC Remediation Report – Gyrodyne Catering Facility,
PWGC, April 2018, DEIS Appendix Page I-1303 & UIC Remediation Report – Gyrodyne
Industrial Area, April 2018, DEIS Appendix Page I-1401). Multiple environmental
investigations have been performed at the site since 2004, with no soil impact above NYSDEC
Unrestricted Use SCOs identified, other than low level pesticides and mercury at one location
in surface soils. This area will be managed during construction in accordance with applicable
regulations, including 6 NYCRR Part 360, which includes provisions to regulate soils
generated during construction activities and requirements for imported fill material. Based on
our current knowledge of prior on-site activities, previous soil investigations, and the current
project design, a grid study does not appear to be warranted.
SOIL-6 “Historical documentation and records indicate that many of the aircraft - such as the QH50 - that were manufactured and tested by Gyrodyne at this location utilized JP-4 (a fuel that is
a 50/50 blend of Kerosene and Gasoline). Has the board asked Gyrodyne to provide any and all
documentation pursuant to the locations of the tanks storing this fuel. Given documented spills
in the past and historical practices - it is reasonable for a grid study to have been conducted to
determine any and all subsurface features as well as soil and well sampling. Will the board
require a grid study to be conducted in the interest of protecting public health and human life?”
(38) (50)
Response 6: The 2004 Phase II ESA included a geophysical survey to identify USTs and former
UST areas within the industrial area where petroleum products (e.g. JP-4) would likely have
been stored (see FEIS page G-427). Soil sampling in these areas did not identify petroleum
impact to soils exceeding current NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs. Surface soil samples
collected in 2008 were analyzed for VOCs and SVOCs (which include typical petroleum
constituents); no petroleum related impact to soils exceeding current NYSDEC Unrestricted
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Use SCOs was detected in these samples (see FEIS pages G-382 to G-383). Potential releases
of petroleum products to onsite cesspools and storm drains in the industrial area were
investigated in 2008 FEIS (pages G-382 to G-383) and 2017 (see DEIS page I-856); impact
above SCDHS standards identified in these structures was remediated in accordance with
SCDHS procedures in 2011 and 2018 and SCDHS issued a No Further Action Letter (2019
Letter is on FEIS page G-2; 2011 No Further Action Letter is on FEIS page G-290). Review of
environmental databases shows that as of 2017 there are six NYSDEC Spill Numbers
associated with the site (see Section 6.1.2 of the 2017 Phase I ESA, DEIS page I-31). Based on
information in the databases, no subsurface petroleum impact related to the Spill numbers was
identified by NYSDEC and each spill number has been closed by NYSDEC. Based on our
current knowledge of prior on-site activities, previous soil investigations, and the current
project design, a grid study does not appear to be warranted.
SOIL-7 “This site was historically utilized to manufacture, assemble, and test aircraft — such as the
QH-50 by Gyrodyne, it is highly likely that many various industrial solvents and other chemicals
were used in the manufacturing process. Given this near certainty - will the town compel
Gyrodyne to provide any and all historical documents including but not limited to invoices,
purchase orders, requisitions, ledgers, correspondence, and internal files pursuant to the storage
and usage of any chemical regulated by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ATSDR) or regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).” (38) (50)
Response 7: Evidence of such chemicals having been released to the environment through
leaking USTs or onsite sanitary systems would typically be identified through soil sampling.
Based on soil sampling performed as part of the 2004 Phase II ESA (FEIS pages G-443 and G444), surface soil sampling performed from 2006 to 2008 (see FEIS pages G-590 and G-591
for first 2006 sampling; see FEIS pages G-553 through G-554 for sampling done in 2006 and
2007 for the 2007 Soil Management Plan; see pages G-382 through G-384 for 2008 sampling),
and cesspool/storm drain sampling performed in 2008 (FEIS page G-382) and 2017 (DEIS
page I-856 and I-857), no evidence of releases of such compounds have been identified at the
site with the exception of impact identified in onsite sanitary systems. In 2008, sampling of the
industrial area cesspools and storm drains identified five onsite sanitary systems containing
impact above SCDHS standards. Supplemental sampling in 2011 (see FEIS pages G-301 and
G-302) identified a total of four septic tanks, five cesspools and two storm drains containing
impact exceeding SCDHS standards. In accordance with SCDHS procedures, a total of 68 tons
of non-hazardous soils and 14,000 gallons of non-hazardous liquids were removed from the
impacted structures and SCDHS issued a No Further Action Letter on August 22, 2011 (FEIS
page G-290, with documentation starting on FEIS page G-291). Phase II ESAs performed in
the industrial area and at the catering facility in 2017 (FEIS pages G-3 through G-289)
identified a total of 13 sanitary structures and two storm drains in the industrial area, and 11
sanitary structures at the catering facility containing impact above SCDHS standards. In
accordance with SCDHS procedures, a total of 132 tons of non-hazardous soils and 53,000
gallons of non-hazardous liquids were removed from the impacted structures and SCDHS
issued a No Further Action Letter on October 19, 2019 (FEIS page G-2).
SOIL-8 “There is original documentation of numerous pesticides, fumigants, and other agricultural
pest control chemicals being utilized at this location while operated as an agricultural facility by
Flowerfield Bulb Farm (Successor to J.L. Childs). There are likely many other pesticides,
fumigants that were utilized — however there is available documentation for the following:
a. Chlorasol (75% Ethylene Dichloride + 25% Carbon Tetrachloride)
b. Methyl Bromide
c. Lead Arsenate
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SALP - sodium antimony lactophenate
Tartar Enemic - potassium antimonyl tartrate
Napthalene Flakes
Cyanide based fumigants including but not limited to Hydrogen Cyanide and Calcium
Cyanide.

Given the documented use of various cyanides — why did Cameron or it’s subcontractor (PW
Grosser) NOT test for Cyanide and/or it’s metabolites. It does not appear that this was tested for
at all in the EIS. (38) (50)
“I am concerned that there is not enough study of possible toxins in the area. Remediation should
be part of the plan.” (67)
Response 8: Soil samples collected in 2006 and 2007 were analyzed for compounds specified
in applicable guidance documents (see Appendix Page G-24) and in accordance with standard
industry practices. With respect to the specific compounds in the comment:
•

Chlorasol – samples collected in 2008 and 2017 included analysis for ethylene
dichloride (aka 1,2-dichloroethane) and carbon tetrachloride. Neither compound was
detected above applicable standards. See FEIS pages G-17 and G-389.

•

Methyl Bromide – samples collected in 2008 were analyzed for methyl bromide (aka
bromomethane, see FEIS page G-393). Bromomethane was not detected in these
samples. It should be noted that NYSDEC has not established an SCO for
bromomethane.

•

Lead Arsenate – Samples collected in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2017 were analyzed for
lead and arsenic (see FEIS pages G-19, G-205, G-308, G-392, G-551 through G-554,
G-591, and G-594). With the exception of lead in several sanitary systems that have
since been remediated to the satisfaction of SCDHS, lead and arsenic have not been
detected at concentrations exceeding current NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs.

•

SALP and tartar enemic – samples collected from the site have not been analyzed for
these specific compounds. Neither compound is included on the NYSDEC pesticide
analyte list (see 6 NYCRR Part 375-6.8). It should be noted that for the metallic
components of these compounds (sodium, potassium, antimony) NYSDEC has not
established SCOs.

•

Naphthalene - samples collected in 2008 and 2017 included analysis for naphthalene.
Naphthalene was not detected above NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs in these
samples. See FEIS pages G-17, G-204, G-306, and G-389.

•

Cyanide based compounds – sampling performed in 2006 and 2007 was based upon a
draft SCDHS guidance document, provided starting on FEIS page G-569 (Procedures
for Municipalities to Evaluate the Need for Soil Sampling and Soil Management at
Subdivisions or Other Construction Projects with Potentially Contaminated Soils).
Sampling performed from 2008 to 2017 was primarily based on SCDHS SOP 9-95
(Standard Operating Procedure for the Administration of Article 12 of the Suffolk
County Sanitary Code, provided starting on FEIS page G-603). The required analyte
lists included in these documents do not include cyanide.

SOIL-9

“Considering the effect of pesticides such as Roundup on the health of soils and adjacent
water, is the Board planning to restrict the use of harmful pesticides? (39)

Response 9:

There are already State and federal regulations in place regarding the use of
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pesticides and herbicides. The applicant has proposed to utilize an Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) approach for the management of the 22.5-acre common area, as detailed on Page 2-22
of the DEIS.
SOIL-10
“The documented residual pollutants in the soil from previous manufacturing business
and farming are a serious health threat that could be released unless completely re-mediated,
such as lead arsenate, methyl bromide, carbon tetrachloride and additional cancer-causing
toxins”. (46)
“Documented residual pollutants at the site and the remediation have not been considered in this
plan. Our water supply is already contaminated as noted on the news and we do not need the
additional development to add to this. We need it cleaned up” (56)
Response 10: See Response 8 for discussion of lead arsenate, methyl bromide and carbon
tetrachloride. With respect to “additional cancer-causing toxins”, multiple sampling events
have been performed at the site (2004 Phase II ESA starting on FEIS page G-421; 2006 and
2007 surface soil sampling starting on FEIS page G-549 and G-590; 2008 industrial area
sampling starting on FEIS page G-381; 2011 supplemental UIC sampling starting on FEIS page
G-291; 2017 Phase II ESAs starting on FEIS pages G-3 and G-192) where samples have been
analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, metals and/or pesticides. The results of those sampling events
have not identified impact above applicable standards with the exception of low level pesticides
(and mercury at one location) in surface soils which will be managed during construction in
accordance with applicable regulations (6 NYCRR Part 360 which includes provisions to
regulate soils generated during construction activities, and requirements for imported fill
material), and impact to onsite sanitary systems and storm drains which has since been
remediated to the satisfaction of SCDHS.

SOIL-11

“My wealth of experience in the natural [sciences], particularly in our local area,
inspired me to hope that at least part of the pristine grounds of Flowerfield would be designated
and saved for educational purposes in our local community… [However], Since the news of this
past week, I am no longer interested in promoting a learning park for students or their families
on the grounds of Flowerfield, at least not at this time. Not in light of what has transpired at the
grounds of nearby Northport Middle School. Not in light of the circumstances which surfaced
this week, closing that school down until further notice, requiring the relocation of over 700
students and staff to other buildings until mitigation of the current site, if at all possible, takes
place. “Volatile organic compounds emanating from the school grounds, feelings of nausea,
lightheadedness, and headaches among students and staff, related incidences of cancer within
the student population and greater community, public outcry, negative national publicity,
lawsuits, and State intervention - all of these were preventable, had an appropriately thorough
environmental study been undertaken PRIOR to building a school on that site. Instead there now
exist dire consequences, with some calling for a Superfund designation, and others hearing a
frightened and angry community addressing the needs of sick children and staff. “Will
Smithtown do the same here? We can more than hope not. We can learn from our neighbors and
be proactive instead. You of the Planning Board can work towards making certain that such a
disaster as occurred at Northport, does NOT happen here at Gyrodyne. You of the Planning
Board can prevent the untoward consequences of multiple health hazards, and those of costly
and endless legal actions sought by ill employees, sickened hotel guests, and compromised
residents. Consider this: would the Town of Smithtown endeavor to allow the frailest of our
citizens - (our nursing home seniors) - reside on a site known to contain legacy chemicals, among
which include, lead arsenate, methyl bromide, naphthalene, and calcium cyanide? “The
Smithtown Planning Board must seek a thorough and immediate investigation mapping the
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remaining pools of contaminants and analyzing their concentrations within the surface and
underground. The Smithtown Planning Board must seek a comprehensive study of the effects,
both short- and long- term, to human health by exposure to these legacy chemicals. The
Smithtown Planning Board must seek a thorough investigation of the potential environmental
hazards to wildlife on property, as well as to those in local waters from exposure to leached
legacy chemicals. “Overall, any DEIS submitted to the Smithtown Planning Board for
development of Gyrodyne property must include a thorough and comprehensive study of its
legacy chemicals, including the analysis of discrepancies between the 2004 study by Stony Brook
University, and the more recent citations of a Gyrodyne employee about legacy pollutants, as
noted by the last speaker at the Jan 8th public hearing. “The current DEIS failed to address these
matters, and for this reason underserved the residents of St. James, those in its surroundings, the
residents of the Town of Smithtown, the legacy of Flowerfield moving forward, as well as any
of Gyrodyne's future employees, guests, or residents of the site. A DEIS which fails to mention
or investigate legacy contaminants present at its site renders it invalid. (52)

“This site has a history of contaminate -- of soil contamination. I don't know if anybody
has assessed the of a potential Superfund site.” (76)
Response 11: Multiple sampling events have been performed at the site (2004 Phase II ESA
starting on FEIS page G-421; 2006 and 2007 surface soil sampling starting on FEIS page G549 and G-590; 2008 industrial area sampling starting on FEIS page G-381; 2011 supplemental
UIC sampling starting on FEIS page G-291; 2017 Phase II ESAs starting on FEIS pages G-3
and G-192) where samples have been analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, metals and/or pesticides.
The results of those sampling events have not identified impact above applicable standards
with the exception of low level pesticides (and mercury at one location) in surface soils which
will be managed during construction in accordance with applicable regulations (6 NYCRR Part
360 which includes provisions to regulate soils generated during construction activities, and
requirements for imported fill material), and impact to onsite sanitary systems and storm drains
which has since been remediated to the satisfaction of SCDHS. Throughout the various
environmental investigations that have been performed, at no time has impact that would be
indicative of the subject property being a potential Superfund site been encountered.

SOIL-12

“I'm composing this email to inform you that I have serious concerns about the proposed
Gyrodyne OVER-development project. The recent release of the DEIS is a cause for concern.
The unhealthy effect to our environment from previously discarded toxic chemicals such as:
methyl bromide and lead arsenic was not even identified in the study. These dangerous chemicals
have not been removed from the property. Our health should be your concern too”. (54)

Response 12: See Response 1.
SOIL-13
“Let's investigate the ground contamination and the impact that could have on our
community and its residents.” (34)
“In terms of environmental protection, the DEIS report is very sketchy. We have found
documentation (attached) of past use of such toxins as Methyl Bromide and lead arsenate, yet
the DEIS omits any mention of this, and reports no environmental cleanup. Why is these no
mention of documented use of toxins? “Have you investigated the methodology used by
Cameron? Where is the map that DEIS should provide to specify sample location? Were enough
samples taken for a property of this size? Were samples taken under ground that has been paved
over, or converted to use as artificial ponds? Does the methodology meet accepted industry Best
Practices?” (50)
Response 13: The documentation provided by the commenter consists of a letter to Flowerfield
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Bulb Farm from the Dow Chemical Corp. dated July 24, 1941 which includes pricing and
instructions for usage of methyl bromide as a fumigant, an index card from USDA dated April
14, 1945 which includes information on using lead arsenate to control tent caterpillars, a
USDA document dated July 3, 1942 which includes information on using lead arsenate
to control Asiatic garden beetles, and a letter to Flowerfield Bulb Farm from Ralph J.
Pommert, Gladiolus Grower, which includes contact information for the manufacturer of
chlorasol. These documents appear to be informational only, and are not purchase orders,
receipts or other confirmation that Flowerfield Bulb Farm purchased and used methyl bromide,
lead arsenate or chlorasol.
Chlorasol – samples collected in 2008 and 2017 included analysis for ethylene dichloride
(aka 1,2-dichloroethane) and carbon tetrachloride. Neither compound was detected above
applicable standards.
Methyl Bromide – samples collected in 2008 were analyzed for methyl bromide (aka
bromomethane). Bromomethane was not detected in these samples. It should be noted that
NYSDEC has not established an SCO for bromomethane.
Lead Arsenate – Samples collected in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2017 were analyzed for lead
and arsenic. With the exception of lead in several sanitary systems that have since been
remediated to the satisfaction of SCDHS, lead and arsenic have not been detected at
concentrations exceeding current NYSDEC Unrestricted Use SCOs.
The assertion that no environmental cleanup has been performed is inaccurate. During various
environmental investigations at the site from 2004 to 2017, two conditions have been
identified:
•

Pesticides (and mercury at one location) in surface soils that exceed Unrestricted Use
SCOs, but whose measured levels are below Restricted Residential SCOs. This area
will be managed during construction in accordance with applicable regulations
including 6 NYCRR Part 360. The regulations include provisions to regulate soils
generated during construction activities, and requirements for imported fill material.
This will ensure that excess soils generated during construction are properly handled,
and that material imported to the site during construction meets the fill material
requirements specified in 6 NYCRR Part 360.13 (i.e., prevent contaminated soil from
being imported to the site as fill material).

•

Impact to onsite sanitary systems and storm drains above SCDHS standards which has
been remediated to the satisfaction of SCDHS and resulted in SCDHS issuing a No
Further Action Letter. See Response 7 for further detail regarding remediation of the
onsite sanitary systems and storm drains.

The DEIS includes over 1,800 pages of environmental site assessments and remediation reports
(provided as Appendix I in the DEIS; summarized in Section 4 of the DEIS, pages 4-7 through
4-15. Please also see Response 1.
SOIL-14
“I have some serious concerns. I should have taken place. There are a lot of legacy
pollutants that persist at that site. I have documentation that I would be happy to provide to you
that is from when it was owned by Flowerfields back in the early -- prior to 1950. Some of
these contaminants include, led, arsenic, naphthalene, calcium cyanide, methylbromide, and a
number of other substances that are not recognized. At the time they were not; but now they
are. They have the potential to cause grave impact to health -- human health and our
environment. Some of these chemicals are persistent and stay in the ground for many
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generations. And unfortunately, they have the potential to leach into our sole source aquifer.
That will be incredibly problematic if we want to continue to live cancer-free and free of
neurological and developmental disabilities for our children. I think that for the Town not to
conduct a rigorous and more thorough evaluation and remediation of this proposed subdivision,
in my opinion, would be negligence. I just wanted to also point out one other detail, the
Environmental Impact Statement prepared for SUNY, Stony Brook back in, I believe, it was
2004, they interviewed -- this was performed by KTR -- I believe they interviewed Clint
Borgstrom (phonetic). He was an employee of Gyrodyne, and the questions pertained to whether
there were any hazardous materials known at that facility at that site. He answered affirmatively
to just about every question. That stands in stark contrast to the EIS that was provided this year.
Marigene Galluccio, she answered this on behalf of Gyrodyne. She worked there for 13 years,
and she answered no to every single question that Mr. Borgstrom answered yes to. That's
concerning to me, that there is such a contradiction between the two EIS's considering they
pertain to the same exact property. I think it raises some fundamental questions of validity of
some of the statements and conclusions reached in this report, and I would encourage you to do
stronger and more thorough due diligence before you approve this subdivision”. (93)
Response 14: With respect to legacy pollutants related to the former Flowerfield Bulb Farm,
surficial soil sampling was performed from 2006 to 2008 with 53 samples collected from 28
soil borings. Samples were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, metals and/or pesticides. With the
exception of low-level pesticides (and mercury at one location) in surface soils which will be
managed during construction in accordance with applicable regulations (6 NYCRR Part 360
which includes provisions to regulate soils generated during construction activities, and
requirements for imported fill material), no impact related to the former agricultural usage has
been identified. For further detail, please see the Responses 1, 8 and 13.
With respect to the Phase I ESA questionnaires, it should be noted that the questionnaire
responses were provided by two different Gyrodyne employees with a gap of 14 years between
the Phase I ESA questionnaires being completed. The responses to the 2017 Phase I ESA
questionnaire did not alter and would not support the alteration of the scope or findings of
PWGC’s 2017 Phase I ESA or 2017 Phase II ESAs which were performed in accordance with
ASTM standards E1527 and E1903, respectively as well as standard industry practices.

2.5.

Topography
No comments were submitted on this topic.

2.6.

Ecology (Vegetation and Wildlife)
ECOL-1.
“Wildlife: The DEIS states that “Forty-five bird species have been observed on the
subject property with an additional thirty-five species expected to occur based on the habitat
types present”. The DEIS then goes on to list these species. However, there are quite a few other
species, notably additional species of warblers and thrushes, which undoubtedly utilize the
property during Spring and Fall migration. The DEIS should more closely evaluate the full
diversity of avifauna likely to use the parcel and thus be adversely impacted by its development.
E-bird may prove useful in further documenting bird species utilizing the habitats at Gyrodyne”.
(28)
“My concern, yes, of course, I'm concerned about the wildlife.” (84)
Response 1:

It is correct that several additional bird species may occasionally utilize the site
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during Spring or Fall migration. However, such use is both highly variable (both in number of
species and number of individuals in a given year) and highly transitory (with individual birds
likely to spend only a few hours at any given location). Attempting to identify every species
which might potentially visit a site dilutes focus from those fewer species which will depend
upon the site for one or more periods of their life cycle. Rather than generating a comprehensive
site checklist, the analysis in the DEIS focused on the potential importance of the site to those
species which would be expected to use the site for a prolonged period (e.g. nesting,
overwintering) or which reliably migrate through Long Island in such numbers that individuals
would likely be present during a substantial portion of the migration seasons.
ECOL-2.
“Sustainability should include the use of bird-friendly windows in any building design,
maximum use of native plants for landscaping, and maximize natural buffers and native plantings
around existing ponds and wetlands on the site”. (4)
“Window/bird collisions are one of the most significant causes of avian mortality in North
America with as many as 1 billion birds dying from collisions with windows annually. The DEIS
fails to identify nor assess this potential impact. Given the types of buildings proposed, likely
fitted with larger windows, the DEIS should assess this issue and provide strategies for
ameliorating impacts such as recommending the incorporation of bird friendly building design
into the project”. (28)
“Many thousands of birds (likely close to 100 species all told) use, nest on, or migrate through
this property. Window collisions can be a serious source of mortality, depending on type of glass
used. What is the plan for requiring glass that would alleviate bird strikes to windows? (39)
“There is also no plan in place for sustainable power sources to help offset climate issues. Solar
panels over the parking lots should be considered. The possibility of geothermal pumps and/or
wind turbines might also be considered.” (76)
“The last thing I will say has to do with… windows bird collisions. We know, and it's something
that's unassessed in the DEIS. We know that one of the major wildlife impacts of development
is birds flying into windows. It's been getting a lot of attention nationally. You may be aware of
it. We know that upwards of a billion birds a year die in the United States flying into windows
of commercial buildings and residential buildings. It makes it the second largest cause of
mortality behind cat predation, and it's something that we would like to work on. It is not
something that's discussed in the DEIS, nor is the idea of incorporating bird-friendly building
design into the buildings and the windows assessed. We think it really should be, because the
nature of the buildings that are proposed here -- we are not just talking about homes where they
are rather small, you know, windows -- we are talking about a campus setting with -- presumably
with facilities that have fairly large windows that could pose a problem. So we would ask that
that be incorporated as well”. (80)
Response 2: Building and detailed engineering design comments are premature at the
subdivision phase. The comment is duly noted for future reference.
ECOL-3.
“Another leading source of animal mortality is being struck by vehicles. This is
especially notable for slow- moving reptiles such as turtles. However, this potential impact is not
assessed in the DEIS. The DEIS should analyze this potential impact and discuss the merits of
techniques to mitigate roadkill such as installing mountable, wildlife friendly curbing to facilitate
wildlife movement.” (28)
Response 3: The DEIS conforms to the Final Scope. With respect to curb design, the property
owner(s) will abide by the requirements of the appropriate reviewing agency. Please also note
that on-site roads are designed with roadside swales (no curb) that would not impede wildlife
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movement.
ECOL-4.
“Use of Native Tree Species: The applicant proposes to plant several hundred trees
throughout the property, utilizing several non-native species. We strongly encourage the town to
require planting of tree species that are native to Smithtown. The native species occurring at the
nearby Avalon Preserve can serve as a good guide as to appropriate species. The DEIS should
evaluate the benefits of planting strictly native species. (28)
Response 4: The plant list in the DEIS (starting on page M-14) is comprised of native species.
All plants listed in the plant list are noted as being native to the region per the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service. Additionally,
most of the plants specified are also identified as “native” by the New York City Department
of Parks and Recreation Greenbelt Native Plant Center.
ECOL-5.
“Is the Board planning to require that plantings be of native species, for the benefit of
native birds and insects? (39)
Response 5: Please see Responses 2 and 6. Also, the plan excludes fertilizing common areas,
and includes the use of seed mixes native to the northeast U.S.
ECOL-6.
“Retention of existing ecosystems should be considered to the maximum extent
possible. The DEIS essentially says that large areas of habitat will be lost, but as there is habitat
nearby, the displacement and the loss of habitat is inconsequential. The DEIS fundamentally says
the existing open fields have low habitat value or, are common and no great loss, and that certain
species are common and not worth protecting. Given the fact that the surrounding area is either
farm fields or urbanized with homes, retention and improvement of ANY habitat within the 26
acres to be left open is critical and should receive a hard look. Elimination of turtle habitat is
unnecessary, as areas around the ponds and rain garden complexes can be preserved”. (40)
Response 6: Please see Open Space Figure 1-4 on page 10, which delineates the open space into
natural landscape to remain, natural/replanted buffer areas with native revegetation, and
managed landscape areas to remain on the property as part of the proposed subdivision. The
open space will comprise approximately one half of the total land area. As shown in the figure,
the land around the existing ponds/wetland and the proposed drainage reserve areas (rain
gardens) will remain a natural landscape character and open.
ECOL-7.
“As for the birds, which is what Audubon is actually known for, the language in the
DEIS states that eastern meadowlarks and kestrels are On-site and it's inconsistent with the lack
of healthy functioning native areas provided. These birds need large contiguous areas, and the
areas provided On-site are insufficient. Assuming that these grassland birds are still present, what
is the mitigation measures for the loss of this habitat? If the project is to move forward, the lot
should be configured to provide 50 percent of uninterrupted contiguous meaningful protected
open space. That is separate from the developed area and invasive species on the property
especially in the buffer area should be mitigated. When I say mitigated, I don't mean that they
should be removed to let new invasives grow in their place, it means a considered plan to remove
invasive species and replant with native vegetation, and also a three-year monitoring plan so that
the invasive plants do not reinfest the area… Bird-friendly building design and elements should
be used on the medical buildings if they are to be put in, and the assisted-living facilities and any
other buildings…Since this proposal, Four Harbors Audubon would be pleased to offer its
assistance in the continued development of the plan for the Gyrodyne site.” (76)
Response 7: This comment is duly noted. While it is unlikely that American Kestrels and
Eastern Meadowlarks would actually be found on the Gyrodyne property, these species were
added to the Final Scope for the DEIS and studied in the DEIS at the request of a Town of
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Brookhaven official.
ECOL-8.
“I have one request. In looking at the Tree Clearing and Planting Plan, the trees that are
cut appear to me to be the trees that are necessary to be cut for the sewage treatment plant, as
well as the interior roads, but none of the other trees on the lots are showing as cut, and know
that some are going to be cut at some time in the future. The [Conservation] Board gets involved
in tree clearing on lots of 5 acres or more. So I’d like to request that the client concede to letting
us [the Conservation Board] review the individual lots that are less than 5 acres for tree clearing
and planting purposes…at the time of site plan [review].” (100)
Response 8:

The applicant agrees. Of note, the only lot smaller than 5 acres is the hotel lot.

ECOL-9.
“I was there the other nite [sp], but couldn’t get in, signed my name as my father
expressed they will remove and take out all the trees. I signed my name in memory to him as
well. We used to live in Old Field and Stony Brook … for 42 years at least. I’m still getting thru
loss and am an artist displaying at Islip Art Museum and Southampton”. (17)
Response 9: The application will not take out every existing tree. In fact, it includes planting
approximately 330 new trees, more than a 35% increase over current tree inventory.
ECOL-10. “The DEIS states in several places that the project embodies sustainable development
and contains sustainable elements but provides short shrift to actually committing to
implementing sustainable practices that are not legally required (with the exception of the
proposed use of moisture detection devices). Either use of “sustainable” should be deleted or the
DEIS should be amended to incorporate significant sustainable elements to which the project
sponsor is willing to commit”. (28)
Response 10: The verbiage reflects the level of certainty that is practical at the subdivision phase.
The Town’s Findings Statement will identify any necessary requirements for any approved
subdivision.
ECOL-11. “They [Stony Brook University] destroyed animal habitats. They had a massive
demolition of the trees there. That’s why most of us are now eating dinner with deer every night.
Their habitats have been destroyed. They are on my front lawn. I think I win the prize here
tonight. I have lived in Stony Brook for 53 years. In 53 years, only in the past five years have I
seen deer every day. They’re coming from somewhere. Their habitats are being destroyed at
Gyrodyne, and the University is responsible.” (58)(90)
Response 11: The University’s development pre-dates and is unrelated to this application. The
DEIS for the Gyrodyne subdivision did not identify impacts to deer habitat, and in fact, the
mitigation includes planting of over 330 trees and maintaining approximately 35% of the site
as open space.

2.7.

Groundwater, Stony Brook Harbor, Watersheds, Water Quality, STP
GW-1. “Stony Brook Harbor is a tidal estuary less than 2 miles from the Gyrodyne site. Stony Brook
Harbors’ water chemistry is protected from the kinds of pollution that have affected every other
North Shore harbor by the extensive open fields and woodlands that surround the harbor and
absorb and transmit rainwater into it...The DEIS does not provide adequate context for
understanding the flow of groundwater through the soils beneath the surface of these properties
and its ultimate impact upon the water chemistry of the Stony Brook Harbor. The DEIS does not
address the exceptionally slow rate of flushing that is characteristic of the tidal dynamics of this
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harbor and that water can remain in the harbor for up to 12 days. As a consequence, even a
modest increase in nitrogen can have a profound adverse effect on water chemistry. The DEIS
fails in its due diligence by treating all bodies of water as if they are the same”. (1)
“Of greatest concern is the lack of…2. Science based predictions on the long-term effects on
water quality of nearby Stony Brook Harbor”. (14)
“The impact of a 150-room Hotel and Restaurant and the 440-Assited Living Units on the North
Shore Rt 25A area within 1 mile of the Long Island Sound would…pollute our clean air and
drinking water, and pollute wildlife and waterways.”. (19)
“A statement by the Three Village Civic Association points out the potential to…threaten the
water quality of Stony Brook Harbor”. (24)
“We feel that the development will… pollute Stony Brook Harbor. We are strongly against it”.
(27)
“My biggest concern is the 7-acre sewage plant and its impact on Stony Brook Harbor and our
other beautiful waterways.”. (33)
“I am opposed… Pollution in Stony Brook Harbor and surrounding waterways.” (42)
“Addition nitrogen will pollute Stony Brook Harbor and destroy the remaining water/aquatic
marine life we have left.” (56)
“Our concerns are many including…Pollution in Stony Brook Harbor and surrounding
waterways.” (59)
“That leads me to the other concerns that we have, and that has to do with a better assessment
about some of the impacts. Again, as Joy mentioned to you, the DEIS talks about calculations,
nitrogen loading calculations in Stony Brook Harbor that suggest that it will increase by about 4
percent. That sounds like it's minor. If I say that we gained 4 percent eating over the holidays,
people will think, well, maybe that's not that big of a deal. 4 percent doesn't sound like a lot. 4
percent can be, from an ecological perspective, catastrophic. And I see in the audience we've got
Dr. Larry Swanson here, who can speak more to this about the tipping points in ecosystems. But
you add 4 percent more nitrogen into Stony Brook Harbor, what could be the impacts? They are
not just necessarily linear, where you might just have a little bit more of an impact. And we'd
strongly encourage you and ask that you assess in the DEIS specifically what that 4 percent
increase might mean ecologically to the ecosystem of Stony Brook Harbor”. (80)
“My biggest concern is Smithtown Bay, St. James Bay, and Stony Brook Harbor.” (84)
“I have spoken to many of my colleagues that represent this area, some of which have submitted
letters this evening, and some that have been represented here today regarding the infrastructure
needed to support such a project. Specifically, the potential of a regional STP that will discharge
into our groundwater. I too share these concerns, particularly considering the sensitive nature of
Stony Brook Harbor and the recent Suffolk County Subwatershed Plan that indicates sanitary
wastewater from the site will absolutely affect the harbor. Should there be any approval on this
application the proposed development as laid out in the DEIS should be significantly reduced in
density to avoid negative impacts to Stony Brook Harbor. The DEIS does not appropriately
address this issue, but rather gives variations and iterations of the same project. That was stated
by Supervisor Romaine.” (85)
“The concerns raised about… additional nitrogen, and groundwater going into Stony Brook's
Harbor, shellfish beds and the Sound strike me as serious and sufficient to stop this project.” (92)
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Response 1: Please note that the FEIS Development Plan is neither proposing a 150-room hotel
and restaurant nor does it propose a 440-unit assisted living facility. The FEIS Development
Plan contemplates a 125-room hotel (without a restaurant) and 250 assisted living units.
Multiple DEIS readers have commented that they believe Gyrodyne’s nitrogen contribution to
Stony Brook will increase 4% with the Proposed Plan. However, the nitrogen model calculated
no net increase in nitrogen contribution. The Proposed Plan has a modest decrease of nitrogen
contribution. Therefore, the proposed sewage streatment plant will not negatively impact Stony
Brook Harbor; it will improve future water quality in Stony Brook Harbor by reducing overall
nitrogen loading.
The DEIS compared the total contribution of nitrogen from all sources including fertilizer,
wastewater, stormwater including atmospheric. Modelling using the BURBS (Cornell
University) model yielded a total nitrogen loading to groundwater of 32.4 lbs. of Nitrogen per
acre per year. This loading is equivalent to 1,102 kg/yr. The best reference available at the
time of the development of the DEIS was the University of Connecticut (UCONN) model
constructed for Stony Brook Harbor (Harbor) that calculated a total Nitrogen loading to the
Harbor by the adjacent watershed of 27,777 kg/N/year. Using the UCONN value for total
Nitrogen loading, the projected loading of 1,102 kg/yr from Gyrodyne is equal to 3.96% (4%)
of the total load as noted in the DEIS. Several comments to the DEIS indicated that the
reader(s) believed incorrectly that the proposed Gyrodyne Project would be contributing an
additional 4% Nitrogen loading to the Harbor.
The Proposed Action reduces nitrogen loading by 43.8 lbs per year, and the FEIS Proposed
Action reduces nitrogen loading by 67.9 lbs per year.
The Three Village Civic Association statement does not appear on the written DEIS comments.
Please also see Responses 2 and 3. The proposed on-site STP is not proposed as a “regional”
facility.
Table 2-1: Nitrogen Concentration (Existing, Proposed in DEIS, and Change)

Existing Conditions
lbs/day (lbs/yr)
6.78 (2,474.7)

Proposed Buildout
Change in Nitrogen
Conditions lbs/day (lbs/yr) lbs/day (lbs/yr)
6.66 (2,430.9)
-0.12 (-43.8)

Gyrodyne DEIS
Subdivision Plan
SCSWP – Stony Brook
530.5 (193,632.5)
581.4
+50.9
Harbor & West Meadow
(212,211)
(18,578.5)
Creek Subwatershed*
Gyrodyne’s percent
1.28%
1.15%
-0.13%
contribution (DEIS)
*Build-out Scenario completed in SCSWP based on recommendations from SC Department of
Economic Development and Planning

These calculations were updated according to the revised FEIS Proposed Action, which has
lower nitrogen loading than the DEIS Proposed Action.
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Table 2-2: Nitrogen Concentration (Existing, Proposed in FEIS, and Change)

Existing Conditions Proposed Buildout
Change in Nitrogen
lbs/day (lbs/yr)
Conditions lbs/day (lbs/yr) lbs/day (lbs/yr)
6.59 (2,406.8)
-0.19 (-69.4)
Gyrodyne FEIS Subdivision 6.78 (2,474.7)
Plan
SCSWP – Stony Brook
530.5 (193,632.5) 581.4
+50.9
Harbor & West Meadow
(212,211)
(18,578.5)
Creek Subwatershed*
Gyrodyne’s percent
1.28%
1.13%
-0.15%
contribution (FEIS)
*Build-out Scenario completed in SCSWP based on recommendations from SC Department of
Economic Development and Planning

GW-2. “Connecting the Lake Avenue business district to the Gyrodyne sewer will enable significant
expansion of sanitary use. The DEIS fails to address regional expansion scenarios that would
impact the nitrogen load that reaches the harbor. In a poorly flushed harbor such as Stony Brook,
what impact will increased nitrogen loads have on the water chemistry? Will harmful algae
blooms be more likely as well as eutrophication which causes mass fish deaths; and, kills the
root systems of the salt marsh grass Spartina alterniflora. “Another area of serious concern not
addressed in the DEIS is the signification eutrophication that occurs in Smithtown Bay due to
stratification and a restriction in circulation that traps water and prevents flushing. According to
Save the Sound, "the tidal circulation in Smithtown Bay is greatly reduced when compared to
the Sound proper (as much as 70 percent less than comparable areas in the central Long Island
Sound Basin) because Cranes Neck (on the east) and Eatons Neck (on the west) block the
dominant east-west tidal flow." The Gyrodyne sewer will have a poorly flushed Stony Brook
Harbor that empties into a poorly flushed Smithtown Bay. “Save the Sound goes onto report
that, "the lack of mixing allows water in Smithtown Bay to become stratified during the summer,
a process where warm fresh water floats on top of colder saltier water, and seals off the bottom
water from access to oxygen from the surface." The DEIS does not consider the local physics,
chemistry, and biology of Stony Brook Harbor and Smithtown Bay and how this unique coastal
complex is geomorphologically unsuitable to be the receiving body of the effluent of a massive
commercial development and a sewage facility that may be handling unknown amounts of
effluent from off site”. (1)
Response 2: Please see Response 1 and two figures below from SCSWP (with the Project Site
outlined by the applicant). Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 follow and indicate the Subwatershed
boundaries with Land Use and 50-year Contributing Area.
The DEIS recognizes the physical oceanographic dynamics of both Smithtown Bay and Stony
Brook Harbor as described by the LISS and Swanson et. al. The nitrogen contribution from
Gyrodyne’s Proposed Project is less than the contribution from Existing Conditions at the
Project Site. The SCSWP subwatershed boundary for Stony Brook Harbor/West Meadow
Creek includes the St. James Business District. Should the St. James Business District
incorporate its own sewer district, Gyrodyne LLC has previously stated that it is amenable to
discussing connection, pursuant to Suffolk County and Town of Smithtown requirements.
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GW-3. “Future Hookups to the Gyrodyne Sewer: Will Gyrodyne’s sewer capacity be offered to any
developed or undeveloped areas of land outside of the Lake Street area? The DEIS should include
discussion of and evaluation of the cumulative impacts of possible future hookups including the
Stony Brook University Research and Technology Park and the Bull Run Assisted Living
proposal. Unfortunately, the DEIS is woefully short on details regarding the proposed Gyrodyne
Sewer. This needs to be corrected. Questions that the DEIS needs to address include: “will this
on-site plant become a regional sewer district dumping vast amounts of nitrate into Stony Brook
Harbor?...and; what specific type of sewer system will be purchased and installed and will it
predictably remove nitrate?'...and, what is the specific anticipated travel time of sewer effluent
to the harbor?” It should also be noted that unlike any other North Shore Harbor New York
State owns most of the bottom of Stony Brook Harbor. This almost 900 acres of State ownership
is a public trust that the Gyrodyne project and its sewer effluent must not be allowed to violate.
What will be done to protect this public trust from progressive deterioration of the water
chemistry of the Harbor? These and other related, meaningful unaddressed questions need to be
answered and resolved before this project is allowed, as proposed, to seal the fate of the Stony
Brook Harbor. Similarly, and in the larger sense the Gyrodyne project as proposed must not be
allowed to negatively impact the quality of life of our two towns”. (1) (73)
“The EIS should also include an analysis of impacts related to the growth-inducing aspects of a
regional STP. The following guidance from Suffolk County Department of Health Services
should be followed; it would appear to indicate that this site is inappropriate for a regional STP.”
(4)
“I have heard that the effluence from a 7-acre sewage treatment plant would flow directly into
Stony Brook Harbor (Brookhaven). I have read informed critiques of the environmental impact
statement submitted by the developers that point to remaining concerns about what the plant will
do to the Sound in Stony Brook as well as Smithown and neighboring areas on the shore. People
have houses on and near the water and many more people enjoy the beaches all year round.
Further, it is alarming to hear that the "regional" sewage treatment plant is already being
considered as step toward further development in St. James and along 25A in St.
James/Smithtown.” (48)
“The DEIS fails to take a hard look at the impacts associated with building a regional sewage
treatment plant on the Stony Brook Harbor, one of the most threatened inland harbors on the
north shore.” (82)
Response 3: There are a number of comments from readers of the DEIS that state that the
proposed Gyrodyne wastewater treatment facility (Facility) is going to be a “regional facility”.
With the Gyrodyne Facility rated at 100,000 gpd, it is not of the scale to be considered a
“regional” facility.
The term “regional” typically applies to a large geographic area. Suffolk County’s Southwest
Sewer District No. 3 Bergen Point Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) is a regional treatment
facility that serves a large population in the towns of Babylon and Islip. The Bergen Point STP
has a capacity of over 40 Million Gallons per Day (MGD). Suffolk County currently hosts
over 200 wastewater treatment facilities, with many between 100,000 and 200,00 gpd treatment
capacity, which are not considered “regional facilities.”
The Town of Smithtown forwarded the report from their consultant which that the St. James
Business Corridor could generate as much as 71,000 gpd. Gyrodyne has designed the STP
without the intention of accepting outside flows. However, at the request from the Town of
Smithtown, Gyrodyne anaylyzed potentially adding the flow from this business corridor.
Please see Responses 1 and 2, and note that the DEIS included information regarding the
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treatment system selection. See below:
“The treatment process will include headworks and flow equalization as well as primary,
secondary, and tertiary treatment. This level of treatment will be achieved through the
implementation of screens, Sequencing Batch Reactors (SBR), and disk filters for effluent
polishing. The Ultrascreen disk filter will achieve a higher quality effluent, which will be
recharged to groundwater through a leaching field adjacent to the STP.”
GW-4. “We did state in our November 8, 2017 correspondence that we would support an on-site
sewage treatment plant, even better if that plant services the Lake Avenue area. The Village of
Head of the Harbor is in the watershed for the Gyrodyne property and our concern is to minimize
the negative impact of the area’s drinking water quality and reduce the impact of pollution that
runs downhill into Stony Brook Harbor. A sewage treatment plant will help reduce the negative
impact on water quality as well as offer a benefit to the surrounding St. James community”. (2)
Response 4: As noted in Responses 1 and 2, the proposed nitrogen contribution from the
Gyrodyne Flowerfield Project is less than existing conditions. With respect to the Lake Avenue
area (St. James Business Corridor) see Response 3.
GW-5. “Additionally, the danger posed by sewage seepage and the lack of an environmental study
show disregard for the present inhabitants and users of the area. This project should not go
forward.” (64)
“The project will have potentially significantly water quality/ecological impacts to Stony Brook
Harbor, one of the most significant coastal embayments on Long Island’s north shore, by
increasing nitrogen loading to the harbor an additional 4%. A conservative estimate that only
accounts for pollutants generated on site but not the unknown quantities that would come from
its operation of a regional sewage treatment plant. Yet, the DEIS does not evaluate what effect
this could have on the ecological integrity of the harbor and whether this additional loading could
cause an ecological tipping point. The DEIS should be required to assess what this additional
loading may mean to the integrity, stability, and composition of this estuarine system”. (3) (4)
“I’m concerned about the harbor, which is unique, which our towns share; and Stony Brook
Creek, which our towns share.” (72)
Response 5:

See Responses 1 and 3.

GW-6. “The density of the proposed development, and the planned construction of a regional
sewage treatment facility appear to be directly contrary to the low-density zoning that the Village
of Head of the Harbor, the Village of Nissequogue and Avalon Park have enacted to protect local
waterways. We do not believe that Gyrodyne should be allowed to singlehandedly undermine
these long-term efforts to protect natural resources simply because they have a zoning
classification that was based on WWII manufacturing that ceased many years ago. It is my belief
that recent data in Suffolk County’s Subwatersheds Plan and in the USEPA’s Long Island Sound
Study support the need to decrease the density and associated water quality impacts on this 75acre parcel.” (3) (72)
Response 6: The Suffolk County Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan (2015)
recommends the creation of privately run decentralized sewer districts. Please also see the
response to GW-1; the proposed treatment plant will not be a “regional” plant.
GW-7. “The 4% increase in nitrogen loading to Stony Brook Harbor is based on the best-case
scenario of the effluent from the STP remaining at or below 7ppm of nitrogen as well as a series
of assumptions that are not clearly stated. While STPs may perform at this level for periods of
time it is common for STPs in the area to operate at 10ppm nitrogen, and sometimes above that
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level. Any calculation of nitrogen loading should be based on the average STP effluent
concentration of nitrogen over the last five years in Suffolk County. This figure would provide
a more accurate measure of likely nitrogen impacts to Stony Brook Harbor. In addition, the
impacts of other contaminants associated with STP effluent such as personal care products and
pharmaceuticals need to be analyzed in the EIS”. (4)
“…the project involves land uses (Assisted Living Facility and Medical offices) that will very
likely produce pharmaceutical products in the treatment plant’s wastewater effluent. The DEIS
makes mention of pharmaceutical products and states they “present a challenge for removal from
water”; however it fails to discuss the fact numerous scientific studies have documented that
pharmaceutical products can cause developmental and reproductive difficulties in shellfish, fish,
and crustaceans and other marine life. The DEIS should assess this potential significant impact”.
(28)
Response 7:

See Response 1. Page 7-22 of the DEIS stated:

“Referring to the 2016 SCDHS STP Report, published by Suffolk County, the technology
to meet the 7 mg/L is available and effectively functioning throughout the County.
The average Total Nitrogen of all the 161 year-round tertiary facilities that were
considered low risk was 5.3 mg/l. The average Total Nitrogen for all the 171 tertiary plants
including the “high risk” and the seasonal plants in steady state was 5.95 mg/l. The
average Total Nitrogen of all the 178 tertiary facilities including those_[Not in Steady
State]_NISS was 6.25 mg/l…The plants utilizing newer technologies such as [Sequence
Batch Reactor] SBR, modular aeration, [Biologically Engineered Single Sludge
Treatment] BESST, and [Membrane Bioreactor] MBR have been showing steady
performance and increased efficiency in treating wastewater compared to the older tertiary
plants.” The proposed Gyrodyne Sewage Treatment Plant will feature the SBR treatment
technology with effluent polishing. This Facility will be capable of discharging an effluent
having a TN concentration of 7 mg/L or less.”
Pharmaceuticals are used by a vast majority of the public. Raw wastewater contains both a
solid and liquid fraction wherein pharmaceuticals may be present.
A modern tertiary
wastewater treatment facility that features aerobic processes and filtering of the wastewater can
reduce the concentrations of pharmaceutical wastes that are present in the raw wastewater. A
residual of the wastewater treatment process is “biosolids” or “excess activated sludge” that
will be removed by tanker and taken to a regional plant (Bergen Point STP) for proper treatment
and disposal. As the DEIS states, some pharmaceuticals may not be fully degraded by
biological treatment processes alone. Ongoing research regarding wastewater treatment of
PPCP, has identified additional treatment technologies that can further reduce the concentration
of some specific targeted pollutants of concern. Currently there are no established effluent
limitations for concentrations of pharmaceuticals in wastewater discharging to groundwater or
surface water. In the event that the EPA/DEC or SCDHS establishes such effluent limitations
and requires SPDES permit holders to meet such standards, Gyrodyne would determine how
best to upgrade the treatment facility to achieve the required effluent limitation.
The Suffolk County Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan (2015) states:
“In Suffolk County, PPCPs in groundwater are of most concern in densely developed
unsewered areas where sanitary wastewater is discharged directly to the ground via onsite septic systems or cesspools. Suffolk County has passed two resolutions to strengthen
public awareness of and encourage proper disposal of pharmaceuticals. Resolution No.
762-2008 established a program called Operation Medicine Cabinet, which allows
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residents to deposit unused medications in secure receptacles in Suffolk County Police
Precincts 24 hours/day and 7 days each week. A companion program to support unused
medication turn-in for the five East End Towns has been funded by the Suffolk County
Water Quality Protection and Restoration Program (1/4% Sales Tax Program). Resolution
No. 181-2011 requires hospitals, nursing homes, hospice facilities and long-term care
facilities to file a written plan with the SCDHS annually for the disposal of unused or
expired medications in an environmentally safe manner.”
All required entities in the Flowerfield proposed project will adhere to these resolutions.
GW-8. “The EIS indicates that Pharmaceuticals “have already been filtered by the human kidney”
inferring a complete lack of understanding that the pharmaceuticals are filtered by the kidney for
excretion as sanitary waste. The statement infers that filtration by the kidney in some way
addresses pharmaceuticals in sanitary waste. The statement indicates such a complete lack of
understanding of the nature of impacts from pharmaceuticals in wastewater that it raises doubts
about the wastewater section and other sections of the EIS”. (4)
Response 8: It is recognized that once the pharmaceutical compounds are chemically altered by
the human digestive tract (metabolites), they are longer the parent compound to a large degree.
These metabolites are challenging to treat due to biological activities within the sewage
collection system and treatment plant where additional transformations can occur. This makes
identification of suitable treatment technologies to target these compounds challenging. From
review of on-going research, progress is being made to identify specific technologies that can
improve the capture and/or treatment of a portion of the byproducts of targeted
pharmaceuticals. Regulatory agencies at this time do not have sufficient technical and research
data to set effluent limitations for this category of pollutants. Should the regulatory agencies
set effluent limitations for one or more of these pollutants, Gyrodyne would determine what
additional treatment systems would need to be implemented to meet said limitation.
GW-9. “Reference 52 on Page 7-14 States that the EPA estimates range between 4.8 and 13.7
pounds of nitrogen per person per day. The references by EPA are not provided, and the quantity
of nitrogen per person per day is not a credible figure. (4)
Response 9: The text of the DEIS stated incorrect units of measurement (9.25 lbs. of nitrogen
per person per year is the correct unit). The units that are shown in calculations page in
Appendix J were correct. However, this parameter was no longer used in the calculations since
it represented a typical concentration of residential units. The value used in the calculations
was as follows:
17a. Nitrogen concentration in influent wastewater for mixed-use developments (65 mg/l).
GW-10.“Based on maps in the County’s Subwatersheds Plan, St. James appears to be in a deep
recharge area; sewering would then bring sanitary waste from St. James to be discharged into a
shallow recharge area that is part of the Stony Brook Harbor contributing area… The EIS should
include mitigation of impacts to Stony Brook Harbor through wastewater reuse and reducing the
amount of wastewater to be treated…
Surface Waters
The siting of STP discharges within 0-25 year groundwater contributing areas to sensitive surface
waters should be minimized to the extent feasible. However, when an STP is located within this
travel time, the applicant shall provide an advanced treatment process that consistently reduces
the total nitrogen concentration to the maximum practical extent. Also, the SPDES permit
conditions issued for these systems shall require the nitrogen discharge goal be significantly
lower than 10 mg/l.
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For STP discharges within 0-25 year groundwater contributing areas to sensitive surface waters,
the applicant shall demonstrate that the nitrogen mass loading is significantly reduced by ltte
proposed project, as compared with the mass loading that can occur with a development that
complies with the density requirements of Article 6 of the SCSC. A total nitrogen concentration
of 50 mg/I may be used when calculating the equivalent mass loadings.
Potential Impacts to Neighboring Properties
The Department may require the applicant to evaluate potential impacts to neighboring
properties that may result from the construction and operation of a new STP. (e.g. flooding that
may occur from elevated groundwater conditions). For these situations, the submission of a
supplemental detailed technical report prepared by a design professional may be necessary.” (4)
Response 10: The DEIS indicated that the Gyrodyne STP effluent will meet requirements set
forth by SCDHS/DEC and meet the reduced effluent nitrogen concentration limit. A value of
7 mg/L is typically the reduced effluent limit and was therefore the value used in the design of
the Project’s STP.
The recently finalized Suffolk County Subwatersheds Wastewater Plan (SWP, February 2020)
has updated groundwater contributing area and travel time maps. The Gyrodyne-Flowerfield
project is located within the Stony Brook Harbor and West Meadow Creek Subwatershed. See
attached Figure from the SC SWP Appendix D. The Gyrodyne-Flowerfield Project is within
two different contributing/travel time areas. The southern and western portion of the Project
is within the 25-50 year area, while the remainder is within the 10-25 year area, with the STP
effluent recharge located in the latter.
The updated travel time contributing areas for Stony Brook Harbor/West Meadow Creek in the
Final SWP, includes the St. James Business Corridor within the 2-10 year and the 25-50 year
travel time.
Presently, the St. James Business Corridor is unsewered, as is the vast majority of the Stony
Brook Harbor and West Meadow Creek Subwatershed. As such, nitrogen discharges from the
private and commercial onsite wastewater treatment systems (OWTS) are discharging sewage
effluent having a TN concentration as low as 50 mg/L to a more probable concentration of 65
mg/L (Per SCDHS).
GW-11.“On page 1-6 a read of the Wastewater section focuses on the ability of the required
wastewater treatment plant to remove nitrogen. It confuses the reader by stating a nitrogen
removal rate without indication of the potential of the STP’s use as a regional facility that will
import sanitary waste to the site. The section should be corrected to note the potential maximum
nitrogen mass loading that will occur from both the buildout of the property and the use of the
STP as a regional facility. The mass loading should be based on the average effluent
concentration of nitrogen in STPs in Suffolk County. Unproven, conclusory statements such as
“will provide an overall nitrogen reduction of 89%” need to be removed from the document. (4)
“If St. James is able to capitalize on this, with what goes on, more power to them, and I'm happy
for them. It's better for the environment, the aquifers having severe problems we all live -- you
know, we don't have sewers, and it's a severe problem and it's just getting worse.” (83)
Response 11: See Response 10. In addition, as stated on DEIS page 1-6, the STP’s nitrogen rate
is calculated based on a total nitrogen influent concentration of 65 mg/L and an effluent
concentration of 7 mg/L, an 89% removal. Therefore, the STP at different flow capacities will
have the same nitrogen removal rate (efficiency). When the total nitrogen reduction is
quantified and changes with capacity (volume) of sewage being treated it is represented in
pounds rather than a concentration or percentage of removed. The comment on importing
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wastewater is interesting and valid. Gyrodyne was asked by the Lead Agency (Town of
Smithtown) to evaluate the impact on accepting (importing) wastewater from the St. James
Business Corridor. As the sewage generated from this area’s on-site wastewater treatment
systems (OWTS) currently flows into the Stony Brook Harbor/West Meadow Creek, it has a
TN concentration on the order of 65 mg/L as per data developed by SCDHS (Justin Jobin memo
in DEIS Appendix J) for concentration of TN from OWTS. While indeed there is an increase
in nitrogen loading discharged from the Gyrodyne STP Facility, there is a marked decrease in
the nitrogen loading from the St. James Business Corridor, should they be treated at this
Facility. As the discharge from both locations are within the same Stony Brook Harbor/West
Meadow Creek Subwatershed, there is an overall resultant decrease in TN loading to the
waterbody which is a positive environmental impact.
Page 7-22 of the DEIS stated:
“Referring to the 2016 SCDHS STP Report, published by Suffolk County, the
technology to meet the 7 mg/L is available and effectively functioning throughout
the County. The average Total Nitrogen of all the 161 year-round tertiary facilities
that were considered low risk was 5.3 mg/l. The average Total Nitrogen for all the
171 tertiary plants including the “high risk” and the seasonal plants in steady state
was 5.95 mg/l. The average Total Nitrogen of all the 178 tertiary facilities including
those NISS was 6.25 mg/l. The plants utilizing newer technologies such as SBR,
modular aeration, BESST, and MBR have been showing steady performance and
increased efficiency in treating wastewater compared to the older tertiary plants.”
Should the St. James Business District incorporate its own sewer district, Gyrodyne LLC has
previously stated that it is amenable to discussing connection, pursuant to Suffolk County and
Town of Smithtown requirements.
GW-12.“The placement of the STP and its leaching fields on the eastern most part of the property,
directly abutting land located in the Town of Brookhaven and situated on unsuitable soils causes
unnecessary impacts to the adjoining neighbors in terms of odor, visual impacts and use. The
placement of this industrial use immediately adjacent to single family homes on soils poorly
suited to the use is very likely to result in impacts to the health and safety of area residents. The
STP and associated leaching areas need to be placed where suitable soils exist and should not be
allowed to encroach into the existing covenanted buffer on the site. This area should be open
space, undisturbed by the STP, and a natural and/or supplemented buffer planted to separate
these two incompatible land uses. (3)(4)
Response 12: The STP’s current site meets setback requirements from the SCDHS. The
Gyrodyne STP will be completely enclosed within a building and the location will preserve the
existing tree line as a natural buffer. There will be extremely limited traffic to this portion of
the site, not requiring traffic mitigation or the addition of a traffic signal for the STP access
road. Odor control provisions will be provided as necessary. The SCDHS will be reviewing
the proposed STP design and will be providing comments that could result in design changes.
Soil borings have been performed throughout this location of the site and have confirmed that
soils are suitable for the proposed STP and associated leeching field.
GW-13.“Even worse, the application contemplates bringing sewage from far beyond the site
boundaries. It can be reasonably anticipated that the effluent from this regional sewage plant will
taint Stony Brook Harbor for generations to come with harmful toxic algal blooms, low dissolved
oxygen, fish kills and waters closed to shellfishing. While the financial profit to the property
owner will no doubt be large, the public should not be deprived of the use and enjoyment of a
vibrant harbor because of the vintage and obsolete zoning on this site. It is worth noting that the
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property owner has already received $167 million in public funds for 245.4 acres of property that
was provided for property taken for University use. We must avoid causing damage to a healthy
Stony Brook Harbor”. (3)
Response 13: See Responses 1 and 10.
GW-14.“In areas concerning Wastewater Treatment and disposal, the Suffolk County Sewer Agency
reserves the right to comment on this proposed project and would like to be informed of all
actions taken pursuant to SEQR and to be copied on submittals of the EAF, DEIS, FEIS reports.
As per the Draft EIS; the project proposes the construction of a new wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) to facilitate treatment of the wastewater to be generated by the project and adjoining
area (project). The construction of an on-site WWTP which treats the wastewater generated from
said facility and adjoining area (project) would necessitate the submittal of an application to the
Suffolk County Sewer Agency. (5)
Response 14: This comment is duly acknowledged.
GW-15.“Impact on local watersheds: While the DEIS notes a the proposed sewage treatment plant
would impact nearby Stony Brook Harbor and other local watersheds, it does not specify targeted
actions that would reduce nitrogen loadings in nearby waterbodies as the result of development
aside from noting all projects would have general compliance with existing environmental
guidelines. (11)
“In its current design, the Gyrodyne development provides no consideration of stormwater runoff
from the proposed project's impervious surfaces along the Route 25A corridor. Nearby
woodlands, wetlands, Mills Pond, Stony Brook Harbor, and the Long Island Sound could be
exposed to contaminate runoff.” (86)
Response 15: As stated in the DEIS, the Proposed Action will decrease nitrogen from the site as
compared to existing uses. This takes into account wastewater treatment, limiting areas for
fertilizer use.
Also stated in the DEIS: the proposed stormwater management practices, combining vegetated
open swales, drywells, and infiltration basins in the form of drainage reserve areas, work
together to preserve natural resources, reduce impervious surface, and reduce runoff. The
preliminary subdivision is designed to slow down the flow of runoff to increase the time of
concentration over vegetative swales, filter runoff through unfertilized vegetative
swales, promote infiltration and evapotranspiration, and improve the water quality
of groundwater recharge. These practices are also expected to reduce sedimentation and
dissolved pollutants from reaching the ponds, which will protect the freshwater wetlands and
provide water quality improvements. An integral component of the stormwater management
design is replicating the approximate pre-development and post development runoff conveyed
to the ponds. This stormwater design approach was coordinated and endorsed by NYSDEC
staff (see Appendix B of the DEIS).
GW-16.“Regarding the location and size of the water treatment plant – “It should be sized to
accommodate only the on-site needs. It should not be available for use by buildings on other
properties, whether currently existing or to be added in the future. If other buildings need a water
treatment plant, another should be built on property FURTHER from Stony Brook Harbor”. (23)
Response 16: See Response 17. The applicant proposes to meet its projected sewage treatment
needs. Should the St. James Business District incorporate its own sewer district, Gyrodyne
LLC is amenable to discussing connection to its facility, pursuant to Suffolk County and Town
of Smithtown requirements.
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GW-17.“Because of its proximity to Stony Brook Harbor, the water treatment plant on the Gyrodyne
site should be required to meet the tertiary treatment level or greater so the water can be recharged
onto the ground or used to water the grounds and for general outside water purposes. It should
also be located as far as possible (and I don’t mean financially possible but rather spatially
possible) from the harbor. That is, it should be located at the south west end of the property
unless a geologic study shows another location to be less prone to allowing the effluent to flow
into the aquifer or the harbor. Certainly, a geologic test of the land below the Gyrodyne property
should be done to reveal the best environmental location for the water treatment plant. The siting
should not be one of convenience or lowest cost because the long-term cost of cleaning up the
harbor could far exceed the cost of building the water treatment plant. It should also be required
that a bond be taken by water treatment plant builder or the town of Smithtown to cover the cost
of cleaning up any pollution of the harbor caused by the water treatment plant. Otherwise, all of
us who live here will have to pay for it, even though, only those who are hooked up to the plant
will reap its benefits. The developers will realize higher profits from developing the property and
those using it will pay less than if they had to hook up to a plant further away”. (23)
“Just as concerning is the proposed onsite sewer treatment facility designed to discharge into
groundwater. In as little as ten years from now, sewage effluent will infiltrate into and pollute
the surface waters of Stony Brook Harbor. For more than a generation we, as a region, have
been fighting to protect the natural ecological function of the Long Island Sound and its
embayments. If approved, and especially if it's expended later into a regional sewer, this facility
will confound these efforts. Because it will be constructed too -- much too close to important
educational, historical, and cultural sites, the Gyrodyne project will diminish the character,
livability, and property values now associated with the residential homes that are near the
proposed location.” (86)
Response 17: The proposed STP includes tertiary treatment. With respect to the site, all
groundwater flow from the site reports to Stony Brook Harbor.
It was documented in the DEIS that the STP, will lower the nitrogen contribution to Stony
Brook Harbor. This would occur in either location. The health of the Stony Brook
Harbor/West Meadow Creek Subwatershed, as with any subwatershed, is a function of
groundwater contributions in association with the groundwater travel time. Each receiving
water body is affected by changing land uses, wastewater treatment technologies, as well as
the enactment of laws and regulations that were in place as the time of the discharge into the
soil. This is also known as ‘legacy’ pollution or ‘legacy’ nitrogen’. This refers to nitrogen or
other pollution that continues to seep into the harbor for travel time due to its location (i.e.
nitrogen from land use 50 years ago, just now reaching the Harbor).
SCSWP addresses these concerns and notes that after enacting more nitrogen reduction
wastewater strategies, “It should be cautioned that sanitary wastewater management will have
no effect on legacy nitrogen in the aquifer system; it can take decades for the predicted
groundwater quality improvements to be observed”.
GW-18.“Sanitary Code - Article VI Application Status - Our agency’s Office of Wastewater
Management has not received a subdivision application or commercial wastewater application
for this project, as required by Article VI of the Suffolk County Sanitary Code (Article 6). The
project sponsor should submit an application to our agency's Office of Wastewater Management
that meets Article 6 requirements at the earliest possible date so that a complete technical
assessment of this proposal can be undertaken”. (7)
Response 18: The applicant will be submitting a formal subdivision application to the Office of
Wastewater Management in the near future.
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GW-19.“Sanitary Code - SCDHS Jurisdiction – The SCDHS maintains jurisdiction over the final lot
use, density, and sewage disposal and water supply systems. The applicant, therefore, should not
undertake the project without Health Department approval. Density, design and flow
specifications, and complete site plan details are essential to the review of this project. These
considerations are reviewed completely at the time of SCDHS application.” (7)
“Please note that based on the proposal it appears that the approval of the Suffolk County Sewer
Agency will be required, and, therefore the project sponsor should submit an application to
Suffolk County Sewer Agency at the earliest possible date for consideration” (7)
Response 19: Acknowledged. The applicant has a pending Sewer Agency application and will
abide by stipulations to be required by the Health Department.
GW-20.“Subwatersheds Wastewater Plan -- The proposed project is located within the groundwater
contributing area of the Stony Brook Harbor and West Meadow Creek subwatershed. Stony
Brook Harbor and West Meadow Creek has an ecological sensitivity rank of 3 and is part of
Long Island Sound Harbors and Bays Restoration and Protection Area I, which has an Overall
Water Quality Improvement Goal of 37% nitrogen load reduction in the Suffolk County
Subwatersheds Wastewater Plan. According to the documents provided, the Gyrodyne property
is located within the 10-year, 25-year and 50-year groundwater contributing area to this
subwatershed, as indicated in the below images. The proposed sewage treatment plant is located
within the 10-year and 25-year groundwater contributing area to Stony Brook Harbor and West
Meadow Creek. The Department recommends the sponsor of the proposed action consider
impacts to the Stony Brook Harbor and West Meadow Creek subwatershed as well as designing
the sewage treatment plant to reduce total nitrogen (TN) levels significantly lower than 10 mg/1
with the TN mass loading being significantly less than the mass loading that could occur under
a development scenario that complies with the density requirements of Article 6 of the Sanitary
Code based on SCDHS Guidance Memorandum #28 requirements. Please note SCDHS does not
consider the TN reduction from soils when comparing the TN mass loading (as done in section
7.5 of the DEIS) that could occur under a development scenario that complies with the density
requirements of Article 6 to the mass loading from the sewage treatment plant”. (7)
Response 20: The DEIS stated on page 7-13 the calculations following the procedure as outlined
in Guidance Memorandum #28. The proposed STP effluent total nitrogen design concentration
is 7 mg/L. The Existing, As-of-Right, and Proposed Nitrogen Loading, as provided in the DEIS
are below:


Existing Nitrogen Loading from wastewater (density loadings):
0.012823 MGD x 50 mg/L x 8.349 (conv. factor) = 5.35 lbs/day of Total Nitrogen



As-of-right Buildout Nitrogen Loading (OWTS):
0.043776 MGD x 50 mg/L x 8.34 = 18.25 lbs/day of Total Nitrogen



Proposed Action Nitrogen Loading (Projected Flow-density loadings):
0.076523 MGD x 7 mg/L x 8.34 = 4.47 lbs/day of Total Nitrogen

GW-21.“The DEIS states that the nitrogen loading from the project’s Sewage Treatment Plant (STP)
will increase nitrogen loading to Stony Brook Harbor by 4% (and greater if the STP is expanded
to accommodate the flow from the St. James Business District). The DEIS fails, however, to
discuss what this might mean to the integrity and stability of the estuary. It is well established
that nitrogen has a variety of adverse ecological effects on estuarine systems such as promoting
harmful algae blooms, reducing dissolved oxygen levels in the water, and physical deterioration
9

The DEIS applied a typical wastewater conversion rate of 8.34 to simplify the conversion between mg/L and lb/day
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of tidal wetlands. Would the 4% increase result in any of these or other impacts? Would it
increase eutrophication of the harbor? The DEIS should assess in detail these potential water
quality and ecological impacts to Stony Brook Harbor”. (28)
Response 21: See Response 1. The DEIS also presently indicates that Alternatives 4 and 5 meet
SC Article 6 Density requirements and therefore would not require a sewage treatment plant;
existing on-site systems would remain, and new septic tank systems would be installed for the
new building(s). While the site will not be as developed as the Proposed Project, the nitrogen
loading from the site increase from the existing 33.0 lbs/acre/year to 87.6 and 69.4 lbs/acre/year
for Alternatives 4 and 5, respectively.
GW-22.“The proposed STP is to be located in the northern end of the property within the 10-25 year
groundwater contributing area to Stony Brook Harbor. The DEIS should assess the feasibility of
alternative locations for the STP such as relocating the STP to a site within the 25-50 year
groundwater contributing area to the Harbor. This would have obvious water quality benefits to
the underlying aquifer and nearby coastal waters”. (28)
“I also want to support what Joy Ciriglianno said about the shifting of the sewage treatment plant.
It is within -- right now it looks like it's within the 10-to-25 year groundwater contributing area
for Stony Brook Harbor, which I believe the DEIS indicates makes it inconsistent with the new
Subwatershed Plan that Suffolk County is in the process of developing, and is vetting right now
publicly. We think that it makes sense to think about maybe looking to put that STP in a way
that will reduce potential impacts to harbor, maybe you move it to the 25-to-50 year groundwater
contributing area. That buys us some time.” (80)
Response 22: Please also see Responses 1 and 2. The “4 percent” quote references the DEIS
model which identified Gyrodyne contributing 4 percent of existing nitrogen to Stony Brook
Harbor. This does not refer to an increase. There is no 4 percent increase, and in fact, the
DEIS’s 4 percent existing contribution is over-stated, when one recalculates using the 2020
Subwatershed Plan information. See Table 2-2 on page 44.
GW-23.“Hydrology: Figure 7-3 in the DEIS indicates that the depth of the water table beneath the
Gyrodyne site is between 101-150 feet of the land surface. However, in Section 7.1 the DEIS
states “The Upper Glacial Aquifer is above the Magothy, extending for the first +100 feet below
grade”. This appears to be a contradiction as both conditions cannot apply; either the water table
is situated 101-150 feet below the surface or the water table is at the surface and the first 100
feet of it vertically comprises the Upper Glacial Aquifer. This is further confused by the
statement in the same section that the “Magothy is 100 to 500 feet below grade...” Both aquifers
cannot occupy the first 100 feet below grade. Section 7.1 of the DEIS should be clarified and the
information harmonized with Figure 7.3” (28)
Response 23: The elevation of the upper boundary of the Magothy Aquifer various from el. -200'
to el. -400' moving west to east across the Flowerfield site (according to available Magothy
Aquifer contours). Specifically, on the Northeast portion of the site, where the STP is located
at ~ el. 155', the Upper Glacial Aquifer extends down from the surface to approximately el. 200'. The water table is located in the Upper Glacial Aquifer, with groundwater first appearing
at approximately 101-125 feet below surface, at ~el. 30-54'.
GW-24.“Water Quality Concerns: Modeling information in the DEIS indicates that turf fertilizer is
expected to contribute about 15% of the total nitrogen loading beneath the site or about 4.8
pounds per acre per year. And while the DEIS provides proposed mitigation measures to reduce
the water quality impacts, including nitrogen, found in stormwater runoff, through the use of bioswales, there is no mitigation proposed to reduce/eliminate nitrogen loadings from fertilizer
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applications to turf grass. This should be rectified by amending the DEIS to include strategies
to achieve nitrogen reductions caused by fertilizer applications”. (28)
Response 24: Operational mitigation can be directed by the Town at the site plan review phase.
As described above in Section 1.2, there is a nominal increase in managed landscape cover
with the FEIS Proposed Action (±9.1 to ±9.5 acres). However, as described in Purpose and
Need Response 15 and Response 1 above, the total nitrogen loading will be reduced with the
FEIS Proposed Action. Additionally, please see Response 30 below and Soils Response 9
about the integrated pest management program (IPM).
Reduction of nitrogen loading by limiting fertilizer-dependent vegetation is already
incorporated into the subdivision plan and SEQRA documents. Future development of all
common areas and individual lots are required to be consistent with the Findings Statement,
including all mitigation measures addressed herein.
GW-25.“The ecological fallout from this development could be catastrophic…The natural beauty of
Stony Brook Harbor, the Stony Brook Mill Pond and the surrounding woodlands and wetlands
would be threatened by the sewage effluent, and surface runoff from this project. The recreational
activities the community is known for are supported by the harbor and environs - boating, sailing,
fishing, swimming, beachgoing, and hiking. All depend on us to protect the ground water from
over- and unsustainable development. The community has made great strides to improve the
quality of the Harbor and increase the acreage of natural woodland parks and preserves in the
decades since I moved here. It would be tragic should the town backslide on those achievements
by allowing this development to proceed. In short, I am strongly against the proposed
development as it is out of touch and incompatible with the character of the community, and as
it will place an undue burden on current residents by diminishing the quality of life and
desirability of the region as a whole”. (29)
Response 25: See Responses 1 and 21.
GW-26.“Given the proximity of an EPA NPL (National Priorities List) Superfund site being located
down-gradient (Smithtown Groundwater Contamination Site) it is reasonable and prudent to
expect a rigorous grid-based sampling procedure that includes but is not limited to deep soil and
groundwater testing. Given the past uses of this site — [it] is reasonable to infer that industrial
and agricultural activities utilized many of the same substances that are responsible for the
Smithtown Groundwater Contamination. The town must assure the public and relevant federal
and state regulatory agencies that there exists no nexus between the two locations”. (38)(50)
“How can the Board come to a decision on this proposal when this key issue is unresolved?”
(50)
Response 26: USEPA performed a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) for the
Smithtown Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site from 1999 to 2004 and issued a Record
of Decision (ROD) in 2004. The ROD for the site specifically states “Gyrodyne Industrial Area
is located northeast of the Site and groundwater modeling and flow pathway analysis indicate
that Gyrodyne is not a potential source for the Smithtown Groundwater Contamination Site
because groundwater flow beneath Gyrodyne follows a different pathway.” (see page 3 of
Appendix V in the ROD located online at https://semspub.epa.gov/work/02/88331.pdf.
Additionally, groundwater samples were collected from two onsite supply wells located
downgradient of the industrial area as part of a 2004 Phase II ESA (see Section 8.2.4 of
PWGC’s 2017 Phase I ESA); no impact was detected above NYSDEC groundwater quality
standards.
GW-27.“Considering that local residents and commercial diggers can now gather shellfish for sale
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and for consumption, including raw consumption, why is the Board not planning to require the
best sewage treatment technology available, sewage treatment that would result ‘inter alia’ in no
nitrogen input to Long Island Sound and local harbors? Considering again the importance of
shellfish availability and safety, and the fact that pharmaceutical chemicals in water can affect
shellfish and other marine life, how will the Board prevent pharmaceuticals from entering the
water when the draft environmental impact statement acknowledges that pharmaceuticals
“present a challenge for removal from water?” (39)
Response 27: See Response 7.
GW-28.“Considering again the nitrogen issue, is the board prepared to ban nitrogen fertilizers from
being used at this site? If not, what is the plan for preventing nitrogen from fertilizers from
getting off-site and into groundwater and waterways?” (39)
Response 28: No fertilizers will be used within the ±22.5-acre commonly owned parcels (Lots 7
and 8). This includes all landscape areas within the 200-foot buffer area adjacent to NYS Route
25a, landscape areas around the existing pond within Lot 7, roadside vegetated swales and
drainage reserve areas. In addition to no fertilizers being used, an Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) program will be utilized for all commonly owned and maintained landscape areas on the
property. The IPM approach is discussed in greater detail within Section 2.7 of the DEIS.
Within the individual development lots, the property owners will be encouraged to participate
in the IPM program including limited use of nitrogen-based fertilizers within managed
landscape areas.
GW-29.“Clustering and citing of new construction with regard to groundwater discharge: Why has
this not be fully considered? Is the Board planning to require shallow drainfields to allow
groundwater recharge and nitrogen uptake by plants? Are you planning to require re-use of
treated wastewater for landscape irrigation, as is done in other places? (39)
Response 29: The proposed subdivision plan as prepared shows a significant reduction from the
potential buildout that is allowed per existing zoning. With respect to recharge of the treated
effluent, the design utilizes currently allowable and required leaching structures. Currently the
use of shallow narrow drainfields has been limited to a small number of single-family
residences that have installed Innovative & Alternative (I&A) treatment systems. Effluent
reuse has limited reference facilities here in Suffolk County with only the County’s Indian
Island Golf Course using a portion of treated effluent from the Town of Riverhead Sewage
Treatment Plant to irrigate the golf course on only a seasonal basis.
GW-30.“Drainage of stormwater in the plan is to be controlled by swales, catch basins and three
drainage reserve areas. The proposed stormwater plan is antiquated and is not aligned with the
current thinking which use more green and natural ways to manage stormwater on site. Here
again a hard look at emerging green infrastructure stormwater controls such as rain gardens and
bio swales is warranted. Green infrastructure saves water-dependent vegetational complexes in
areas otherwise paved over or lost to impermeability and provides microhabitats in areas
otherwise paved over. They can be easily constructed within the proposed swales. A hard look
at more modern environmentally friendly ways to control stormwater should be considered”.
(40)
Response 30: The stormwater management approach proposed is advanced green
infrastructure. The vegetated swales proposed are bio-swales. The internal roadway will not
have curbs and facilitate stormwater runoff being directed into the bioswales to optimize
filtration before recharge occurs. The drainage reserve areas proposed are rain gardens. As
addressed in GW-30, no fertilizers will be utilized in either the roadside bioswales or rain
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gardens. All disturbed and re-established landscape areas within the commonly owned Lot 7
as well as drainage reserve areas on development lots will be revegetated with native
environmental seed mixes including:
• Ernst Conservation Seed Mix – Low Growing Wildflower & Grass Mix (ERNMX-156)
• Ernst Conservation Mix - Rain Garden Mix (ERNMX-180-1)
• Ernst Conservation Mix - Native Detention Area Mix (ERNMX-183)
The native seed mixes serve multiple environmental benefits including stormwater filtration,
wildlife habitat and naturalized landscape character.
GW-31.“The Need to protect Stony Brook Harbor: Stony Brook Harbor is already under stress from
increased nitrogen levels in the groundwater. The proposed construction of a regional sewage
treatment plant in addition to Gyrodyne's own needs will send more nitrogen into the ground
water in a watershed that has been recently identified as an area of rapid groundwater transport
to the harbor. Additionally, with the proposed medical office building as one of the options, a
hard look should be required into the impacts of radioactive, medical and pharmaceutical wastes
from patients into the groundwater and Stony Brook harbor. Smithtown Bay, which Stony Brook
Harbor feeds into, is one of the only areas east of NYC that goes hypoxic in summer due to the
currents that circulate within the bay. While nutrients are an issue, medical waste may be more
so. Medical and pharmaceutical waste aren't removed very effectively by standard STP’s or
septic systems. In a book written by SUNY Professors Larry Swanson and Malcolm Bowman of
the School of Marine Science and Atmospheric Science, it mentions that the EPA previously
shut down the use of spring water at the south end of Stony Brook harbor because of degreasers
and other chemicals that are suspected to have come from gas stations on Route 25A and dry
cleaning establishments. “The flushing time to attenuate nitrogen that will flow into Stony
harbor is estimated to be approximately 12 days according to new studies done by Suffolk
County. According to SCDHS subwatershed plan, Gyrodyne is right on the edge of where
discharge gets to the harbor quickly. In the book by Swanson and Bowman, it indicates that a
number of wells in Head of the Harbor are currently polluted by runoff from the Route 25 A
area. Residents have had to use bottled water because of pollution and the springs in the southern
harbor are closed to drinking for the same reason. The DEIS fails to take a hard look at the
impacts to Stony Brook Harbor and Smithtown Bay from the proposed developed at Gyrodyne,
the DEIS fails to take a hard look at the considerable amounts of waste water going to the harbor
in a very short period of time including medical waste from the Assisted Living Facility and
medical office complex. etc. Such waste is not broken down in a typical STP, and is not broken
down in the ground, and as such will flow into the Harbor via groundwater flow. A hard look
should be taken at these potential impacts, especially from the as of right medical office complex
that is possible but not proposed”. (40)
Response 31: These issues were presented in other public comments on the DEIS. With respect
to proposed nitrogen contributions, see Response 1. With respect to Stony Brook Harbor, see
Response 2. As explained in Response 3, the proposed Gyrodyne STP is not a regional facility.
With respect to pharmaceuticals, see Response 7.
GW-32.“… Gyrodyne’s Flowerfield development has the potential to pollute groundwater, Stony
Brook Harbor and nearby waterways with toxic waste. We are so lucky to have access to clean
water. Many communities in the world and our country do not have that luxury. It should not be
a luxury to have clean water. It is abhorrent that we would threaten our precious natural
resources, our lifeline, for the sake of development. This project will spark demands from other
developers as well for light-industrial projects on our remaining farmland, nurseries, and other
parcels of land along 25A. We are not in a position to squander our precious soil, land, and water.
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If we want generations after us to have the means to survive, we have to take every measure to
protect our beautiful community and communities everywhere. We have the opportunity to make
our world greener and more equitable. Let us not squander it”. (41)
Response 32: Please see Response 1.
GW-33.“Gyrodyne has told local business and civic leaders that the sewage treatment plant will be
available to service their waste flow. However, the DEIS makes no plans for securing Suffolk
County permits for this use.” (50)
Response 33: The proposed Gyrodyne STP will be available for uses on-site at this time, and as
noted in Response 3, there have been informal discussions regarding acceptance of sewage
flow from the St. James Business Corridor (Lake Avenue).
GW-34.Re: Consistency with LWRP Policy 7 & 7A: “Proposed Development is in the Watershed
for Stony Brook Harbor (https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/water_pdf/appbsheIlfishpt3.pdf).
 Only nitrogen projections have been included (and only related to sewage). A manicured
property will require substantial amounts of fertilizer and will probably result in a net increase
in nitrogen.
 More data is required on other potential pathogens as described in the LWRP including the
potential impacts of medical waste (blood, medications, radiation)
 The state time period for leaching into the harbor does not inspire confidence that the long-term
health of the harbor is being considered. A more extensive study is required.
 Many residents still rely on well water for their drinking water supply.
Consistency with LWRP Policy 38: “In addition to the aforementioned litany of potential toxins,
both the proposed Assisted Living Facility as well as the Medical offices have the potential to
contaminate groundwater. This is not only a potential consequence of sewage but of any temporary
storage of solid waste. As indicated previously, many residents still rely on well water for their
drinking water supply. It is unknown to what extent well water is used for farming”. (8)
Response 34: Fertilized lawn coverage is reflected in the DEIS BURBS nitrogen models (DEIS
Appendix J). Pharmaceuticals have been discussed in Response 7. For those on private wells,
they should be following NYSDOH, USEPA and National Groundwater Assocation (NGWA)
recommendations. SCDHS also provides a private well water quality testing program. The
DEIS addresses the disposal of medical waste which stated:
“The assisted living facility and medical offices will follow applicable
standards/protocols and relates to the relevant regulations of the NYSDOH and New
York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT, regarding transport of various
types of wastes). These include, but are not limited to, Infectious (Regulated Medical)
Wastes, Disposal of Sharps and Physical Hazard Wastes, Disposal of Chemical Wastes
and Chemotherapeutic Wastes. Following these standards/protocols will limit most (if
not all) of these wastes from contributing to the STP. Source separation of adult diapers
and wipes is the best management practice for these wastes. Requiring the facilities to
remove wipes from their bathrooms and disposing of diapers and wipes with the solid
waste is the best way to ensure they do not enter the wastewater. However, 100%
compliance in this area is unlikely. Should these items enter the wastewater, the STP
will be equipped with screening at the head of the plant to remove and bag them to be
disposed of with the solid waste.”
Groundwater flow from the proposed STP effluent recharge area (leaching pools) is not flowing
towards the existing on-site wetlands.
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GW-35.Consistency with LWRP Policy 44 & 44A: “Although there is some discussion of leaching
into the harbor and non-disturbance of existing on-site wetlands, there appears to be no
discussion of potential leaching into the on-site and site- adjacent wetlands nor of the significance
of these wetlands”. (8)
Response 35: Groundwater flow from the proposed STP effluent recharge area (leaching pools)
is not towards the existing on-site wetlands.
GW-36. “I looked at the drainage design quickly with Tom DiGiacomo and compared the current
plans in the EIS to what was proposed in 2017. There are two major differences in the design
from 2017 to now. The first difference being an increase of on-site stormwater storage capacity
from 3 inches to 8 inches as we had requested a while back. This is required since they are using
recharge basins (they are calling them drainage reserve areas or DRA). The second difference
being the inclusion of the existing north pond into the overall drainage system design. There is
some correspondence with the DEC on this subject where they indicated acceptance, provided
the stormwater was treated in some way (such as through the roadside vegetated swales) and also
that there is no increase of flow to the pond (i.e., post-development flow will match predevelopment flow). They plan to do this via an overflow structure that would be piped to two of
the DRAs. “We would definitely have to look into it a little more and get some more information
from the consultant before we would accept the design. But as it stands, it looks as though they
would comply with our drainage requirements”. (9)
Response 36: Acknowledged. Plans will be revised for Town-DEC comments as applicable.
GW-37.“The study also states that there is going to be a 4 percent increase in nitrogen load. This
may not sound like a lot, but the doubling managed turf, which takes both fertilizer and water, it
may become an environmental issue as the Long Island north shore is approaching a nitrogen
load tipping point. Basically, what this means is if we get any more nitrogen in our water, we
will get even more algae blooms than we already have, which suck up the oxygen in the water
and cause our marine life to die because they can't breathe. I love clams on the half shell. As a
little girl, we used to go out clamming, and I used to take the boat out and dig as many clams as
we wanted. Then we had water quality issues in the Smithtown boat basin and Stony Brook
Harbor, and the Town closed the shellfish beds. We are finally allowed to dig clams again. As a
resident, I really don't want to lose clamming. In addition to the green and brown algae loads, we
call them brown tides, which would only kill the marine life, there is also the possibility of
serious human health issues because of the possibility of blue, green, or red algae blooms, also
known as red tides. Back to the issue at hand, we already have water issues in Stony Brook
Harbor and Smithtown Bay with E. Coli and hypoxia, which is the scientific term for oxygen
depletion in the water. Adding more nitrogen to this is not useful. The bad thing about most
useable forms of nitrogen is that they don't stick to soil particles, they actually push away from
them, and unless a plant's roots are there and ready to use them, the nitrogen compounds push
down through the soil and move through the water table and out into the waterways and the Long
Island Sound. Lawns have very shallow root systems, which don't have much time to uptake
nitrogen before it flows deeper into the soils. The lawns, if they are going to be maintained,
should just have grass clippings be put back down on them and not have any additional nitrogen
or any kind of fertilizer put on them as the plan states. The fertilizer is not necessary. Adding 4
percent more nitrogen to the harbor is significant. The DEIS is encyclopedic, but not analytic.
The applicant must analyze these impacts and their repercussions and ramifications before
proceeding with this plan. Speaking against nitrogen and open space, the proposed leaching
fields around the STP is also not open space. It's an area that will be disturbed to build the
leaching field and then covered with lawn. Again, lawn is not a viable ecosystem. It's actually
the least productive of land usage because there is little wildlife able to use it, and it also helps
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very little with flood control, unlike native grasses and forbs, which have deep root systems to
help channel groundwater down from parking lots, roads, and improved land. In addition to the
sewage treatment plant's effluvia, the medical buildings and assisted-living facilities will contain
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. A sewage treatment plant would eliminate some, but not all these
contaminants, which will cause additional environmental impacts to Stony Brook Harbor. A
bioswale would be a better solution than a leaching field for the STP. As the native plant roots
would uptake chemicals and water in addition to nitrogen as a natural filtration system, instead
allowing the water to flow out from the shallow rooted lawns to the Stony Brook Harbor and
other embayments and estuaries north of the property. In addition, the STP should be relocated
to a more western end of the property. We have heard this before. It is currently sited where the
effluvia for the plant would reach Stony Brook Harbor within 10 to 25 years. By moving it west,
the water would be estimated to reach the harbor in 25 to 50 years. By adding bioswales, it could
[be] hoped that the water issues would be even further mitigated. Office buildings or less
biohazardous buildings should be considered in place of the medical and assisted-living facilities,
as geriatric care and medical facilities generate many more chemicals in addition to the effluvia
than the average office building does. (76)
Response 37: See Responses 1, 2, 3, and 7.
GW-38.“…some facts regarding nitrogen and coastal waters. I'm one of the people who's working
on the Suffolk County Subwatershed Management Plan, which again, is part of LINAP. We are
doing the primary review of it at [the Council for Environmental Quality]. Suffolk County has
almost completed its analysis of why our coastlines are collapsing and why our natural resources
are disappearing. It's Public Enemy Number 1 according to the county executive, and that's
basically nitrogen; and that's why a couple of million dollars has been expended by the County
to form the Subwatershed Plan, or SWP as everyone calls it. So again, nitrogen is Public Enemy
Number 1. It causes eutrophication, excessive algae harmful blooms, hypoxia, and things like
that. But I have more evidence than a lot of the people have talked about. They have all been
spot on with what they are talking about, but I as a necessity had to dig into it. Suffolk County
has mapped 191 watersheds in Suffolk County, north shore, south shore, the Peconic, and
established basically where the nitrogen is coming from, which is primarily septic discharge,
how it flows to the coastline in those 191 watersheds, how long it takes to get to each of the
coastal areas from the inland discharge points; for example, Gyrodyne we are hearing, you know,
10 to 25 years. I have the maps, but I am not going to bother with them right now. We also are
finding out how much of nitrogen is actually coming out, and a number of other scientific
parameters with a general baseline of 1987. To our horror, we have found the following facts:
Since 1987, there has been a 41 percent increase in nitrogen in the Upper Glacial Aquifers on
Long Island in Suffolk County, mostly from septic discharge even with STPs. There has been a
45 percent increase in nitrogen in the enclosed Long Island Sound harbors, such as Stony Brook
Harbor, such as Nissequogue River, Mount Sinai, Port Jeff, places like that. Again, this is an
average, but all of them are suffering from nitrogen contamination. And again, that's over the
last ten years. So that 45 percent increase has been popping up quite nicely, and it's mostly
attributable to watersheds. The Nissequogue River, for example, had a study done recently, and
the amount of nitrogen that's popping out from Smithtown is incredible. The nitrogen in Long
Island Sound has increased by 10 percent. Okay. And the only reason that's a lower number is
because the Sound is well flushed; the interior bays are not. We've also found out that the nitrogen
is collapsing our wetlands. And we are seeing that damage, for example, in Nissequogue River,
and more particularly, Stony Brook Harbor. Stony Brook Harbor is one of the worst flushing
harbors on the north shore. It takes up to around 12.4 days to get rid of the daily load of nitrogen
that's popping in there from the watershed, which does include the Gyrodyne property. It goes in
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at about a mile and-a-half. Head of the Harbor and Nissequogue contribute quite a lot of it, parts
of Smithtown and Gyrodyne contribute a fair amount of it, but it takes 12 -- up to, not exactly,
but up to 12.4 days to get rid of the daily load. It turns out Stony Brook Harbor on the southern
portion is not as well flushed as anybody thought. Now, Port Jeff as a comparison takes 2.9 to
4.3 days to flush. Mount Sinai, 4.5 days, and that has a much larger entrance channel. If you
know Stony Brook Harbor, we don't have an entrance channel, we've got about 100 feet deep,
100 wide dredged; that's about it. We also have noted that Stony Brook Harbor wetlands have
already been damaged by the nitrogen that's coming in. Okay. Now, there is another problem:
We have got a giant gyre or whirlpool existing in Smithtown Bay that actually traps the water
leaving Stony Brook Harbor for up to about four days or so, and prevents the mixing of water in
Smithtown Bay with the rest of Long Island Sound, even though they are literally contiguous
with each other. It literally traps the water in there. And that's why Smithtown Bay is hypoxic
during the summer, no oxygen, it's a dead zone. Okay. It is, in fact, the deadest zone in the entire
Sound east of New York City during the summer below 10 feet in depth. The benthic life is gone
at below 10 feet, according to Long Island Sound studies. I have the maps in my car. I will be
presenting them eventually before the 24th. But this is according to the Long Island Sound study,
I am not making the data up. It is a black zone. That's how they qualify it. If you look at New
York City through the East River, it's black. If you look at Smithtown Bay, it's a black zone;
nothing over there. Okay. The rest of the Long Island Sound is relatively well flushed. I mean,
this is a problem over here. The nitrogen from the Stony Brook Harbor watershed and also the
Nissequogue River basically takes forever to leave the area. It's not well flushed. We have the
gyre out there. So Stony Brook Harbor is suffering, and the hypoxia is caused by the retained
nitrogen, which is showing the problem. Now, in the Suffolk County Subwatershed Management
Plan, Stony Brook Harbor ranks as a priority water body for reduction of nitrogen input. You
have this STP here, which normally would be okay if it was just for Gyrodyne, and that's my
particular position. It's becoming a regional STP, and that's what a lot of people have been talking
about. And it's in the Stony Brook Harbor watershed. An STP for Gyrodyne will produce
nitrogen even after treatment. And some of the numbers were shown up there by Mr. Cameron,
although they were on the low numbers as opposed to some of the higher numbers that were on
same data sheet. On a daily basis, the overall nitrogen only of Gyrodyne might be tolerable
compared to the overall nitrogen that's coming in from the rest of Nissequogue and Head of the
Harbor and parts of Smithtown. By making the plant regional, going from 71,000 gallons per
day, which is the Gyrodyne number, to 171,000 gallons per day, which is Gyrodyne plus Lake
Avenue, okay, creates a regional aspect, and that was not, for example, reviewed at the Suffolk
County Planning Commission. That's 59 percent increase more nitrogen coming in, and the
transit times to the coast is about the fastest in Suffolk County that I have been able to identify.
There is also talk about possibly increasing the capacity to 342,000 gallons a day. That's just talk.
Nonetheless, that is a regional aspect that's being created from out of nowhere. Obviously,
Gyrodyne, as a private company, would have to agree to certain of these aspects. But as
somebody who has some oversight over sewage treatment in the County as part of the Council
on Environmental Quality, you see these things happen.The DEIS fails to take a hard look at
these particular issues and the fact that we are getting a regional plant when Stony Brook Harbor
is already under stress, and that the Subwatershed plants would be looking to reduce nitrogen,
not add to it. So going to potentially 171,000 or maybe 342,000 gallons per day -- again, the
342,000 is an upper number that's not fully confirmed -- is a problem that you should be looking
at. A hard look at the regional impact of adding sewage treatment -- of adding sewage flow needs
to be performed. Again, the statistical data that's in the plan right now is focussed basically upon
Gyrodyne, which again is tolerable. They have the right to divide. Okay. There is no doubt about
that, under governmental supervision, and they have possibly, you know, as an agreement with
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the Town of Smithtown and others, to put Lake Avenue into the mix. But you are starting to get
numbers that have never been looked at, okay, and that are going to affect a water body that's
shared by several other municipalities. And there is a transit zone over there. It's not like this
thing is in isolation. So in that sense, a harder look needs to be taken. That is the job of the EIS
at this point in time when you are starting to go into final. You have done the initial craft, and
you are going to final; and I am advising you that there are some issues that need to be looked
at. If I'm wrong on the 342, so be it. Nonetheless, it's 171,000 gallons. That is going to have an
impact. We already see that. We have the maps. We know what potentially is happening. And,
yes, an STP removes 90 percent of the nitrogen. You are still going to have the max loads. There
is still a lot of nitrogen out there. Okay. And that's what you have to guard against, okay, with a
water body that's already under stress”. (89)
Response 38: See Responses 1 and 3. The proposed STP has been designed for 100,000 gpd,
and as per SCDHS commercial standard XI.5.b, the design has provided 100% area for
expansion and/or replacement of the sewage treatment and disposal systems.
GW-39. “Am I correct in thinking that the wastewater treatment plant would be built to carry the
maximum, even though the maximum would never be built?” (96)
Response 39: The wastewater treatment plant will have capacity for 100,000 gallons per day; the
actual flow will be less than 100,000 gallons per day. Suffolk County Department of Health
Services requires higher capacity than planned wastewater generation.
GW-40.“The STP location is where, right on the boundary of Brookhaven. Right next to singlefamily homes. That doesn't make good planning. That makes planning where you put two
absolutely different types of zoning together where you put an industrial use such as a regional
sewage treatment plant next to single-family homes. That doesn't make sense?” (72)
“I stand before you and the rest of these good people here as a concerned homeowner. I have no
association with any -- affiliation with any group or anything like that. I stand before you as a
homeowner, and I have no doubt in my mind that while there is great diligence done by the
engineering team and your group… So it seems to me this proposal is opportunistic based on
available property, but you are placing a sewage treatment plant equidistant, smack dab in between
the two centers of two beautiful towns. And I can't help but wonder if there has been enough
diligence about the sewage treatment plant, the runoff…” (75)
Response 40: The STP was sited based on the topography and the shape of the property, as well
as Suffolk County Department of Health regulations. The STP would be set back more than
200 feet from Route 25A and more than 150 feet from any existing or proposed property line/lot
line. The STP would be more than 350 feet from the nearest single-family home, and the limits
of its expansion area are more than 250 feet from the nearest single-family home. This is far
less separation than a typical home’s cesspool system. Additionally, the plant will be a onestory structure and will be thoroughly screened by vegetation so as to not be visible from
adjacent lots or from Route 25A.
The DEIS includes extensive modeling and analyses related to the proposed sewage treatment
plant (STP) and wastewater operations. Please see Sections 7 and 19 of the DEIS, as well as
DEIS Appendix J for these analyses.
GW-41. Consistency with LWRP Policy 8: “As previously stated, a more comprehensive study of
the potential for pollution of the groundwater (as well as adjacent water bodies) needs to be
undertaken.” (8)
Response 41: The DEIS follows the Lead Agency’s Scoping Document and identifies a reduction
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in Total Nitrogen compared to existing uses and compared to as of right development that
would not require a subdivision. Please see Figure 2-2 on page 20.
GW-42. “Gyrodyne, that site, has been contaminated for decades. It's been contaminated since the
'20s. It has never been a potato farm. This area, when you dig up that earth, is going to immediately
contaminate our ponds, our brooks, and our waterways. It's going to kill the shellfish. It's going to
contaminate the fish to the point where you are not going want to use them.” (84)
Response 42: Please see the responses to comment PN-13 and SOIL-1. The proposed
subdivision will reduce nitrogen loading to Stony Brook Harbor, and construction of the site
will construction generated soils at the site will be managed in accordance with applicable
regulations including 6 NYCRR Part 360 which includes provisions to regulate soils generated
during construction activities, and requirements for imported fill material.

2.8.

Stormwater Collection and Recharge
SW-1. “What in this surrounding environment will be done to control the flooding issue at the corner
of Mills Pond Road and 25A? The pond floods after substantial rainfall, and there have been
times when the flooding covers a large percentage of Mills Pond Road. This does also add to
the traffic problem.” (78)
Response 1: The site has been designed to accommodate the design storm, per Town of
Smithtown Engineering. The improvements to Route 25A-Mills Pond Road will need to be
approved by the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT); should the
NYSDOT require drainage improvements, the applicant will incorporate same into the
proposed plans.

2.9.

Traffic and Parking
TR-1. “This office has previously completed a review of the above captioned EIS/TIS and
determined our previous comments dated Sept 27th, 2018 and August 18th, 2017 have been
addressed and meet Traffic Safety Department requirements and standards. “However, it is
important to note as quoted within the TIS, “...there is no specific redevelopment plan in place...,
This submission is for a “Proposed Subdivision, the actual land use mix will be determined as
the lots are developed...” “The intersection of Moriches Road at Mills Pond Road/Evon Lane
was under consideration by the Traffic Safety Department for a comprehensive traffic study to
investigate the possibility of installing a traffic signal at this location. This is based on the unique
wide geometry and the accident history at the intersection, as well as, the traffic volumes on
Moriches Road. As this project progresses, we recommend this be considered as an intersection
that could meet Federal MUTCD traffic signal warrants or other traffic safety improvements, if
this project were to reach its full build out. This TIS (page 7-7) documents a drop in Level of
Service (LOS) an entire grade for multiple approaches and movements during each of the AM,
PM and Saturday peak build periods. These drops typically require mitigation measures as the
site will be creating these degradations in LOS. We would like to see recommended
improvements for this intersection and consideration for future analysis as the volumes increase.”
(6)
Response 1: The subdivision will not generate any additional traffic beyond the Proposed
Action’s trip generation without triggering further SEQRA analysis and review. The
intersection of Moriches Road at Mills Pond Road/Evon Lane is not adversely impacted by the
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proposed subdivision; changes in Level of Service from C to D do not warrant a traffic signal.

TR-2. The increase in traffic volume and the mitigation plans proposed in the DEIS represent a
deterioration of the rural character of the NYS Route 25A corridor. The bucolic, two lane
roadway is our community’s asset that can easily be destroyed forever by traffic signals, turning
lanes and road signs. The Draft EIS indicates the increased traffic from this subdivision would
require mitigation as far south as Route 347 down to the Smith Haven Mall and to the Nicolls
Road intersection. Persons living east of the development and on Stony Brook Road as well as
on Mills Pond Road will be significantly affected by the added traffic. Proposed traffic signals
and turning lanes will assist traffic going in and coming out of the project but will also interfere
with the east-west traffic flow. This is surely a project of significant impact on the surrounding
community despite Gyrodyne limiting the overall density to be less intensive than a maximum
build out under existing zoning. (2)
“We simply cannot deal with the traffic anymore!” (12)
“The impact of a 150-room Hotel and Restaurant and the 440-Assited Living Units on the North
Shore Rt 25A area within 1 mile of the Long Island Sound would have a detrimental effect on
traffic congestion…” (19)
“We feel that the development will create more traffic…We are strongly against it”. (27)
“I strongly echo Kara Hahn and Steve Englebright’s comments as how Gyrodyne’s plan can only
be detrimental to what I believe to be a special residential area on Suffolk’s north shore. I have
lived in St. James, immediately south of North Country Road since 1970 and raising my family
in this environment could not have been better. The thought of a 150-room hotel and other office
buildings on this landscape and the increase in traffic is scary and that’s just for openers! Don’t
let Gyrodyne’s plan happen!” (30)
“I worry that the development of this land will destroy the historic 25A and increase the traffic.
I have to travel along the road to go home and do not want the congestion and reckless drivers.”
(33)
“Smithtown’s plans for Gyrodyne are irresponsible and represent an overdevelopment of the
Stony Brook area. Our area’s traffic is already out of control. This community’s infrastructure
was never meant to handle such over developed [sp].” (37)
“I am opposed… Traffic on already over-capacity 25A and Stony Brook Rd.” (42)
“Our concerns are many including… Traffic on already over-capacity 25A and Stony Brook Rd”
(59)
“My second concern is for the traffic that would overwhelm our two-lane country road (25A) if
the proposed development goes through with hundreds of new employees and a huge hotel. Such
a development, if it is even needed in the area, is surely better suited to a high traffic road like
347 or Route 25. The traffic on 25A is already at capacity during the typical rush hour” (61)
“We are also concerned with the environmental and traffic impacts this project would have on
the community.” (62)
“The traffic during rush hour is unbearable now; I have not seen anything that would explain
how traffic could be better managed with the increased number of cars from Gyrodyne.” (67)
“The environmental factors and traffic congestion will be detrimental to the community.” (68)
“Secondly, the increase in traffic in the area will negatively impact the lives of the residents in
Smithtown and Brookhaven. The amount of traffic that will result from this development will
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threaten the small town charm that we currently have in this area. This is one reason many of us
purchased our homes in this surrounding areas.” (70)
“I know that there is a lot of people talking about traffic, which is also a concern of mine, but I
won't speak about that. I just know that this is going to adversely affect me and my family. And
I urge you -- I urge to rethink this proposal.” (75)
“Traffic on the historic 25A corridor and Stony Brook Road has increased substantially without
this project. The projected full scope of the proposed project will add more vehicles to the already
overburdened local roads. The DEIS suggested fewer than 500 external trips during any peak
hour. That's eight vehicles per minute, one vehicle every 7.5 seconds, give or take. Peak traffic
currently creeps along 25A. The proposed solution to add traffic lights at Mills Pond Road and
either a traffic light or roundabout at Stony Brook Road will not alleviate congestion brought
about by this project. The intersection of Mills Pond and 25A is targeted for a traffic light and
turn lanes; this is needed.” (78)
“St. James and Stony Brook residents contend with roads which are overburdened. Traffic grows
worse with each new commercial building erected and with each home illegally converted into
multiple-family dwellings and student boarding houses by absentee landlords.” (78)
“I'm concerned about the congestion on the roads. It is going to be horrible.” (84)
“As you are aware, as the cochair of my 25A visioning committee, George Hoffman has
previously spoken, the Town recently completed a corridor study of Route 25A from the
Smithtown line to the Poquott Village line. Among the many topics that were considered, traffic
was a major and consistent concern. This project will greatly magnify this problem. Additionally,
as evidenced by our corridor study, the surrounding residents are staunchly opposed to road
widening to reduce traffic congestion.” (85)
“Furthermore, most of the potential uses of the site as stated in the DEIS are unnecessary to
support the surrounding community and will serve only to add traffic impacts to overburdened
roadways. “My constituents in Stony Brook and the immediately surrounding area would be
significantly affected by the development of the proposed application. The neighboring
community I represent is already saturated with infrastructure concerns surrounding Stony Brook
University.” (85)
“…crowding traffic… The added noise and congestions of tens of thousands of vehicle trips
daily on already overburdened roads in our area strike me as unacceptable…make our roads more
hazardous than they already are.” (92)
Response 2: Please note that the DEIS Proposed Action included 220, not 440 assisted living
units. The FEIS Development Plan contemplates a 125-room hotel (without a restaurant) and
250 assisted living units.
The DEIS contains a comprehensive traffic study to address these concerns, and identifies
mitigation measures that address site-generated traffic as well as existing congestion/safety
concerns. The DEIS Traffic Study identifies appropriate traffic mitigation for the relevant
intersections that also ameliorate existing traffic flow and safety concerns. A prime example
is at the intersection of Route 25A and Stony Brook Road, discussed in the Visioning Report
and identified therein as a “Priority Location.” This report, excerpted in the DEIS, states that
NYSDOT “determined that a traffic signal was appropriate” (see DEIS page F-325). The DEIS
traffic study verifies this conclusion and recommends a signal to accommodate existing and
subdivision traffic. While the Visioning Report and traffic study also discuss a roundabout,
there is insufficient right of way available for a roundabout.
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Improvements to intersections on Route 25A are under NYSDOT jurisdiction. Of note, the
widening at the Route 25A-Mills Pond Road intersection comprises a narrow swath less than
100 feet long on Mills Pond Road; the “widening” comprises striping within existing right of
way and is the shortest length allowable that accommodates an appropriate-length westbound
left turn lane. There will not be additional through lanes. The proposed configuration is as
limited in length as possible, while achieving a necessary safety improvement.
The proposed Route 25A signals would be warranted with or without this subdivision, and the
New York State Department of Transportation has responsilbility to implement safety
measures. In consideration of roadway character, the Applicant examined the feasibility of
roundabounts rather than traffic signals; roundabouts are not feasible due to limited right-ofway (and a wetland, in the case of Route 25A-Mills Pond Road).
Traffic signals would level out the delays over each approach to the intersection, limit the
maximum delay on side street approaches (which creates unsafe conditions today), and reduces
the likelihood of many types of collisions (e.g. right angle) that tend to result in severe damage
or injuries.
The Traffic Impact Study (TIS) scope complies with the Scoping Document and extends to
certain intersections on Route 347 to be comprehensive and conservative; it does not denote
mitigation required on Nicolls Road. The TIS identifies appropriate mitigation to minimize
significant adverse impacts.
The property would generate additional traffic if it is developed per the proposed subdivision,
or if it was further developed as of right.
Of note, the proposed hotel associated with the Proposed Action has been reduced in scale from
150 rooms to 125 rooms and it no longer includes a restaurant, conference center or day spa,
as was contemplated in the DEIS. The proposed subdivision approach regulates development
well beyond existing zoning regulations and establishes clear maximum thresholds for traffic
generation associated with the Flowerfield site.
There is no plan to construct single- or multi-family dwelling on this property.
The changes in character associated with Stony Brook University are beyond the scope of this
application. While a traffic study is not tasked with “character of the community,” the traffic
mitigation off-site is as limited as possible while achieving the necessary traffic flow/safety
enhancements.
TR-3. “Based on the existing zoning of the property, as of right development could generate in
excess of 7,000 new vehicles per day — considerably more than the trip generation estimates
included in the study. “Traffic generated by the proposed project will have a significant impact
on Stony Brook Road. Brookhaven has recently implemented a safety and capacity improvement
project on Stony Brook Road, which included improvements at several of the study intersections,
including Oxhead Road, South Rod and Development Drive. New York State Route 25A and
Stony Brook Road are already beyond their carrying capacity, as are several other roadways in
the area. Since this project will impact Stony Brook Road, NYS Route 25A, NYS Route 347 and
countless other roadways in the area flawed for failing to provide real alternatives that conform
with the Scoping Document and associated comments”. (3) (4) (72)
“Of greatest concern is the lack of adequate plans for mitigation of increased 25A traffic (already
over capacity)” (14)
“The Environmental Impact Statement submitted by Gyrodyne presents major problems
regarding future traffic that I believe are insurmountable if the proposed application is approved.
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My office is located on Lake Avenue and I live in Head of the Harbor, just north of Gyrodyne's
property. Anyone who travels regularly in that area along Route 25A knows that traffic currently
is heavy and at times seriously congested. The proposed development of this property will cause
what are daily frustrating traffic conditions to become intolerable. The roads were not made to
handle the current volume, let alone the projected volume, and I believe the applicant's count of
projected daily vehicle trips is significantly underestimated.” (49)
“The currently over burdened route 25A will become will come to a stop for moving traffic with
the proposed uses and addition cars added to this historic corridor. The above will cause delayed
response for fire, ambulance and police.” (56)
“The other thing is, everybody has concerns about traffic, and I do too. I live out here. I have
been here over 50 years. But in the same token, does anybody care from Brookhaven who comes
down Edgewood Avenue all the time to go home and go to work, and see that congestion on the
St. James/Smithtown roads? I think we are going up the -- barking up the wrong tree, to tell you
the truth. Let's move forward and go with what is going become -- the man is allowed to do this
stuff. And I don't care if it comes from 1910 or whatever the law was. He is entitled to do it.”
(79)
Response 3: Daily traffic is not a required metric under SEQRA or the Scoping Document; peak
hour analysis is required and provided in the DEIS.
The proposed improvements accommodate existing over-capacity operation as well as
subdivision traffic, particularly on Stony Brook Road (at Route 25A and at South Drive) and
on Route 25A (at Mills Pond Road and at Stony Brook Road). The TIS fully conforms with
the Final Scope and identifies appropriate traffic mitigation for intersections on Stony Brook
Road.
Edgewood Avenue is beyond the scope of the traffic study.
TR-4. The EIS notes: “25A at Stony Brook Road: There were 26 reportable accidents during the
three year study period, of which 12 involved an injury (the highest injury frequency of any
studied location). The most frequent collision types were right angle (11 over three years) and
rear end (8 over three years). This likely relates to the unique, confusing circulation and to the
sight distance being physically limited by roadway curvature. As will be discussed in Sections 7
and 8, Cameron Engineering recommends improvements to this intersection, in part to address
existing safety conditions.
Stony Brook Road at South Drive: This intersection had 18 reportable accidents, with the highest
incidence being rear end collisions (9 of the 18). Half (9) of the accidents also involved an injury.
It was here that a cyclist was hit, with cyclist error cited as the contributing factor. Classified by
approach, over 60% of the accidents involved a southbound driver, half of the total involved
drivers were heading south.
Additionally, one accident in six involved left turns. As will be discussed later, this study
recommends safety improvements at this intersection, in part to address the existing frequencies
of rear end and left turn collisions.
Stony Brook Road at Oxhead Road: There were 11 reportable incidents, of which 6 were rear
end collisions. Most incidents involved vehicles headed north or south. The injury rate was small
(roughly 1/3). As will be discussed in Sections 7 and 8, this study recommends improvements to
help address the existing rear end accident frequency.
Mills Pond Road at Route 25A and at the two Gyrodyne driveways were counted 7-10 am and
3-6 pm to account for school bus activity at the bus depot, which is no longer here. The weekday
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counts likely represent busier conditions than what would be expected on an average February
day, for two reasons: there was record daily warmth during the counts, and there was a major
snowstorm forecast the following days. In our experience, personal travel spikes before major
snowstorms in anticipation of limited travel during the storm. Conditions during the March 2018
count were favorable: sunny/cloudy with temperatures in the upper 40s.
Sections 3.7 and 3.8 describe how, before the volumes could be analyzed, they were adjusted to
reflect average-month conditions, considering February is typically less busy than average. As
noted above, this adjustment should yield conservative, busier-than average volumes, because
the baseline weekday counts were obtained on a busier- than average February day.”
This data indicates a high incidence of accidents and is indicative that impacts and mitigation
exist within Brookhaven. To meet the “Hard Look” required by SEQRA the applicant should
have consulted with Brookhaven on these roadways and potential mitigation”. (3)
Response 4: These comments note that the TIS identified existing capacity and safety concerns
and includes recommendations to address same. While a SEQRA hard look does not require
consultation with involved agencies, it is noteworthy that the Stony Brook Road improvements
at South Drive and Oxhead Road, recommended in the traffic study, were recently undertaken
by the Town of Brookhaven.
TR-5. “If conditions of approval of the proposed subdivision limit development to the levels
discussed in the Traffic Impact Study, new traffic generated by development of the property will
have less impact on the surrounding roadways than would full build out under the current
zoning”. (4)
Response 5:

This comment is duly noted.

TR-6. “The EIS contemplates road improvements within the Town of Brookhaven and
contemplates a grade level crossing of the Long Island Railroad that would feed traffic from the
project into Brookhaven Town. The Town of Brookhaven has not been contacted or consulted
about these important aspects that will impact our residents. The lack of consultation with
Brookhaven regarding impacts indicates that the “hard look” required by SEQRA has not been
met”. (3) (72)
“Since this project will impact Stony Brook Road, NYS Route 25A, NYS Route 347, and
countless other roadways in the area, I would like New York State to conduct a comprehensive
review of all roadways within a five-mile radius of the project in conjunction with Stony Brook
University.” (3)
“My strong suggestion is that there be a traffic study in conjunction with Stony Brook University
to ensure that the employees and students can safely access the University, and that emergency
services can adequately serve the area, particularly Stony Brook Hospital. We also need a study
to take a look at local road improvements that should be taken to minimize additional traffic
congestion created. We are at a tipping point at 25A…one of my attorneys whose husband does
that trip [from Stony Brook to Smithtown] said…depending on the time of day, a trip that should
take 15 minutes can take 45 minutes, and probably more.” (72)
Response 6: The EIS includes an alternative with a re-opened grade crossing; this alternative
was included at the direction of the Town of Smithtown and does not represent the Applicant’s
intention. There is no plan to re-open this crossing.
It would be outside the purview of this project for New York State to conduct a five-mile radius
traffic study. The DEIS identifies appropriate measures for mitigation at intersections included
in the Scoping Document.
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SEQRA does not require involved agencies (i.e. only the Lead Agency) to be consulted about
impacts. Of note, the Town of Brookhaven did receive and comment on the Draft Scoping
Document, and has not been obstructed in any way from its permitted role in this process.
The Town of Brookhaven was involved in the public scoping process of the DEIS Traffic
Impact Study. A traffic study of, and tailored to, University and Stony Brook Hospital access
is beyond the scope of the proposed subdivision’s SEQRA process.

TR-7. “Effects on air pollution, traffic, and the environment as a whole:







We now use route 25A instead of route 347 because it takes so long to get anywhere on 347.
Traffic control signals together with a higher-than-it-was-built-for traffic load make 347 very
slow moving.
the high level of traffic and the many stop lights also make 347 one of the state’s most unsafe
roadways. And now there is a move to lower the speed limit so even when the traffic is lighter
(like from midnight to 4 am), one still couldn’t make decent time since the traffic lights are
still working.
While the speed limit on 347 is 45 mph and on 25A is only 35 mph, it is actually faster to get
from our home to points southwest of here along 25A than along 347. For this reason, we
patronize stores and restaurants around the mall and along 25 between St. James and
Smithtown less than we otherwise would. Even though there are no opportunities to pass a
slow-moving car on 25A like there is on 347, it is still faster to get to most places to our
southwest using 25A. How can this be? Well, it is a bit more direct (fewer miles), but more
importantly, there are fewer traffic lights. Adding this development means adding at least two
more lights and one traffic circle. Each light, assuming one can get through it in one turn of
the light (which is becoming increasingly rare along any of our roads because of the area being
overbuilt), will add at least 3 minutes to the drive.
Each time a car stops for a light and has to get itself cruising again when the light changes, the
cars fuel efficiency drops precipitously. This causes more pollutants in our already “F” rated
air quality resulting in even more lung and breathing issues than we now see. With Long Island
being one of the lung disease hot spots in New York, this is all counter to what should be done
for the benefit of the majority of people. (23)

Response 7:

Existing conditions on Route 347 are unrelated to the proposed subdivision.

Upon review, a roundabout is not feasible at Route 25A-Stony Brook Road. The two proposed
traffic signals would be warranted with or without the proposed subdivision, and they would
decrease emissions associated with Level of Service F operation for left turns onto Route 25A
from Mills Pond Road and Stony Brook Road, and for left turns from Mills Pond Road and
Stony Brook Road onto Route 25A.
TR-8. “The methodologies utilized in the study are appropriate to the level of development and to
the scope of the proposed project. The analyses conducted conform to general industry standards
for adequacy and completeness. Traffic generated by the proposed project will have significant
impact on Stony Brook Road, a Town of Brookhaven facility located east of the site. The Town
of Brookhaven has recently implemented a safety and capacity improvement project on Stony
Brook Road, which included improvements at several of the study intersections, including
Oxhead Road, South Road and Development Drive. New traffic counts should be conducted at
these locations and analyses conducted in the study should be recalculated to reflect the improved
condition as the existing configuration, and to determine the impact of site generated traffic on
the newly improved roadway. Additional mitigation, if necessary, should be identified, including
the party responsible for implementation of the mitigation”. (4)
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Response 8: It is not appropriate to require additional mitigation once mitigation measures have
been identified in the DEIS and implemented.

TR-9. “It is also noted that as per the Traffic Impact Study, NYSDOT is currently evaluating
potential improvements for the intersection of NYS Route 25A at Stony Brook Road.
Improvement alternatives include installation of a traffic signal or roundabout at this location.
Either alternative would provide improved operating conditions at this location” (4)
Response 9:

This comment is duly noted.

TR-10. “The Traffic Impact Study assumes a build year of 2020, which is no longer feasible, and
likely was not at the time the study was conducted. It is noted that traffic counts utilized in the
study were obtained in 2017”. (4)
Did the DEIS take into account additional additional large scale medical office facilities being
built in the area, for example, on Rte 347. This new development is close to many Stony Brook
doctors on Bellemeade Rd. (50)
Response 10: The Traffic Impact Study (TIS) includes an annual ambient growth factor applied
to the 2017 counts through a 2020 build projection which conservatively provides for a
projected increase of background traffic. It is a conservative projection because according to
Suffolk County Planning, population growth in Suffolk County has leveled off since 2000. The
TIS background traffic also includes other planned developments within the study area. This
methodology is accepted for traffic studies on Long Island. Please note: Belle Meade Road is
outside the scoped traffic impact study area.

TR-11. “The trip generation analysis conducted in the study reduces hotel and catering hall trips by
20% to account for internal trips. Documentation should be provided in support of this
assumption”. (4)
Response 11: The shared trips pertain to the proposed hotel, not the catering hall. The percentage
was projected based on the DEIS Economic Analysis and the proximity between the hotel and
an existing, active catering hall. The DEIS Economic Analysis (page H-1) notes that catering
hall patrons would be expected to utilize the hotel conference and meeting rooms, and it is
realistic that larger events would promote hotel room stays by catering hall patrons. There
were few shared trips in terms of the actual number: 14, 18, and 22 trips during the AM, PM,
and Saturday peak hours associated with a150-room hotel.
These numbers are nearly similar to the traffic reduction associated with the smaller hotel in
this FEIS. The FEIS Proposed Action’s 125-room hotel is 17% smaller than the DEIS Proposed
Action’s 150-room hotel, nearly the same as the entire 20% projected shared traffic component.
The FEIS hotels shared traffic component could be as small as 3% with the same traffic
generation and traffic impacts as what was analyzed in the DEIS.

TR-12. “In general, the study identifies traffic impacts on the intersections included in the study, and
discusses mitigation measures that would address the impacts. The study should also identify
parties responsible for the mitigation. (4)
Response 12: The traffic study explains on page 3-1, which agency has jurisdiction over each
roadway. The agencies responsible for mitigation identified in the DEIS are as follows:
•

NYSDOT has jurisdiction over NYS Routes 25A and 347, and will be responsible for
review and approval of mitigation at Route 25A at Mills Pond Road and Stony Brook Road;
Route 347 at Moriches Road and Stony Brook Road
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The Town of Brookhaven is responsible for mitigation at Stony Brook Road intersections
with South Drive and Oxhead Road (already undertaken by the Town of Brookhaven)

TR-13. “As discussed in the Traffic Impact Study, NYSDOT has jurisdiction over to NYS Route
25A, and thus will make the final determination regarding access and mitigation. We concur with
the proposed access arrangement, which envisions full access to Mills Pond Road, signalization
of the intersection of NYS Route 25A at Mills Pond Road, and right turn only access to NYS
Route 25A”. (4)
Response 13: This comment is duly noted.
subdivision map.

This is the applicant’s intent, shown on the

TR-14. “Considering the crowding of our roads and the frequency of accidents, has the Board
calculated the additional rate of accidents, including quantifying possible added fatalities, from
the added traffic that would occur via the Gyrodyne proposal? Is not the health and safety of
those who already live, work, and recreate locally of more importance than the added stresses
the Gyrodyne plan would create?” (39)
Response 14: The traffic study includes a comprehensive accident study, and mitigation was
geared towards addressing the identified higher-than-average accident patterns of concern.

TR-15. “The data in the draft EIS traffic study/analysis sections is incomplete, and deliberately
vague and misleading on specific details about current and future traffic conditions for NYS
Route 25A, Stony Brook Road and Mills Pond Road. The following issues need specific harder
looks and additional data for proper analysis of the EIS: the current vehicle count is alleged to
be 17,300 cars/trucks on Route 25A daily. Where is this figure derived from? What is the current
NY State design capacity of Route 25A in this area? What is the level of service (LOS) rated at
in the Gyrodyne area?” (40)
Response 15: This is not an accurate representation of the DEIS traffic study. AADT data on
Route 25A is sourced from the NYSDOT Traffic Data Viewer, and is provided as background
information. Existing 24-hour volume is not a metric for identifying traffic impacts.
Current levels of service near Gyrodyne on Route 25A are identified in the Existing Conditions
section of the DEIS traffic study.
TR-16. “What will be the total estimated number of additional vehicles on a daily/overall basis that
will use Route 25A for each subdivision alternative? What will the NY State LOS become for
each alternative? Note: at pages 1-2 and 9-3 it is indicated that a no build option will increase
traffic by 3.3%, but the various subdivision options do not set forth any daily traffic increases in
terms of percentages, nor are actual overall daily numbers provided in a comprehensible fashion.
In addition, construction of a large medical complex is identified as being as of right and a
possibility, though not intended at the present time by the developer. This possibility is stated to
produce 10-30% more cars than any of the provided alternatives, yet no actual numbers or
estimates of daily or peak vehicle usage is provided. A hard look accounting for this clear
possibility in terms of traffic is clearly warranted, even if not a desired alternative”. (40)
Response 16: Daily traffic is not a required metric under SEQRA or the Scoping Document. The
subdivision options have equal, similar, or less traffic than the Proposed Action, so no
additional numbers are warranted.
Peak use for an as of right medical office is provided in the discussion of Alternative 4, in the
DEIS page F-114 (see excerpt below). The DEIS includes several alternatives that are not
being proposed by the Applicant, consistent with the Scoping Document.
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Figure 2-5: DEIS Figure 9-2, Alternatives 1-7 Trip Generation

TR-17. “A hard look is required for the impacts of traffic on Stony Brook Road and the Town of
Brookhaven road network, as the traffic study indicates 15% of overall future traffic will use that
road. The total DAILY number of vehicles PRESENTLY using Stony Brook Road (north and
south) commencing at the Route 25A intersection and running south at each intersection to Route
347 should be clearly identified. The design capacity and any present overload of Stony Brook
Road and its various intersections should also be identified. Identifying only AM and PM peak/
rush hour usage is inadequate, especially as there will significant off-peak usage”. (40)
Response 17: Please see Response 3.

TR-18. “A hard look is required as to the estimated increases in vehicular traffic using the Stony
Brook Road corridor, (turns and thru traffic) commencing at the Route 25A and each following
intersection to Route 347, for each subdivision proposal. The proposed medical office complex
may generate 10-30% more traffic, and the estimated impact of this should also be set forth. The
overall percentage of use of the road in each scenario at present is obscured or not provided,
except for AM and PM peak usage turning rates, which do not reflect overall volume. More
specifically, off peak usage should be clearly set forth, as there will be large differences in traffic
generated by different types of subdivision development. Finally, since much of the traffic
improvements for the Route 25A/Stony Brook Road intersection are based on representations by
the applicant of future road projects to be undertaken by state and town agencies beyond its
control (NYS DOT and the Town of Brookhaven) a hard look should be taken of the possibility
that the proposed mitigation will not occur”. (40)
Response 18: The TIS considers estimated increases to traffic on Stony Brook Road. The DEIS
Proposed Action office is analyzed as 100% medical office to be conservative and reflect the
maximum trip generation compared to non-medical office.
The associated traffic impacts are identified and mitigated in the DEIS. Traffic impacts were
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evaluated at 17 intersections (see Page 9-1 of the DEIS), and mitigation was identified at six
locations to address identified impacts in the DEIS. Please see Section 9.4 of the DEIS (Pages
9-12 through 9-15) for a more detailed overview of potential mitigation measures at each
identified location. The six locations identified for mitigation measures include: Route 25A
and Mills Pond Road, Route 25A and Stony Brook Road, Route 347 and Moriches Road, Stony
Brook Road and South Drive, Stony Brook Road and Oxhead Road and Stony Brook Road at
Route 347.
Daily/off-peak traffic is not a required metric under SEQRA or the Scoping Document. Offsite mitigation must be approved to progress the new land uses associated with the subdivision.
The Town of Brookhaven has already implemented the improvements to Stony Brook Road
intersections with South Drive, Oxhead Road, and Development Drive.
NYSDOT agreed in 2010 that a signal is warranted at Route 25A-Mills Pond Road (DEIS
pages F-345 and F-346), and as of 2020 is formulating its own analysis of either a traffic signal
or roundabout at Route 25A-Stony Brook Road.

TR-19. “If any of the proposed road mitigation projects do not occur, will there be a process to
reconsider the subdivision design and the traffic impacts, and possibly lessen density to reduce
traffic?” (40)
Response 19: Completion of identified mitigation is required before new land uses can be
occupied.

TR-20. What is the total number of vehicles PRESENTLY using Mills Pond Road going north to
Route 25A and south to the intersection of Mills Pond and Moriches Road, and what will the
future estimated total usage be under each subdivision proposal including the large medical
office complex that is proposed. Please provide non peak hourly usage at present and as estimated
in the future. The TPH PM peak usage of 538 at page 6-11 is inadequate to fully assess traffic
impacts, and appendix F table 6-6 is similarly unclear. Also set forth the overall percentage of
vehicle use from the subdivision that will use Mills Pond Road south (presently estimated at
35%). (40)
Response 20: The DEIS traffic study pages F-34 through F-36 depict the seasonally adjusted
existing peak hour volumes counted for the DEIS on Mills Pond Road. As shown on these
pages, there were 97 to 187 vehicles approaching Route 25A and 139 to 217 vehicles
approaching Moriches Road during the AM, PM, and Saturday peak hours. The FEIS
subdivision will generate less traffic than the DEIS proposed action, which would have
generated 63 to 106 vehicles approaching Route 25A and 27 to 98 vehicles approaching
Moriches Road, as shown on DEIS page F-73. Peak hour impacts are the relevant, required
analysis per SEQRA and the Scoping Document. During non-peak-hours, generated traffic
and the background traffic on local streets is less than what occurs during peak hours. The
traffic mitigation satisfies the peak 538 vph scenario (the data in DEIS Table 6-6); with fewer
generated trips for the FEIS Proposed Action, the DEIS traffic mitigation will inherently
mitigate traffic to the same or better conditions than what is shown in the DEIS Level of Service
tables on pages F-86 through F-99. The 28-34% distributions on DEIS pages F-68 and F-71
reflect projected percentages of vehicle use on Mills Pond Road south for the different uses.

TR-21. A hard look is required as to the traffic impacts on Lake Avenue, commencing at the Route
25A intersection and running south to Routes 25 and 347. How many more vehicles will use
Lake Avenue under the various subdivision proposals and the as of right medical office complex,
what will the percentages of increase be, and what will the overall percentage of traffic usage
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be? (40)
Response 21: Selected Lake Avenue intersections were designated in the Scoping Document and
analyzed in the DEIS. Lake Avenue intersections with Routes 25 and 347 are outside the
required scope and are more than three miles from the subdivision property.

TR-22. “There are at present three traffic signals on 25A between the Route 111/Route 25/Route
25A intersections and the signal at the Museums at Stony Brook. What will be the impact on
25A in terms of LOS, travel time, decrease in speed etc from adding intersection improvements
at Mills Pond and Stony Brook Roads, along with the impact on 25A? A hard look is required at
the anticipated increases in traffic from the subdivision alternatives and possible medical office
complex and their impacts upon the overall safety, and navigability of the limited road network.”
(40)
Response 22: Analysis of impacts fully conforms to the Scoping Document. As shown in the
DEIS traffic study, the DEIS alternatives would generate similar or less traffic than the
Proposed Action, and notably fewer trucks than as of right light industrial development that
would not require a zone change or subdivision.

TR-23. “Gyrodyne's proposed subdivision ignores the Town of Brookhaven's Visioning Plan for the
25A Corridor which was completed in August 2017 and which suggests a totally different land
use and traffic control concept than the intensive development proposal by Gyrodyne. The
Gyrodyne proposals will create a large increase in traffic that will spill over and impact
Brookhaven, yet the impact on the Brookhaven plan is essentially ignored. A hard look needs to
be taken as to the impacts of a Smithtown land use decision and associated traffic impacts on the
adjacent municipality. While the EIS states the Village of Head-of-the Harbor road network will
likely not see traffic impacts, increased traffic on 25A will impact the Village as 25A is the
border, and no hard look is taken at the impact on the rural area directly to the north”. (40)
Response 23: The DEIS traffic study’s Appendix H is an excerpt of the Route 25A Vision Report,
and the recommendations for Route 25A-Stony Brook Road match the mitigation options
examined in the DEIS traffic study.
The subject property is west of the segment described in the Route 25A Vision Report and is
not subject to the report’s recommendations for land use.
The DEIS traffic study does not ignore adjacent municipalities. In fact, eight (half) of the
sixteen existing study intersections in the report are in the Town of Brookhaven (location 17 is
a proposed driveway), as required in the Final Scope. The critical Route 25A intersection
in/adjacent to the Village of Head of the Harbor is at Mills Pond Road. Any other Route 25A
intersection would have no added side-street traffic (added through traffic on Route 25A does
not have to stop).

TR-24. “As longtime residents of the community, we have seen the area develop from a small
residential low traffic area to an area with little open spaces and overburdened roads. The
proposed development of the Gyrodyne/Flowerfield property would further exacerbate the
already stressed roads. The only access roads to the area are NY 25A and Stony Brook Road.
During commute times, both these roads are already congested and the intersection of them is
dangerous at any time. We can't imagine what it would be like with the proposed added facilities.
Further, a development of this size would greatly detract from the desirability of living in this
area for Smithtown, St. James, Setauket, and Stony Brook residents, due to increased traffic,
pollution, and the impact on existing surrounding businesses”. (47)
“I am writing to protest of the proposal to the Gyrodyne Project. There are many reasons to object
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to this project including increased traffic and vehicle overcrowding caused by the increased
activity and population produced by the two assisted living facilities, a hotel complex plus a
catering facility and two medical office buildings.” (64)
Response 24: The mitigation in the DEIS also addresses existing congestion at multiple
intersections. Operations with the proposed subdivision are detailed in the DEIS traffic study.
As depicted in Figure 2-5 on page 74, the proposed subdivision generates less traffic than at
least one as of right development which would not require a subdivision.

TR-25. “Intensified traffic along an already congested segment of 25A is…a major concern.
Defenders of the plan say that the businesses that will be constructed (a fair-size hotel, two
assisted living centers, two medical office parks, and the sewage plant) will contribute minimal
traffic congestions during peak commute hours. In fact, it sounds to me that taken together these
businesses will have lots of employees driving on 25A at peak commuting hours. And of course
in our area on 25A there are always cars on the road, peak or not. Traffic congestion along this
route is already a headache for anyone who has to get somewhere by a certain time” (48)
I do NOT want any more traffic or congestion on Route 25A. The additional cars that come with
further development on an already, beyond capacity roadway will be dangerous and diminish
our quality of life and property values in our area. (54)
“I know what is happening on Stony Brook Road. I know what is happening on 25A. Mills Pond
Road is about to be destroyed.” (90)
Response 25: The DEIS represents “minimal” impacts once mitigation measures are in place.
There is no intent to develop the proposed subdivision without traffic mitigation at six locations
(whether implemented by the Applicant or by others). The property could generate additional
traffic as of right, without the proposed subdivision, as shown in Figure 2-5 above (page 74).

TR-26. “Route 25A is already a rush hour nightmare as is Nicolls Road and Stony Brook Road. The
existing infrastructure is clearly not able to adequately accommodate the egregious increase in
traffic that will result if the project moves forward. Backed-up, idling vehicles will be spewing
noxious fumes and emergency vehicles will waste valuable time on traffic-clogged roads. With
three hospitals in the area, this prospect should be of concern”. (24)
Response 26: Nicolls Road is outside the required scope. The proposed mitigation measures on
Stony Brook Road help alleviate existing congestion. The existence of hospitals in the area is
not a reason to deny an application under SEQRA.
TR-27. “The infrastructure along the Route 25A corridor is already wildly over-burdened. This
project will make matters exponentially worse. The Mills Pond Road is a bucolic residential
road, already off limits to trucks. Stop signs have recently been installed along the road south of
the railroad tracks to reduce traffic volume and speeds. Making a left-hand turn onto 25A in the
St. James area is already difficult and possibly hazardous. This project will significantly magnify
these traffic problems for residents. (29)
Response 27: The proposed traffic signals will have left turn lanes and left turn arrows to make
it simpler and safer to turn left at the intersections of Route 25A with Mills Pond Road and
Stony Brook Road. Additionally, the current subdivision map contemplates a new southbound
left turn lane from Mills Pond Road into the subdivision and an exiting westbound left turn
lane.
TR-28. “Please reconsider any new development which add considerable traffic from the Gyrodyne
property to North Country Road”. (36)
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Response 28: Please see Response 2.
TR-29. “Transportation and Traffic: The density and detail of what is proposed is profoundly
incongruous with our area and the subject property is served by state and local roads that are
wholly inadequate to the proposed intensity of development and use. A hard look should be taken
of the different versions of rural character vs. intensive development. New York State Route
25A, Stony Brook Road, and Mills Pond Road are the only roads that access the Gyrodyne
Property and they were each designed and built for far less intensive use than has already been
imposed upon them. Stony Brook Road, for example, is already so oversubscribed that at certain
times of most days vehicles traveling it crawl bumper-to-bumper in a traffic quagmire. In that
Stony Brook Road and the smaller Mills Pond Road are the only north-south travel routes that
offer access to the Gyrodyne site, the addition of a new and significant traffic load that would
arise from the proposed overdevelopment would create a midtown Manhattan-like traffic
nightmare on each of these roads and within the residential neighborhoods that they run through.
The issue of traffic impacts needs a hard look”. (1) (73)
“The second obvious concern is the increase in traffic. This is not a good fit for this area...” (66)
“Many feel that the growth of Stony Brook University, though positive in many ways, has
changed and shifted the rural character of the adjacent communities. Adding additional highdensity in traffic generating projects would increase the major changes to our community. The
DEIS that has been submitted does not properly address this concern.” (85)
Response 29: Please see Responses 2, 3, and 4. The DEIS traffic study (DEIS Appendix F) is
roughly 300 pages long and examines potential impacts of twelve alternatives at seventeen
study intersections, following the Final Scope. Appropriate mitigation measures are identified
in the study.
Background growth associated with Stony Brook University is unrelated to this application.
The proposed subdivision is a less intense traffic-generator than as of right development that
would not require a subdivision.
TR-30. “Stony Brook Road is identified in the Draft Environmental Impact State (DEIS) as
absorbing about 15% of the new traffic that will be generated by Gyrodyne's planned subdivision.
Nelson & Pope engineering firm studied traffic conditions on Stony Brook Road and produced
a report in 2017 which noted daily traffic exceeds 21,000 vehicles most days of the week when
Stony Brook University is in session. The Gyrodyne DEIS reported significantly lower traffic
estimates. Why is there such a discrepancy? Where are the traffic accidents on Stony Brook Rd
reported/taken into account (124 in 2019 according to the Suffolk County Police Department)
The DEIS fails to look at peak travel times and traffic jams which results in already slower
response times by fire and ambulance (fire and ambulance station is located on Stony Brook Rd).
The DEIS was deficient in looking at these concerns. (50)
Response 30: There is no deficiency identified in this comment. The DEIS reports NYSDOT
information regarding 24-hour data, and examines peak hour traffic impacts. There is no
discrepancy, and the DEIS indeed looks at peak travel periods.
The DEIS also includes a three-year accident study, and identified appropriate improvements
to multiple intersections on Stony Brook Road to address existing safety concerns. The
recommended off-site mitigation will address some existing congestion concerns, thereby
improving conditions for emergency response and day-to-day drivers.
TR-31. “I strongly oppose the Gyrodyne development. I have only lived in this community a short
time and I find the traffic here unbearable at times. From day to day I have to plan my day around
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the existing traffic. If Gyrodyne gets developed traffic will be more than a nightmare on any
given day. Please reconsider the scope of the plans as submitted”. (60)
“Vote no to gyrodyne development. The area can’t handle any more traffic. Our roads are
dangerous enough” (63)
Response 31: Please see Responses 2 and 27.
TR-32. “And now I am going to go back to being a resident. I drive these roads frequently. The roads
surrounding Gyrodyne site are considered a historic corridor comprising North Country Road,
New York State Route 25A Heritage Trail, and the Mills Pond Road. Historically, the
Washington Spy Trail ran along 25A. In addition, our narrow, winding, two-lane roads are not
equipped to handle the increased traffic flow. I don't know how many of you use the ferry to
Bridgeport. I do all the time. And sometimes getting there with time to spare is a real challenge.
With increased traffic, it will be even more difficult to gauge what time I would have to leave
to catch the boat. That should only take 20 minutes for me to reach with normal traffic. 25A is
what I would consider at/or above capacity for the kind of road that it is; however, improving it
would destroy both the historic and the intrinsic character of the less developed areas”. (76)
“Of the many, many adverse impacts, the most obvious is to our roads. Alter so much has been
made to preserve a picturesque, mail byway on NYS Route 25A - The Washington Spy Trailthese buildouts would put renewed demand to “Jericho-ize” our main artery. Be mindful, it was
only thirty years ago that NYS DOT planned to ‘four lane’ Route 25A in our area. And, that was
with far less traffic than today.” (15) (81)
“The Gyrodyne, LLC property on which this application has been made is bounded by a historic
corridor comprised of the North Country Road, New York State Route 25A Heritage Trail, and
Mills Pond Road. These narrow, winding, two-lane roads have not been engineered for the
inevitable influx of vehicles that will emanate from this site upon completion and, in fact, are
currently at or nearing capacity from the residential, commercial, and economic centers they
already serve.” (86)
Response 32: Off-site mitigation will not widen the surrounding roadways with additional
through lanes. Responses about community character are addressed in Section 2.15 (Visual
Impacts) and DEIS Section 15 and Appendix K, which include dozens of summer/winter sideby-side views from the surrounding streets.
TR-33. “...You know, this potentially impacts the current traffic and traffic of the future. So here are
the facts: As one of our other speakers said, 25A is a historical trail. It's really our brand, really.
You talk about Smithtown, St. James, Stony Brook, it's really our brand; it's our brand of tourism.
It's what brings visitors here. It's why people come here to visit. It's why people come to live.
We love this area. It's who we are. It's what makes our community. It's our sense of place, if you
will. And if you listen to Kristen Jarnagin, by the way, over at Discover Long Island, and what
the IDAs are doing, it's all about where you belong and creating that sense of place, both for
residents and businesses, by the way. So you really need to maintain that to attract these people
here. Not only is the type of building that Gyrodyne is proposing out of character to the area,
according to New York State DOT, historic Route 25A, which is a two-lane road, is already at
capacity, and it can't take any more traffic. “Now, here is where it really gets interesting, because
we over by the University. I work with the Friends of Stony Brook Road. In...2017 in response
to residential complaints about the massive traffic on Stony Brook Road, the Town of
Brookhaven commissioned a traffic study from Nelson and Pope. Now keep in mind, Stony
Brook Road will be the major north/south road visitors will use to come to the Gyrodyne
development, because it's really easily accessed from Route 347. It's a straight shot right down
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347. According to Nelson and Pope, in 2017, almost three years ago by the way, Stony Brook
Road is already 60 percent overcapacity. Let me repeat, 60 percent overcapacity, and that was in
2017. In days when Stony Brook University is in session, there is upward of 22,000 cars on that
road daily. That's 22,000 cars, trucks, and 18-wheelers that residents already have to contend
with. There is total gridlock at peak travel times. And if you don't believe me, I've got the video
to show you. “According to the Suffolk County Police Department -- who were kind enough to
provided me with numbers yesterday -- there were 124 accidents on Stony Brook Road in 2019.
That's a 10 percent increase over the prior year. The more traffic we have, the more accidents we
are having. Stony Brook Road is an incredibly heavy, dense, horrible road to come down, and
it's a residential road. The Stony Brook Fire Department or the Stony Brook Fire District, the
EMTs and the fire trucks, already have trouble navigating through gridlock. It's a safety hazard
for anyone who needs emergency services. And if you look at the video, you would see there is
nowhere for those fire trucks to go, and nowhere for the EMTs to go. And I don't know about
you, but I don't want to be either in the back of one of those ambulances, and I don't want to have
my loved one in there, because they can't make a call, or my house is burning down. Yet the
DEIS mentions Stony Brook Road numerous times -- which, by the way, happens to be in the
Town of Brookhaven -- as a place to basically dump all the extra traffic from the Gyrodyne
development. By the DEIS recommending Stony Brook University provide the Gyrodyne
development an easement through the property the way it is configured right now, they would
actually give them an easement that would go from the property in question, right through and
come right out on Stony Brook Road to help ease that traffic; or possibly reopen one of the roads
that's there behind some homes on University Heights Drive. That was closed a long time ago to
stop people from cutting through. So they are thinking about opening that one up for us too over
in the Town of Brookhaven. That would already put more cars on an already overburdened,
overcapacity, and dangerous Stony Brook Road. And what about Mills Pond Road? That's
another small residential road. It's the only other north/south road with access to Gyrodyne. If
you have been on that road, you know it's a small road. It's already overcapacity, and with the
new build-out there, there's no way that road is going to be able to manage that. The DEIS needs
to take a hard look at the arterial roads that link up to those three roads immediately surrounding
Gyrodyne's development, which it has not done. There are a lot of other feeder roads into that
that we know of, and the DEIS didn't even look at those. It barely looked at Stony Brook
University, and I can tell you they don't have the numbers that I have as far as traffic, and I will
be happy to provide you with the information I have from Nelson and Pope and the Suffolk
County Police Department. The traffic study portion of the DEIS, we believe, is deficient. As a
long-standing resident of the area, I think it's almost abusive that the DEIS does not take into the
concerns of Gyrodyne's immediate neighbors, the Town of Brookhaven and the Head of the
Harbor. How can you plan in a vacuum? How could you even think it's okay to dump more traffic
on a road that's already oversaturated? Oh, and by the way, expect another municipality to foot
the financial bill for road maintenance, safety, and the quality-of-life issues that this is going to
generate. You are dumping all that traffic on the Town of Brookhaven and we have absolutely
no say in this, and it was developed in a vacuum. And I'm sorry. That's just not acceptable”. (91)
Response 33: Please see Responses 3, 31, and 33 and Response 1 in Section 2.1.

TR-34. “Since there is a plan for traffic control at that intersection [Route 25A-Mills Pond Road],
why not shift the entrance to the project to Mills Pond Road to help create a smoother traffic
flow along that stretch of 25A rather than break it up by putting this in the middle after a traffic
light before the next traffic light, and then side roads which come in.” (78)
Response 34: The DEIS traffic study identifies appropriate mitigation, and notes that the main
access will be on Mills Pond Road. The Route 25A access will only be for entering and exiting
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right turns, as required by the New York State Department of Transportation.

TR-35. “What also can be done to try and keep some of this traffic off of Stony Brook Road? How
can you go about encouraging the use of Mills Pond Road and Moriches Road as an access
between Gyrodyne property and Route 347? There are more commercial properties and fewer
private homes or driveways on these two roads other than on Stony Brook Road.” (78)
Response 35: The applicant has no way to control the routes visitors use to travel to and from
this property.

TR-36. “The impacts of the development on Head of the Harbor, nothing in the DEIS talks about
cut-through traffic when people find they can't traverse 25A anymore.” (82)
Response 36: The DEIS Traffic Study section 6.8.1 (pages 6-14 through 6-17) examines the
potential for cut-through traffic off Route 25A and found that alternate routes are longer and
have slower speed limits than a direct path along Route 25A, and therefore they are not
expected to be attractive to regular cut-through use.
TR-37. “The volume of traffic potentially generated by the three proposed types of businesses:
medical offices, a hotel and an Assisted Living Facility would appear to far surpass that of the
types of industry for which the property was originally zoned.” (8)
Response 37: This is not accurate. Without subdividing the property or changing the zoning, the
applicant could build new medical offices and/or new light industrial buildings that generate
far more trucks and more traffic than the Proposed Action (see DEIS Alternatives 4 and 5).

2.10. Community Service Providers
CS-1. “…our Village fire and ambulance services come from the St. James Fire Department.
Station One at the intersection of 25A and Lake Avenue is an ideal location to service the
Gyrodyne property. However, a new ambulance is needed to service the north end of St. James,
the Gyrodyne development as well as the Village. This mitigation cost was not mentioned in the
DEIS. A new, equipped ambulance costs roughly $300,000. To staff the ambulance with part
time paid paramedics would cost about $300,000 per year. “This item requires cooperation
between the Town of Smithtown, Gyrodyne and the Saint James Fire District. St James Fire
Department already has an arrangement with Stony Brook Hospital’s ambulance service that is
very useful transporting residents of assisted living locations to Stony Brook Hospital. This
relationship should be part of the discussions due to the cost effectiveness and efficiencies of
service. (2)
Response 1: The applicant reached out to the St. James Fire District (see DEIS Appendix B:
Correspondence) and did not receive a response regarding additional costs. The proposed
project will be a net tax positive to the area, which will benefit the local fire district.

CS-2. “The additional traffic will cause further congestion and reduce response times for
emergency vehicles, including police, firefighters and ambulances”. (46)
Response 2:

Please see Traffic and Parking Response 26.
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2.11. Taxes/Economic Impacts
ECON-1.

“I am writing to voice my deep concern of the proposal by Gyrodyne Development to
sell Flowerfield property to a developer who will forever make a negative impact on the unique
heritage of this St. James area. The proposed commercial development will irreversibly change
the serene historical nature of St. James. (19)

Response 1: Off-site improvements are subject to NYSDOT review and approval; roundabouts
were considered, but deemed infeasible. Impacts to congestion, air, and water/waterways are
identified and mitigated in the DEIS.
Job creation should not be discounted by nature of creating jobs for lower-income workers, or
for where prospective employees currently live. Additionally, construction workers would
patronize local businesses as well.
The applicant does not own property on other “land areas by Rt. 347.”

ECON-2.

“Within a short radius of the hotel planned for this project are the Three Village Inn,
the Hilton Gardens at Stony Brook University (which is planning an 85-room expansion), the
Stony Brook Holiday Inn Express, and Danford’s Hotel. In addition, a new hotel is also being
proposed for the site of Watermill Caterers on Nesconset Highway. These planned projects call
into question the need for the hotel proposed on the site; potential adverse economic impacts to
existing and planned facilities should be analyzed in the EIS”. (3) (72)

Response 2: The applicant relies on real estate experts to gauge the demand for a hotel, similar
to any property owner. In fact, based on market conditions, the Proposed Action’s 150-room
hotel with a restaurant and day spa has been revised to a 125-room hotel with no restaurant or
day spa.

ECON-3.

“The high likelihood that the property landlord would receive tax credits for eligible
buildings would limit the amount of taxes available for St. James business revitalization. The
likelihood that assisted-living tenants or hotel guests would be customers of St. James Lake Ave
businesses is low. The employees that would work at these facilities in all likelihood would be
from outside the area. “Instead of violating a pristine area of St. James, there are many land
areas by Rt. 347 that are vacant and would be better suited for hotel or apartment complexes.
These would contribute the same in taxes and yet not irreversibly decimate the nature of this
area”. (19)

“Does the Town of Smithtown commit in writing to NOT provide any type of financial
inducements, Payments In Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs), tax abatements, or any other type of
government subsidy to any business entity that is or plans to lease or purchase property within
the proposed subdivision. Does the Town of Smithtown commit in writing to NOT provide any
form of tax incentives, subsidies, property tax abatements, PILOTs, or any other tax-payer
funded government assistance to Benchmark Senior Living LLC and its subsidiaries — including
but not limited to BSL ST. JAMES LLC. Does the Town of Smithtown commit in writing to
NOT provide any form of tax incentives, subsidies, property tax abatements, PILOTs, or any
other tax-payer funded government assistance to GSD Flowerfield LLC, Gyrodyne LLC, or any
related business entities”. (38)
Response 3: Tax incentives are a specific mechanism outside the realm of SEQRA. The
applicant has not made an application for a PILOT.

ECON-4.

“The potential for nitrogen pollution and further contamination of our local beaches and
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harbors is a significant cause for concern. Any harm caused to our beaches and inlets will have
a negative impact on our economy, health, and aquatic environment. Closed beaches caused by
pollution reduce tourism and boating and fishing industries… It is important to obtain a written
commitment from future commercial tenants to pay their fair share of taxes, without relying on
any tax abatement”. (46)
Response 4:

Please see Response 3 above and Responses 1 and 2 of Section 2.7 (Groundwater).

ECON-5.

“Structures planned on the proposed development are nonconforming in terms of scope,
size and height to the structures around them… As you surely know, a number of other agrarian
or low-density lots along this corridor are already earmarked for sale; potential buyers are right
now awaiting your decision to determine if similar higher-density, light industrial development
is permitted. How does the Board intend to preserve the historic nature of the community if it
approves this development? (50)

Response 5: All proposed buildings are more than 200 feet from Mills Pond Road and from
Route 25A. DEIS Appendix K (Visual Assessment) depicts nearly identical views of the site
from Mills Pond Road and from Route 25A once mitigation (added vegetation) is implemented.
The main change to the view will be at the proposed Route 25A driveway, which will be
designed to NYSDOT requirements, with highly aesthetic treatments for visual appeal.
All proposed buildings will conform to Town height thresholds; the DEIS did not represent
that this threshold would be exceeded.
Other properties would be subject to the limitations of their existing zoning unless the
corresponding property owners make applications to the Town for relief.

ECON-6.

“Gyrodyne executives have asked for an easement that would provide direct access to
the campus of adjacent Stony Brook University Research Park, referenced in the DEIS. They
refer to this planned connection as "synergy." Yet Gyrodyne has refused to disclose the identity
of the buyer or buyers of any subdivision lots. “Has the Board asked Gyrodyne to clarify the
nature of this purported synergy? Why has the company refused to identify the buyer(s)? If the
buyer is identified as a government agency or institution, such as a university, it will have a
predictable reduction of the tax base if the transaction closes been entered into projected revenue
streams arising from the subdivision development? Have you looked into what effect the
nonprofit status of a buyer may have on tax collection projections? Has the DEIS looked at what
additional traffic coming from the Gyrodyne development, through the Stony Brook Research
Park and onto Stony Brook Rd would result in?” (50)
“Future tenants paying ZERO property taxes create a bigger tax burden on those who currently
live here and reduce the possibility of our children to remain in Smithtown or LI entirely due to
the ever-increasing taxes dumped on us each year.” (56)
“The proposal before us tonight goes to great lengths to stress the importance of synergy. It's
mentioned many, many times. Synergy between the developer and the University. Why is that?
The fact is the DEIS over and over again discusses synergy. I question this. Why is it mentioned?
Were there ever other types of uses discussed for this land that might have had less density and
might be more appealing to the community; were any of them ever considered? I question since
these parcels will be single and separate, is Stony Brook considering purchasing any of these
lots, maybe directly for the medical staff, which would result in having the buildings taken off
the tax rolls? If Stony Brook takes these buildings, they come off the tax rolls. There goes your
$300 million in property taxes.” (90)

Response 6:

The DEIS was required by the Town of Smithtown to examine an alternative with
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the LIRR crossing re-opened; this is not the applicant’s intent, and the subdivision application
does not include re-opening this crossing. “Synergy” references the synergy of use, not
necessarily the physical connection.
The comments about “future tenants paying zero property taxes” are unjustified and not a
proposed element of this application.
The future Property Owner is not known; there is no refusal involved.
Of note, Stony Brook University has been paying its equivalent share of school taxes on the
property it acquired from Gyrodyne LLC, since 2006, alleviating roughly 65% of the concern
over “removal from the tax roll” (https://www.nysenate.gov/newsroom/in-the-news/john-jflanagan/flanagan-and-englebright-successful-fight-protect-local).

ECON-7.

“opposed to…Low-wage jobs predominating after construction is completed.” (42)

“Gyrodyne has assured local civic and business leaders that this development will produce
desirable new jobs. Yet the industries specified in the DEIS - hotel/motel, nursing care/assisted
living, medical offices and sewage treatment - hire mainly in the lowest third of U.S. occupations,
according to Department of Labor and Census data. Has the Board asked Gyrodyne to produce
a report projecting the jobs the development would create with salary guidelines? If so, what
percentage of the new jobs would be equal to or surpass median regional salaries for this area?”
(50)
“Our concerns are many including…Low-wage jobs predominating after construction is
completed. (59)
Response 7: As the ultimate land use mix may change following subdivision approval, the job
projections provided within the DEIS are preliminary conservative projections for job growth.
Since the acceptance of the DEIS, the proposed project has been further refined to include a
larger assisted living component, as well as an increase in medical office and general office
space, all of which have the ability to generate jobs at various wage levels. The income level
of new jobs is not a reason to dismiss the new jobs that would be created.

ECON-8.

“…I'm publisher of Select Long Island, an economic development publication. And
prior to that, I have been a business journalist on Long Island covering and profiling figures in
business, in economics, and in economic development for many years. And that has, I believe,
given me a perspective on what true economic development actually is. And I have to say, I
really see little to none of it in the project that we are here to discuss today. There is very little
of it in terms of what the traditional and contemporary requirements of what economic
development are. Looking at planning is a big part of it. I think the comments from the leaders
across the border, it almost sounds like there is a kind of wall that has been put up, and it's
unfortunate because the whole purpose of planning -- planning is at the essence of economic
development. If planners aren't talking to other planners, if planners aren't talking to economic
leaders, if the people who create the programs and the projects and design them and plan them
are not talking to their counterparts across the border, then there is no planning going on. It
doesn't exist; it's phantasmagorical. “Earlier today, in order to try to get a sense of what economic
benefits might be and to question what I have heard from many people, which is that maybe the
environmental issues may be questionable, but there is going be economic growth. We are going
to create a thousand jobs. I have heard that bandied about, and possibly that's so. But I looked
into what those jobs are going to be. And anybody in this room who has a connection to the
internet can do the same thing I did. You can find these statistics on the U.S. Labor Department
and in the Census Bureau, and they are all freshly cooked today. I just found them this morning.
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For example, in terms of looking at the occupational wages and profiles, what the jobs that are
going be based on the industries that are going to be in this project, it is not a pretty picture. We
are looking at hotel, we are looking at nursing homes, and we are looking at medical offices.
These are industries that hire predominantly in the lowest third of occupations, as ranked by
wages. Again, according to the U.S. Labor Department. Let's start with proposed hotel. Hotels
hire predominantly housekeepers, desk clerks, porters, security people, maintenance people.
Hotel and motel employees last year earned just over $27,000. These are median annual earnings.
They were the 17th lowest wage earners in the United States. Maids and housekeepers came in
just over $24,000. They ranked 7th lowest. Food prep workers, dining room attendants, food
service workers, earn between $23,000 and $24,000. I repeat, $23,000 and $24,000. They held
the second lowest ranked salary jobs in the economy. Okay. Everybody remembers Letterman's
top ten list. Who do you think is the lowest ranked in the United States by occupation? It's laundry
workers. They earn $22,500. Let's take a quick look at the nursing home assisted-living center.
Nursing and health aides earn just under $27,000 a year. They are ranked 16th lowest. The
situation is a little brighter over in the medical offices. Doctors do well. My mother would say
they are comfortable. They earned the median salary of just under $300,000 last year. And this
is national. Locally, on Long Island, it's a little higher, but Long Island wages have not kept pace
with the growth around the country. We earn pretty close to what we earned ten years ago. Most
of the country has gone higher. We've lagged that growth occupationally. Most people who work
in medical offices, though, are not doctors. It's about maybe one out of ten employees of a typical
healthcare facility are doctors. Nursing and health aides last year earned less than $27,000. That's
not a tenth of what physicians earned. The average medical records clerk's salary in the United
States $35,000. Over at the sewage treatment plant, uncomfortably near all of these -- the average
salary there, assuming that the plant is run by a private operator -- governments pay more, will
be about $46,000. Let's stop for a moment and compare that to what it takes to live in Smithtown.
Median household income in Smithtown last year was $126,000. And that's about double the
amount of the national median wage. It's about double. And this is coming from the Census
Bureau. I don't make it up. Keep in mind, that if you are family of four and you are earning
$81,000 a year here, you qualify for public benefits. That's $81,000. So most of those jobs that
we are talking about here would require two people, and they still would not be getting -- they
would still be on public benefits. So to summarize my research, it appears that most of the jobs
that would be created on this site will be low-income jobs, among the lowest on the books in the
United States. Most of the jobs will not pay enough to keep a Smithtown household above the
[poverty] line. I would also say that the highest paying jobs of the new jobs will probably
represent jobs that are transferred from other locations fairly nearby, as distinct from jobs that
will be created. Meaning, there will be expansions, there will be companies that exist or
operations that will expand and create a new program, and they will transfer people here. They
will not be literally creating new jobs, and that is an important distinction. Why is it important?
Because if the person is now working in Commack, they may be offered the chance to take the
job in Smithtown. And they very possibly will accept it, and that will be called a new job. It will
not genuinely be a new job. It will not have that economic impact. “So I have also heard it said
that the project will bolster the communities' tax rolls. I see that as highly unlikely, and that's
based on recent experience. The reason, as everybody knows about the 2005 land grab -- excuse
me, eminent domain seizure of the University, Stony Brook acquired either 246 acres or 278
acres, it depends how you -- I guess on who you ask, of Gyrodyne. Since then, the University
has constructed and continued to construct buildings for academic research purposes, which we
have discussed at length, ad nauseam, here today. The important thing to note is that on
Brookhaven's experience, and if Ed Romaine were still here I think he could attest to it, that's
been a negative loss for Brookhaven. They took the property off the tax rolls, it was bought by a
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government entity, and it pays no taxes, but consumes public services including emergency
services. So what we are saying is that the experience in Brookhaven -- and by the way, I don't
have to tell anybody in this room that this property is adjacent to the Stony Brook campus.
Gyrodyne has not yet allowed who will be the -- definitively say who will be the customers of
this property or who will be actually developing the property. If the planners know, maybe they
can tell us. It would be interesting to hear. But the point is, is that they have already asked for an
abatement so that this campus would be easily adjoinable and accessible to Stony Brook
University. So you can take a guess at who might be the ultimate customer for that lot. If Stony
Brook buys it, it goes off the tax rolls. It is not going to be … a tax positive gain for Smithtown”.
(88)
Response 8:

Please see Repsonse 6.

ECON-9. Gyrodyne declares its proposal to be “optimal use" for the property. Has the board asked
for data to support this contention, specifically business plans providing cash flow projections
from planned buyers; industry projections; opinions of independent economic analysts; opinions
and recommendations from economic development consultants, or other developers? What in
Gyrodyne's history under present ownership suggests they have produced economic growth?
Have you solicited alternate development proposals that might create greater value? (50)
Response 9:

These items are outside the Final Scope of the DEIS.

ECON-10. “I believe that the proposed development of the Gyrodyne property is poorly thought
out and will be deleterious to the quality of life and ultimately destructive to the property values
of the entire region.” (29)
“I’m sure Smithtown will benefit financially while Stony Brook bears the burdens.” (37)
“This development could devalue our property because of the environmental and traffic
concerns, I urge the Board to reject this current plan for development”. (70)
“I stand before you concerned that if this project goes forward, my property values go down”
(75)
Response 10: There is no substantiation for reduced property values. In terms of regional
economic impacts, the DEIS included an extensive real estate and market study (Appendix H
of the DEIS), which found that the proposed subdivision would result in a net increase of
economic activity estimated $127.7 million annually and a large increase in annual net tax
revenue (approximately $3.76 million). There is no inherent burden on Stony Brook, and in
fact, the proposed traffic mitigation on Stony Brook Road will benefit the community.
The DEIS has addressed environmental and traffic concerns.
ECON-11. “While an increase in the tax base may certainly be beneficial to the Town(s), it would
not be worth the negative impact on quality of life such a development would bring with it.” (31)
“This proposal presents a plan for mega-development, with more to come. Mr. Andrew
McAndrew [sp] stated at the January 16 hearing that the Gyrodyne plan will generate over $3.5
million dollars. Does he mean tax dollars for public use? Does he mean gain for the real estate
developers and contractors? And does he mean a one-time accrual of cash? Such a one-time gain
would have to be set against the gradual erosion of not only real estate values, but what is without
price: the special character of our part of Long Island.” (48)
“Additionally, if they are not paying taxes, this would also be a detriment to our economy.” (62)
Response 11: The $3.5 million mentioned at the January 16th hearing represents an
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approximation of projected net tax increase from the Proposed Action. As described in the
DEIS (Page 11-3), existing taxes are approximately $400,000 and projected taxes from the
Proposed Action are $4,160,000, resulting in a net tax increase of $3,760,000. All tax numbers
and estimates provided are in 2017 dollars.
The DEIS does not state that the property “would not pay taxes.” The property would generate
net positive tax revenue to the school district, Town, and County.
ECON-12. “I personally believe that St. James needs this project to stabilize taxes, Number 1. We
have no tax base with industry. This could help us.” (79)
“Besides what the project is going to do, they are going to provide 1,500 construction jobs. They
are going to provide over a thousand permanent jobs. It's a huge tax base for Smithtown. Young
and old people, many people I know, went to school with, parents, as well as siblings are moving
out of the state or have moved out of the state due to the fact of the cost base of taxes here. The
majority of the land is not developed, and their due diligence has been done. We as the Smithtown
Chamber hope you will vote yes on this matter.” (83)
Response 12: These comments in support of the application are duly noted.
ECON-13. “When they used eminent domain to claim the property – we all spoke about it tonight
– it cost us taxpayers $167 million; but a million here, a million there, sooner or later it adds up
to real money.” (58)(90)
Response 13: This comment is associated with the State property taking, which occurred in 2005
and is unrelated to this application.

2.12. Land Use and Open Space
OPEN-1.
“The answer to reducing the negative impacts of the project is to add additional open
space and reduce the amount of development. Gyrodyne commitment to an open space of
roughly 24 acres of Lot #9 and another 10 acres of common area and buffer is a large step in the
right direction. A target for reduction of development size could be the potential 150-room hotel
and 150-seat restaurant connected with Lot #4 of the development. The usefulness of another
hotel in an area already served and dotted with Airbnb’s might be rethought. The Draft EIS lists
10 project alternatives, each with different building sizes. For example, the mix described as
Alternative 10 includes a 115-room hotel. We assume that the Town Planning Department has
had discussions with Gyrodyne’s representatives regarding all the alternatives and the varied
impact on the community”. (2)
Response 1: The Town directed certain DEIS alternatives to be included in the Final Scope. Of
note, the current proposed action has a 125-room hotel, smaller than the Proposed Action hotel
which is modeled in DEIS Appendix K (Visual Analysis) as not being visible from Route 25A.
OPEN-2.
“Please reconsider the current plans for the development of Gyrodyne in a way that is
more compatible with the residential environment”. (22)
Response 2:

This site is zoned Light Industrial. Residential use would require a change of zone.

OPEN-3.
“It is apparent to me having taught children about nature and the outdoors for over thirty
years that the need for preserving open space is imperative. Children and people in general are
being pulled away from nature by electronics. When I was teaching in St. James many years ago,
I would bike through that property, known then as Flowerfield, on my way from Stony Brook to
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St. James. It is a beautiful piece of property that should be preserved for people to enjoy. There
is countless wildlife living in there that would be pushed out with this project, not to mention the
traffic it would create and the noise. We don't just save natural places for the animals and plants
sake; we preserve it for our sake. Please heed the words of the large amount to citizens who came
to its defense. (21)
Response 3: The Gyrodyne site is private property and is not currently set up for public access
as described in the comment. The applicant also notes that Avalon Nature Preserve is located
close to the site, on Harbor Road in Stony Brook, with over 80 acres of natural space and miles
of trails for public use.
Nonetheless, the proposed subdivision would formally allow the public to walk and bicycle
through the open spaces on this site by creating roughly two miles of trails in addition to
bicycle-friendly design of the on-site roadway. This application will improve public enjoyment
of open space compared to the existing condition. Sample precedent images follow below.
Figure 2-6: Sample Precedent Images for Public Access

OPEN-4.
“The DEIS indicates that 36.5 acres, or 48.7% of the site will be open space. This is
entirely inaccurate. Not one element of the open space plan actually preserves open space on the
site. Open Space is undeveloped, free from residential, commercial, industrial, or institutional
use and provides scenic beauty, cultural value and historic significance, production of food and
forest products, outdoor recreation, protection or restoration of ecological functions, wildlife
diversity and habitat for endangered plant and animal species, mitigation of natural hazards, such
as flooding, and protection of water supplies. Open space is not 141 land banked parking stalls
with the potential to be opened in the future and paved over with asphalt. The EIS must be
corrected to identify as Open Space only that land meeting the above criteria”. (3) (4) (72)
“In several sections of the DEIS reference is made to the fact that the project will result in 36.5
acres of open space (48.7%). Yet, this open space will be used for other purposes such as the
STP, land-banked parking spaces, and includes ecologically compromised strip areas within and
adjacent to existing and proposed development. This clearly gives a false impression of the
amount of land to be preserved. The DEIS should require a clarification of this issue and provide
a definition of open space commonly recognized by planning and environmental professionals.
It should then reassess the amount of open space that meets this definition”. (28)
“Let's call a parking lot a parking lot and leeching fields leeching fields. Let's not call either
"open space". You are supposed to be representing the citizens of our town, so represent the
citizens of our town who deserve to not have their quality of life diminished. From where I sat
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at the meeting and since, I would say there are many more citizens in our town and the
surrounding towns that are against this development as it has been presented; why then aren’t
you? Here’s a thought; why not work to get this property preserved as open space; that will surely
result in a positive impact for our area.” (34)
“I would propose a wildlife sanctuary or some similar conservation action.” (43)
“We need to keep as much of our area green as we can. Are there no formerly developed but
now unused plots that couldn't be repurposed for this [development]? … A green space should
always first be seen as resource to be preserved, not trampled. And wouldn’t this development
encourage, even force, other green spaces in the area to allow ancillary business to move in? St,
James already has a downtown, does it [need] more strip malls? (45)
I urge you to reject this project, and instead ask the current owners to investigate ways to preserve
this natural gift, rather than destroy it, bringing more pollution and traffic along with it” (45)
“It's hard to measure the potential extent of the loss of green space and of the original countryside
feel of an area those who live here have valued for years--as well as the nurseries and other local
businesses we still frequent. This loss is both personal and practical. Our area will lose its draw
if 25A and places like Flowerfields begin to look like everywhere else--office parks and super
strip malls.” (48)
“Could this proposal be cut down so that more green space is preserved and without such a heavy
environmental impact on what residents currently hold dear? Is there a way to restrain
development in favor of other benefits? There must be a thoughtful and considered process for
weighing all the options and their consequences. The Smithtown Planning Board should not be
pressed to make a decision until all the facts are in and people who live in the area have been
heard. Restraint is just as worthy a choice as the rush to build, build, build on any vacant land.
Maybe a better one.” (48)
“I am a concerned 35-year resident of Stony Brook, who loves the serenity and natural beauty of
the area, which should be protected to allow future generations of both humans and our wildlife
to experience the same tranquility and refuge from over-development. (61)”
“Lately, I seem to be speaking out quite a bit on the last few large parcels of our Long Island
open spaces. I'm not going to say that the site should not be developed. I am going to say that if
this site is developed, the planning of the development must be considered extremely carefully.
This is one of the last remaining large open spaces in Smithtown, and its zoning was put into
place before the area was so heavily developed and our waterways, groundwater, soil and open
spaces were put under so much pressure, to continue functioning properly with dwindling
environmental resources. We are running out of open spaces. Open spaces does not mean
people's yards, parking lots, farm lands, which is not really good for wild habitat. Open spaces
are functioning ecosystems which provide habitat and environmental services that most of us so
rarely think about like clean air, clean water, food, and other things that we can't do without. The
last remaining true open spaces are necessary and should be developed with care. We are
reaching a number of tipping points with soil, water, and our ecosystems and wildlife. As for
the Gyrodyne property, 41 percent of the existing site is already developed. The plan allows for
51 percent of the total area to be developed with 49 percent left as open space. This leaves only
an additional 10 percent currently available to be developed. In looking at the proposed site plan,
it certainly appears that less than 49 percent is designed true open space. In order for open space
to be most viable for habitat services, it needs to be contiguous or connected. In the plan, the
open space is not contiguous. It is fragmented. This is not conducive to wildlife and biodiversity.
In the report, land bank parking, landscaping, and lawn are considered open space. Land bank
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parking in this calculation of open space should not be considered, as land bank parking can be
open and looked upon in the future. In addition, landscapes and lawns are fertilizer and irrigation
dependent, and are not functioning ecosystems. Non-native, ornamental plantings do not provide
biodiversity. They are managed landscapes, and they cannot be counted as open space. They are
not a habitat for wildlife and diversity. In one area, the proposed plan shows a doubling of the
amount of lawn from 6 percent to 12 percent”. (76)
“To be clear, the Town of Brookhaven is not completely opposed to growth; however we strive
for strategic controlled growth. A potential alternative option for a significant portion of the
Gyrodyne property which would benefit both Smithtown and Brookhaven Town is public
acquisition for preservation as open space. This option would alleviate these community
concerns. I am supportive of preserving the Gyrodyne property as open space, and I urge that
this alternative option will be taken into real consideration. I am well aware of the County's
efforts to move in this direction; however, there has been no cooperation from the owners.” (85)
Response 4: The open space definition and delineation has been further refined for the FEIS
Proposed Action. Figure 1-4 is an updated open space classification map that calculates the
overall area and percentage of natural landscape to remain, natural/revegetated buffer area, and
contiguous managed landscape area. The total open space area of ±35.4 acres (47%) is broken
down as follows:
•

±15.7 acres natural landscape to remain (no disturbance)

•

±6.2 acres natural/revegetated buffer area (revegetated with native seed mix, trees, and
plantings). This area will have a natural landscape character and will not be fertilized
or irrigated. Landscape maintenance is anticipated to limited to a frequency of 1-2
times per year.

•

±13.5 acres contiguous managed landscape area (contiguous to natural landscape and
natural/replanted buffer)

The STP leaching field area and code expansion area is not included in any of the open space
landscape areas. The leaching field area is proposed to be revegetated with a native seed mix
and will not be fertilized and/or irrigated. The overall landscape area of the STP leaching field
will blend with the contiguous revegetated buffer area.
The subdivision application will preserve dozens of acres of natural landscape and will provide
the public its first formal opportunity to walk and bicycle through the open spaces on the site
(see Response 3).
With respect to preservation as public open space, the DEIS includes a project Alternative
(Alternative 6) comprising public acquisition of the property. Public acquisition or private
preservation would require action from a municipality, public agency, or a private preservation
fund to initiate this process. Such a process would require significant public expenditures,
capital improvements and operational expenses, without providing tax revenues.
The Proposed Action does not include retail development, so this subdivision would not
involve a “strip mall” or compete with existing downtown uses.
OPEN-5.
“Clustering and citing of new construction with regard to maintaining open space:
Considering that parking lots do not qualify as open space, is the Board prepared to require
clustering of development that would maximize true open space and keep at least the 36.5 acres
mentioned in the draft impact statement non-paved, non-built?” (39)
Response 5:

As detailed in Figure 1-4, 35.4 acres of open space will be maintained in a
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contiguous landscape area without buildings and paved surfacing. Clustering development
(e.g. – building configuration and parking layouts) within the individual lots is an additional
design treatment that can be potentially developed at the site plan stage. This comment is duly
noted for future reference.
OPEN-6.
Consistency with LWRP Policy 18: “The size, location, existing development pattern
and physical characteristics of the coastal area of the Villages of Head-of-the-Harbor and
Nissequogue preclude major development proposals. The overriding Statewide, regional and
local interest in the coastal area of the Villages is the conservation and protection of the cultural
resources, significant habitats, marsh systems and scenic resources of the coastal area. For this
reason, maintenance of low-density, carefully sited residential development will fulfill this goal.”
Response 6: The LWRP does not prohibit specific development proposals. This site is zoned
light industrial (LI) and a proposal for low-density residential use would require a change of
zone.
OPEN-7.
“…if approved, this development will have a lasting and catastrophic impact on our
community…We have a precious open space in an urban area that is being overrun by
development. We need to find a way to hold onto most of it. This plan doesn't cut it”. (14)
“This is the very last parcel of open space in St. James and you people are about to destroy it.”
(58)(90)
Response 7: The subdivision plan includes replanting with native species, extensive natural
buffers, and approximately 35.4 acres of the site remaining undeveloped (i.e., no buildings,
roads, or structures). Without the proposed subdivision application, and with an as of right
development, the Town would not necessarily have the mechanism to require this amount of
open space on the remaining portions of the site. Additionally, the Avalon Nature Preserve in
Stony Brook, due north of the site, has more than 80 acres10 of natural space.
OPEN-8.
“All of the impacts are going to happen so close to these municipalities' downtown
centers.” (75)
Response 8: The DEIS mitigates identified impacts to traffic and visual character, and will not
introduce competing uses that might compete with existing downtown centers.
OPEN-9.
“And finally the impacts to the significant agriculture and parklands located on the same
25A corridor”. (82)
Response 9: There is no agriculture or parkland use along the property’s Route 25A frontage.
There will be no impacts to these uses along Route 25A at distant locations from the property.

2.13. Air Quality
AIR – 1

“The DEIS fails to address climate change as is required by SEQRA. The DEIS does
not analyze or identify the energy use and potential climate impacts of the project or identify ways
to mitigate them”. (3) (4) (72)

Response 1: The DEIS conforms to the Final Scope. This is an application for a subdivision,
not specific buildings where engineering design would allow for energy use calculations. Such
calculations would be provided in conjunction with building permit applications and
10

https://www.stonybrookvillage.com/what-to-do-attractions/avalon-park-preserve/
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coordinated through local utility providers. Climate change impacts are addressed in the DEIS
where relevant. While the project site is not subject to coastal flood impacts associated with
sea-level rise, a detailed stormwater analysis was provided in Section 8 of the DEIS that
afforded a significant design allowance (approximately 20%) specifically to account for
forecasted increases in storm events/precipitation associated with climate change.

2.14. Noise
No comments were submitted on this topic.
2.15. Visual Impacts
VIS-1. “One of the reasons to live here is the beauty and character of the area which is rapidly
changing to look like Levittown!!!...Please, I beg you, to consider the character and beauty of
the area, the poor impacted wildlife; the need for open space and finally the ability of this area
to sustain this type of proposed development pouring onto [Route] 25A”. (12)
“A statement by the Three Village Civic Association points out the potential to “permanently
alter the character of our area”. (24)
“Chapter 6 examines vegetation, maps C13-15 show removals and replantings and chapter 15
examines visual impacts. A harder look should be taken at the screening along Route 25A. As a
NY State designated historic highway the preservation of its rural viewshed, the restoration of
the double tree line along Route 25A is critical to preserving the historic values, and additional
thickening of this tree line should be considered. The DElS’s study based upon simple geometry
of views seems weak when the real issue is preserving the existing viewshed by thoroughly
hiding the future buildings; thickening the tree line to preserve views, and a commitment for
replacement plantings as trees die should be required along the corridor. Additionally, many of
the trees are mature and missing lower limbs at ground level and additional low-level screening
should considered. Finally, management of the fields within the 200-foot buffer is unclear; a hard
look should be given to allowing vegetative succession to occur there (which would also preserve
microhabitats). (40)
“I am opposed… The destruction of historically-designated 25A” (42)
“Our concerns are many including…The destruction of historically-designated 25A” (59)
“We enjoy the rural nature of St. James/Head of the Harbor.” (62)
“This project, if built, would help ruin the character of our communities….” (92)
Response 1: The proposed subdivision has been designed with minimal disturbance and visual
change tothe entire road frontage of Route 25A and Mills Pond Road. The DEIS takes a “hard
look,” and DEIS Appendix K includes forty (40) sets of comparitive renderings and
photographs along Route 25A, including winter and summer conditions. Another twelve (12)
comparative renderings are provided for Mills Pond Road. The Visual Analysis shows that
buildings will not be visible from the roadway, except at the proposed driveway that will have
aesthetic treatments to suit the local character.
Along the ±0.51-mile Route 25A road frontage, only 106 feet (±4%) will be disturbed for the
construction of a limited access (right turns in and right turns out) into the Flowerfield campus.
Route 25A will have a maintained 200-foot landscaped buffer along the subject property.
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The DEIS includes mitigation in the form of planting new trees within the Route 25A buffer,
and is based on a substantive, comprehensive tree survey of thousands of existing trees. The
fields would become part of a common lot under POA ownership and management, as outlined
in the description on page 2-22 of the DEIS.
Please also see Response 3 in Section 2.16: “buildings will not be visible from the roadway
[Route 25A or Mills Pond Road], except at the proposed driveway that will have aesthetic
treatments to suit the local character. The DEIS includes mitigation in the form of planting
new trees within the Route 25A buffer, and is based on a substantive, comprehensive tree
survey of thousands of existing trees.”
A Three Village Civic Association statement does not appear on the written DEIS comments.
VIS-2. Re: Consistency with LWRP Policy 25: “The current businesses at the location are cluster
zoned, modest in size and relatively low-impact. However, even the existing businesses have
provided challenges for the surrounding community; e.g. there have been significant traffic
snarls resulting from a large event at Flowerfield. It is difficult to imagine the impact of multiple
Flowerfields:

• a hotel that potentially hosts events but which is specifically designed to service businesses
which adds to peak commuter traffic but which adds to traffic both mid-week and on the
weekend
• an Assisted Living facility with a large staff and visitors
• medical offices which have a constant stream of mid-week traffic” (8)
Response 2: Caterer events have concentrated traffic arrivals and departures associated with the
beginning and end of events, with valet parking and lengthy dropoff-pickup durations. This is
not consistent with the operation of offices, hotels, and assisted living facilities. Traffic impacts
are identified and addressed in the DEIS.

2.16. Historic and Cultural Resources
HIS-1. “The remarkable beauty and historical setting of this area is both a blessing and a curse — a
blessing in making residents deeply proud of their homes and our colonial heritage, but a curse
in that we need to fend off high-density, maximum profit projects that see this attractive area as
an opportunity to exploit. Yes, we know our communities are constantly subject to some change,
and hopefully those changes ‘fit’ the areas unique, historical character. The Gyrodyne project
does not ‘fit’ the surrounding area…” (15)(81)
Response 1:

Please see Visual Impacts Response 1 and Land Use and Open Space Response 2.

HIS-2. “… the State-designated historic highway, NYS Rt. 25A, is an already overcapacity highway
which was so designated to protect its rural character. However, the DEIS fails to recognize or
significantly protect this historic designation and its importance to our region’s community
character. “Indeed, just last May, the Town of Smithtown’s Conservation Board penned a letter
of support for the purchase of development rights at the Borella Farm on Route 25A and offered
these words, “These parcels are not only significant to community character, they also offer
significant viewsheds along the Historic NYS Route 25A Corridor.” (1)(73)
“Our communities share more than just a roadway; the agrarian landscape and historic scenic
vistas which Gyrodyne is embedded in connects residents to their history and heritage. These
locally and nationally significant sites and landscapes attract tourists who appreciate their beauty
and cultural significance as well as patronize local merchants and restaurants while visiting.
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Tourism is Long Island’s number one industry and approval of a project that will erode the
aesthetic and cultural appeal of our shared historic corridor that claims a wealth of National
Register of Historic Places sites including the Deep Wells Mansion, the St. James General Store,
the William Sidney Mount House, and Stony Brook Grist Mill”. (1) (73)
Re: Consistency with LWRP Policy 23: “There are three National Register Districts along Route
25A have been certified: the North Country Road District, the Mills Pond District and the St.
James District. In addition, the compound will be visible from the Spy Trail. This type of
extensive development will potentially change the character of 25A from rural to suburban.
Given the potentially dramatic increase in traffic and the limitations of existing roads, it is
conceivable that this degree of development will have a direct effect on our LWRP jurisdiction;
historic rural corridors such as Harbor Road may become “cut-throughs” as we have seen occur
with other rural, residential roads in our community”. (8)
“Route 25A is a NY State designated historic highway based upon its rural land use patterns,
viewsheds, and cultural and historic attributes. Little discussion is provided in the DEIS as to the
impact of future subdivision on these identified values, nor the possible impact upon the Suffolk
County and Smithtown cultural, historic, and rural resources lining the adjacent roads (Mills
Pond historic homes, Deepwells, the Sidney Mount house, Avalon Park Preserve and possible
future County PDR's along 25A) aside from commitments to plant more trees along 25A.
Improvements to 25A at Stony Brook Road, a critical mitigation of the EIS, clearly will impinge
upon the historic Mount house, yet the issue is ignored in the EIS, and made a NY State
responsibility despite being cast as a key mitigation factor”. (40)
“Without judicious planning, this project will forever change the historic Washington Spy Trail.
Smithtown can direct the applicant in their project planning in a way which would preserve the
corridor's bucolic appearance. What you allow to happen will be your legacy”. (78)
“There are other omissions that need to be addressed. The importance of maintaining and
preserving a shared historic corridor, we have heard that it is the George Washington Spy Trail.
Our President in 1790 actually travelled that road when he visited Long Island, and to see it
squandered into a commercial development on the road just makes no sense to us.” (82)
“Everyone is talking about this State designated heritage trail. Yes, it is a heritage trail, that's
25A. But it was in 1974 it was designated as a State designated historic highway with certain
rights and responsibilities... And it was intended to preserve the rural corridor that existed in
1974. There was also, I believe, at that time the 200-foot setback that encumbers Gyrodyne at
this particular point in time on the south side of Route 25A, again to preserve the rural vistas and
characteristics.” (89)
Response 2: The proposed subdivision will maintain lengthy setbacks from Route 25A and
from Mills Pond Road, such that new buildings will be well hidden from view from the street.
Improvements to Route 25A at Stony Brook Road are under New York State jurisdiction, as
correctly stated in the DEIS. And in fact, the proposed improvements to this intersection will
contract the intersection’s size (eliminating much of the wide Stony Brook Road
north/westbound right turn lane). Rather than impinging Mount House, the travel way will be
further away from adjacent houses with the proposed mitigation in place.
DEIS Appendix K illustrates how little the views will change from Route 25A or Mills Pond
Road with this application, given lengthy setbacks and the over 330 new trees to be planted.
HIS-3. “You talked about the light at Mills Pond and 25A. Why not a roundabout, seeing that it’s a
historical district there?” (94)
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Response 3: A roundabout is not feasible at this location; it would require land acquisition,
potentially at the historic Mill Pond House, and it would result in the loss of many trees.

HIS-4. “I think I have a unique perspective on the 25A Historical Corridor. It happens that Highland
Avenue intersects on 25A, as it does on the other end Moriches Road. I am in walking distance
within three minutes of both the general store, of Deepwells Farm, and of the St. James Episcopal
Church. On my block, it's is probably one of the most historic blocks in all of the Head of the
Harbor. I live in a circa-1895 home that was built by George Hodgkinson, and he was one of the
builders of Boxhill, Stanford White's home. The home is also in the book, Images of St. James,
and it is known as the A.D. Carlisle summer home. He was a Vaudeville performer and actually
travelled the country with a dog-and-pony show. And I've got the barn in the back with the stalls.
And so, I myself am particularly interested in preserving the historic 25A corridor. In addition
to my block being one of to most historic blocks in Head of the Harbor, a couple of years ago
you probably know that there was a threat to the closure and the sale of the historic St. James
Fire Department building on 25A. It was my honor along with many other St. James residents to
fight that sale and preserve that historic firehouse; and thankfully, we were successful. And that's
right on 25A. So please understand if I thought for one minute that the Gyrodyne development
was going to have a severe impact on the 25A historic, cultural esthetic, I would oppose that, and
not only would I oppose it, I would mobilize the same forces and the same people who fought to
preserve the historic firehouse to see that this development would fail. However, I'm not here to
argue against the Gyrodyne development. Instead, I'm here to argue that it should be developed
as proposed. I have investigated this, as I have many other developments along 25A. Okay. And
the potential for development along 25A. I moved here into the Village of Head of the Harbor
because I loved the historic, rural nature of it. I don't want the see that threatened at all, but I do
know that there will be a substantial, as indicated in the program before, buffer on 25A. I believe
it's at a minimum 200 feet with new plantings that will protect the esthetic, cultural, rural nature
of 25A, and certainly I, as a resident of the Village of the Head of the Harbor, want to protect
that. Our village covers a good distance of that, so I simply am here today to solely comment on
the historical impacts of the development, and no other issues regarding this development, but
to ask you to strongly consider supporting this development proposal by Gyrodyne”. (87)
Response 4: This comment in support of the application is duly noted. The 200-foot buffer
distance on Route 25A will be maintained, and the applicant will plant over 330 trees to infill
the buffer and screen potential views from Route 25A.

2.17. Growth Inducing Impacts
GROW-1. “The EIS also states that a 100% expansion area exists adjacent to the proposed STP. It
appears that this expansion is being proposed, and as such it should be incorporated into the EIS
in terms of occupying the site, affecting calculations of Open Space, and creating the growthinducements that come with the increased density of development associated with sewers”. (4)
Response 1: The Suffolk County Department of Health requires room for a 100% expansion
area next to a privately owned STP. It is not a planned expansion.

GROW-2. “Aspects of the project clearly have the potential to be growth inducing. Most notable
is the potential expansion of the STP to accommodate sanitary flow from the St. James Business
District. The DEIS should more deeply evaluate growth inducing effects of this possible
expansion and how its presence might affect land uses in the immediate area, including several
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large undeveloped tracts on the north/west side of State Route 25A.” (28)
“With the Town working with the owner, maybe we can use their sewer thing, and we are going
to put in $5,000 worth of sewers this summer in town, right through the middle of St. James to
help it grow a little bit. I think the Town should embrace this proposal and go forward.” (79)
Response 2: Please see Response 1. Regarding the St. James Business District, if a sewer
district is formed, Gyrodyne has represented willingness to discuss a potential connection at
that time. This is analyzed in the DEIS as Alternative 7 (STP expansion), noting it is not the
applicant’s direct plan to expand its proposed on-site STP.

GROW-3. “The Gyrodyne project… appears to be the first step in a pivotal, dense buildout slated
for this area. In a very real sense, the Gyrodyne project is the template, the model, for a ‘New
North Shore” - with modern office parks, hotels, and assisted living facilities. Importantly, the
DEIS must weigh the cumulative impacts of potential development of surrounding areas and
cannot act as if the property under review is in complete isolation. The Gyrodyne DEIS fails to
examine the potential impacts of its ‘build out’ with those pending in the surrounding
communities. To note:





To the immediate east - The build out of the Stony Brook Wireless Research Park which sits
on former Gyrodyne properties - this build out will add eight new buildings
To the immediate west - The Bull Run Farm — a potential assisted living center
To the immediate north east The International Baptist Church— a planned senior living
‘resort’
To the immediate north, the BB-GPI Farmland —speculation of a pending sale and buildout

Put in another way, knowing the proposed build out on the Gyrodyne Property, and the potential
build out on the surrounding properties to the east, west, north and south, it is not credible to think
the Smithtown and Brookhaven neighborhoods on the North Shore will not experience severe and
tasting negative changes.” (15) (81)
“I am concerned that the entire area surrounding Rte 25A is not being taken into account — once
Gyrodyne is approved, everyone else will be clamoring to build in that corridor. The area must be
looked at as a whole piece; farmland must be preserved... (67)
Response 3: The proposal is for a mixed-use subdivision that is less intense a use than several
as of right alternatives. Speculative land use changes which have not been submitted to the
local jurisdiction (e.g. Bull Run Farm and BB-GPI Farmland) are not germane to SEQRA.

GROW-4. “So does the future copycat development that would near certainly follow if this
proposed misplaced development goes forward. Route 25A must not be allowed to morph into
another Jericho Turnpike, nor can St. James be allowed to become the new Commack… and
encourage even more inappropriate development.” (92)
Response 4: The proposed subdivision is not a change of zone and its land uses are permitted
in the LI zone. It will not change the nature of Route 25A or other development applications.

2.18. Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources
No comments were submitted on this topic.
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2.19. Alternatives
ALT-1.

“…if approved, this development will have a lasting and catastrophic impact on our
community. As a resident, I therefore urge the planning board to re-consider alternative plans
that provide solutions to the major concerns that were not convincingly addressed in the
DEIS...traffic…water quality…coordination with representatives from Brookhaven,
Stonybrook, or Setauket” (14)

“One of the strengths of the implementing regulations of the State Environmental Quality
Review Act is the requirement that the preparer of a DEIS analyze reasonable alternatives to the
proposed action. In the case of this project - a subdivision application - in which the parcel is
proposed to be subdivided into nine lots, it would be highly illustrative and productive for the
preparer to assess various lot configurations resulting from the subdivision to determine if certain
alternative layouts reduce environmental impacts. This could include, for example, a cluster
development to maximize contiguous open space. Unfortunately, the DEIS doesn’t do this, as
the alternatives presented are almost entirely restricted to assessing different uses within each
lot. The DEIS should be required to assess additional alternatives which involve lot
reconfigurations to maximize open space and minimize infrastructure”. (28)
“The title of the DEIS is “Map of Flowerfield Subdivision Application”. The alternatives do not
provide the required alternative subdivision layouts. Every single alternative has the exact same
subdivision map. The only thing that changes in the alternatives is the mix of uses. What the
applicant has provided here are Site Plan alternatives in the DEIS. As the title and scope of this
DEIS are about a subdivision, these alternatives do not meet the SEQRA requirements for
alternatives and the DEIS is flawed for failing to provide actual alternatives”. (3) (4) (72)
Response 1: Of the twelve alternatives in the DEIS (including No Action and Proposed Action),
four represent different lot reconfigurations and a reduced number of lots. The DEIS fully vets
the impacts and mitigation for traffic impacts, nitrogen loading and concentration, etc. No
further alternatives are warranted. Cluster development denotes site-specific layout, not the
number or lots.
Please also see the responses to comments TR-3, GR-1, and SEQRA-1 regarding traffic, water
quality, and coordination with local municipal entities.

ALT-2.

The project is described as a subdivision, however the Alternatives do not include
changes to the proposed subdivision lot lines. The Alternatives should be revised to include
changes to lot lines, including a tight cluster configuration with significant preservation of Open
Space, that would address the many concerns expressed about the proposed configuration and
associated impacts”. (4)

Response 2:

Please see Response 1. Four alternatives modify lot lines and the number of lots.

ALT-3.

“Further exploration of a scaled-down As-of-Right alternative: The DEIS should
engage in a more detailed exploration of the as-of-right development options at the Gyrodyne
site. While the document favorably compares the applicant’s proposal with the impacts of a
hypothetical 382,500 square foot light-industrial project allowed as-of-right under the parcel’s
current zoning, more options that reflect less-than full build-out should be seriously explored and
compared. (11)

Response 3: There is no need for more alternatives. The DEIS includes two as of right
alternatives which do not require a subdivision.
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ALT-4.

“The proposed STP is to be located in the northern end of the property within the 1025 year groundwater contributing area to Stony Brook Harbor. The DEIS should assess the
feasibility of alternative locations for the STP such as relocating the STP to a site within the 2550 year groundwater contributing area to the Harbor. This would have obvious water quality
benefits to the underlying aquifer and nearby coastal waters. (28)

Response 4: STP location is not a required alternative under SEQRA. The proposed on-site
STP would reduce total nitrogen, so it would be more of a benefit to locate the STP in the
shorter transfer time (10-25 year) than the 25-50 year area.

ALT-5.

There are additional operational alternatives that could be employed to significantly
reduce water quality impacts to the underlying drinking water aquifer and the coastal waters of
Stony Brook Harbor from nitrogen loading. These include water reclamation or reuse and urine
diversion. Regarding water reuse, a commonly used practice in many parts of the country and
currently being successfully employed at the Suffolk County Indian Island County Golf Course
which uses highly treated wastewater from the adjacent Riverhead STP, the DEIS should assess
the feasibility of using the highly treated wastewater (according to the DEIS the STP will employ
tertiary treatment) for on-site landscape irrigation purposes since the project proposes the
retention and creation of approximately nine acres of open turf areas and model and quantify the
projected nitrogen reduction. “An additional alternative to assess, which mitigates water quality
impacts better than the proposed use of numerous dry wells to recharge the wastewater into the
aquifer, is the use of a shallow drain field in which the highly treated wastewater from the STP
is discharged just below the root surface allowing for nitrogen uptake by the turf and other
vegetation at the surface. Because of this water quality benefit shallow drain fields are common
practice and are being increasingly used in Suffolk County. The DEIS should assess this
alternative. “Similarly, urine diversion is a proven technique to reduce nitrogen contamination.
The DEIS should evaluate the feasibility of incorporating a urine diversion into the building
designs and the model and quantify the projected nitrogen reductions resulting therefrom”. (28)

Response 5: Specific re-use of grey water is not a SEQRA alternative for a subdivision. The
natural areas that are undisturbed, as well as the commonly-owned landscaped areas which will
be revegetated with native plantings and ground cover, will not utilize irrigation. This will
reduce the reliance upon groundwater resources for purposes of irrigation on the site.
The application includes new (all native) plantings without irrigation to mitigate potential
impacts to groundwater. Also see Response GW-1 regarding groundwater impacts.

ALT-6.

“From my reading of the DEIS, all the alternatives are just kind of shuffling around
different uses within each of these jigsaw puzzle pieces that are sitting in place. It's really vital
that you think about shifting the projects around on the landscape to try to maximize open space.
So you have those nine lots, but in the -- every alternative discussion, those nine lot lines, the
boundaries are frozen. I started doing that and shifted things around a bit, and was able to -- I
don't have it with me here, but I will provide the comments to you -- I was able to come up with
maximizing more open space, making it contiguous, and open space that is more meaningful. So
that's with regards to the alternative section, I think that it's really important that you not just
look alternatives of uses in each of the lots, but actually shift lots around. Maybe you could do a
cluster. In the Town of Brookhaven where I work, I used to be director of DEP for the Town for
a long time. We have actually done some industrial clusters. There's no reason why you can't do
it. You typically think of cluster development for open space preservation when it comes
residential uses, but you can certainly do it with the industrial, and I would encourage you to
give some thought about that as to an alternative in that regard”. (80)
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Please see Response 1.

ALT-7.

“In these different alternatives…one through ten, that no one is really looking at one.
We’re looking at one of them or a combination of some development of one or another perhaps.
We’re looking at what it might be and not what it will be… In any event the whole project, taking
different possibilities…You’re going to limit the project to the amount of sewage generated or
traffic trips generated, is that what you’re saying? There’s always going to be a maximum.” (95)

Response 7: Correct. Each land use generates traffic and wastewatwater flow. The proposed
subdivision uses all fit within parameters whereby the square footage of each individual lot, a
maximum amount of peak hour traffic would be generated, and/or or a maximum amount of
wastewater flow would be generated. Each alternative has the same maximum thresholds.
ALT-8. “You’re going to pick the plan before final approval?” (97)
Response 8:

The applicant is proposing a modified form of DEIS Alternative 10.

2.20. EIS Required Content/SEQRA Process
SEQRA-1. “Intermunicipal Regional Impacts: This leads to other concerns between our
neighboring townships including the reality that every elected official who represents the north
west corner of Brookhaven Town is opposed to Gyrodyne’s massive proposal due to its outsized
impacts on our intermunicipal transportation network, Stony Brook Harbor, and our shared
historical and cultural character. And although this is a regional-scale project and the quality of
life of Brookhaven residents would be impacted by the project, the DEIS fails to examine the
regional considerations of this proposal and take a hard look at the intermunicipal and regional
impacts”. (1) (73)
“Even though the sanitary effluent will impact Stony Brook Harbor and Stony Brook Creek,
which are shared by the Town of Smithtown and Town of Brookhaven, I have not been contacted
about my concerns.” (3)
“In particular, the increased water pollution that would result from this development and its
regional wastewater treatment facility that will it via groundwater flow to the sensitive waters of
Stony Brook Harbor is a very bad idea, the impacts of which the DEIS fails to completely
examine.” (3)
“When this proposal was first put forth, I submitted extensive comments regarding the Scope of
the Environmental Impact Statement. To date, I have not been contacted regarding any of these
concerns nor have changes been made to the plan reflecting these important issues. This alone
makes this DEIS flawed…This 75-acre project will undoubtedly be the largest development in
this area for a generation or more. It is taking place directly on the border of our town, and
within 300 feet of the Stony Brook Historic District. It will be dependent upon the infrastructure
of Brookhaven Town.” (3) (72)
“And it will impact the groundwater and waterways of our town. Yet there has absolutely no
outreach to Brookhaven by the developer or his consultant to address our concerns.” (3) (72)
“The project site adjoins the Town of Brookhaven’s western boundary and is within 300 feet of
the Stony Brook Historic district. Traffic will impact Brookhaven roads and sanitary effluent
will enter Stony Brook Harbor which Brookhaven shares with Smithtown. The DEIS
contemplates mitigation of traffic impacts that would occur within Brookhaven and based on
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GIS maps it appears a small portion of the property is within the Town of Brookhaven.” (4)
“Inter-municipal concerns: The DEIS should go further in its analysis of the collective impacts
of the applicant’s proposal as they relate to neighboring Town of Brookhaven. On multiple
occasions in the past, the Town of Brookhaven has expressed concern to both Suffolk County
and the Town of Smithtown over ensuing traffic and quality-of-life impacts that would result
from development of the Gyrodyne site. The DEIS makes no mention of these inter-municipal
concerns, nor does it suggest any mitigative measures to be taken by the applicant that would
alleviate Brookhaven's longstanding fears of growth at the site. (11)
“Of greatest concern is the lack of…3. any prior co-ordination with representatives from the
town of Brookhaven, Stonybrook, or Setauket, whose residents will be directly affected. This
last point is outrageous” (14)
“I am writing to express my complete opposition to the proposed Gyrodyne subdivision and
development. The impact on our community and its environs can only be viewed as
negative…there are far too many articles of concern: traffic flow, increased carbon emissions,
water capacity, wastewater disposal, pesticides and fertilizer run-off, and habitat
destruction…Although the developers propose mitigation of some of these, volume will exceed
capacity at some point, to ill effect.” (43)
“Please, let's not make this about money. Developing the Gyrodyne property will create quality
of life issues that cannot be dismissed.” (43)
“Stony Brook Road, it’s in my town. No one ever talked to me about it.” (72)
“I would have liked to have my Town consulted more.” (72)
“Coordination of any planning project…with your villages and with your adjoining town should
be undertaken.” (72)
“I am deeply concerned that it does not seem to me that there is a collaboration between
Smithtown and Brookhaven in something that is the right on the border between our two
municipalities.” (75)
“Additionally, I would like to note our disappointment at the lack of communication with the
Town about this application. As a neighboring municipality that would be directly and
immediately impacted by such a project, we would have expected a response to the Town's
previously expressed concerns. As I mentioned, the DEIS proposes direct impacts on our
Brookhaven residents, not the least of which are changes to the infrastructure of roads within the
Town of Brookhaven, and there has been no collaboration. Rather than to continue to reiterate
in detail more of the same points made by my supervisor, I will close by mentioning that our
board -- your Board should expect extensive detailed comment on the DEIS from our
Brookhaven Town Planning Department before the conclusion of the written comment period
on January 24th. I again state my objections to the proposed project in any of the currently
proposed forms on the record. And I truly hope that you take a hard look at all of the credible
comments that have been put forth before you today by the community and various elected
officials.” (85)
“We question why there was no inter-municipality planning. Someone raised the question before:
Did Brookhaven know about this? I can tell you for a fact that the Brookhaven supervisor got
notification 24 hours before they had to reply” (90)
Response 1: The DEIS considered regional impacts across a range of potential impact areas,
e.g. traffic, visual resources, nitrogen, and stormwater management, whether the impacts are to
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Town of Smithtown or Town of Brookhaven facilities. Examples of such analyses include an
evaluation of nitrogen impacts to Stony Brook Harbor; traffic analyses at seventeen
intersections including locations up to two miles from the property; and visual impact analyses
along the entire Route 25A and Mills Pond Road frontages, a distance of roughly ¾ mile, during
winter and summer conditions.
The DEIS proposes mitigation to address identified impacts associated with the DEIS Proposed
Action. The subdivision layout in the FEIS conforms to the parameters set forth in the DEIS
with respect to features such as traffic generation, wastewater generation, and water demand,
resulting in the same mitigation measures. Such mitigation measures account for any
significant impact area in the DEIS.
The Town of Smithtown Planning Board is the Lead Agency and has carried out all required
public participation items under SEQRA, including the participation of the Town of
Brookhaven as an Interested Agency. The Town of Smithtown conducted a full public scoping
process at the request of the Town of Brookhaven; at the time of the Scope adoption (July 7,
2018), public scoping was not required under SEQRA. This voluntary scoping process allowed
for additional input from both the public as well as Interested and Involved agencies. The Town
of Brookhaven was included in public outreach regarding public comments on the Draft Scope,
and in fact, Brookhaven Supervisor Romaine submitted a letter to the Town of Smithtown
Planning Board on the draft scope on June 22, 2018. Councilwoman Cartwright was one of
sixteen parties copied on that letter.
The Town of Brookhaven has been included in every step of the SEQRA process as an
Interested Agency, providing them with direct correspondence and document transmittal at
every step in the SEQRA process. In corresponding with the Town of Brookhaven (as an
Interested Agency), the Town of Smithtown followed all regulatory lead agency requirements,
including the provision of proper notice, project documents and the opportunity to provide
input.
The Town of Smithtown has provided all necessary communication about the project and the
scope of the DEIS. Of note, the Draft Scope and Final Scope were provided to the Town of
Brookhaven (see DEIS Appendix A-5), and multiple commenters at the public hearing and
during the public comment period live and/or work in the Town of Brookhaven.
Regarding commenter (14), there is no entity specifically for the communities of Stony Brook
and Setauket, which are hamlets within the Towns of Smithtown and Brookhaven.
Regarding commenter (43), SEQRA does not allow penalizing an applicant in case future
“volume exceeds capacity, to ill effect.”
Regarding commenter (90), the commenter did not specify the hearing in question; the hearing
may refer to the Suffolk County Planning Commission hearing. Whichever hearing is
referenced by the comment, the Town of Brookhaven, including the Supervisor, has had
multiple opportunities to provide input and comments on this application and scope of work.
As Lead Agency, the Town of Smithtown has followed all requirements for SEQRA
coordination, public participation and public noticing. The Town of Brookhaven participated
in the project as an Interested Agency, which affords additional participation and review
opportunities during the SEQRA process. In addition, at the request of the Town of
Brookhaven, the Town of Smithtown conducted a public scoping process for the DEIS.
Establishing a public scoping process was a voluntary decision by the Town of Smithtown to
encourage additional participation from both municipalities and residents. Again, the Town of
Brookhaven provided specific comments during the public scoping process, which were
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ultimately incorporated in the Final Scope for the DEIS, adopted July 7, 2018.
Copies of earlier correspondence with the Town of Brookhaven are provided in Appendix E of
this FEIS.
The DEIS details that the Proposed Action will reduce Total Nitrogen compared to the existing
conditions and compared to as of right development that would not require a subdivision.
Please see Figure 2-2 on page 20.
SEQRA-2. “Comprehensive Impact of other Land Use Proposals: Also of great concern is the
absence of the cumulative impact from proximal development proposals including Bull Run
Farm property on Mills Pond Road and its proposed buildout into an assisted living facility, the
International Bible Church property on Route 25A west of Stony Brook Road and its contract
vendee’s intension to build housing, and uncertainty of the future of the BB & GG Farm. The
DEIS also neglects to address the cumulative impact of proximal development proposals upon
the Stony Brook Harbor.” (1) (73)
“I am opposed… Board’s failure to consider the impact of other development and uses in the
area.” (42)
“Our concerns are many including…Board's failure to consider the impact of other development
and uses in the area” (59)
Response 2: These potential proposals are not submitted applications to the Town and such
analysis would be speculative and premature. As such, these potential projects do not need to
be included in the Flowerfield DEIS.
Cameron Engineering has worked closely with the Town of Smithtown (Lead Agency)
throughout the SEQRA process for the Proposed Action, to ensure completeness. Every
potential proposed development project was analyzed during the DEIS process. This was
confirmed by the Town of Smithtown, who indicated that only projects with development
applications before a local agency or municipality would be subject to regional/cumulative
analysis within the DEIS. Analysis of conceptual or speculative development projects would
be premature and is not a requirement under SEQRA regulations.
SEQRA-3. “SEQRA requires that impacts to neighboring municipalities be addressed. The Town
of Brookhaven believes that this aspect of the DEIS is deficient and that traffic and wastewater
impacts should have been reviewed prior to proposals for mitigation that occur within or affect
the Town of Brookhaven. Coordination with other Towns and Villages is essential. The
applicant has not included the Town of Brookhaven as an active participant in their discussions
on this project, or with their discussions involving the MTA and SUNY Stonybrook (note that
SUNY Stonybrook is located within the Town of Brookhaven) with regards to the proposed
LIRR grade railroad crossing that would provide direct access from this project into the Town
of Brookhaven”. (3)(4)
“There should be discussions with the MTA because the railroad runs right through this property.
There should be discussions with the State University, and there has been very little.” (72)
Response 3: Please see Response 1. In addition, the Town of Brookhaven and the Village of
Head of the Harbor received the Draft Scope and Scoping Notice and have had representatives
participate in every step of the SEQRA process (including scoping and the public comment
process).
Additionally, Stony Brook University professors have provided public comments on the DEIS.
While the DEIS includes an Alternative that considers re-opening the grade crossing, there is
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no intent to re-open this crossing going forward.
SEQRA-4. “On page 1-1 of the Executive Summary the Flowerfield property is stated as being in
St. James within the Town of Smithtown. While it is certainly true that the overwhelming
majority of the property is in Smithtown a small portion of the project area, in the northeastern
corner of the site, appears to be located within the Town of Brookhaven. The DEIS should be
amended to reflect this fact and Town of Smithtown Planning/Environmental Protection
Department staff should determine if this affects lead agency status pursuant to the State
Environmental Quality Review Act”. (28)
Response 4: The area in question has its own tax map number and thus is already a separate
property. As such, the parcel is not subject of this subdivision application and does not impact
Lead Agency status. This comment has no bearing on Lead Agency status, which was
ascertained and verified in 2017, without objection from the Town of Brookhaven and pursuant
to SEQRA regulations.
SEQRA-5. I would like to register my dissatisfaction with your town council for planning
development of Flowerfield without the input of a neighboring town that will be negatively
impacted by your proposal. The negative impact includes: adding more traffic to an already over
capacity Route 25A and Stony Brook Road, pollution of Stony Brook Harbor and nearby
waterways, the destruction of the historically designated 25A, the influx of low wage jobs once
construction is completed and lower property values. I urge you to be a good neighbor and begin
to work with Brookhaven town and the surrounding villages impacted by your plan so that the
future of our Long Island communities will be based on planning and development that is best
for all of us as well as future generations". (32)
Response 5: The Town of Smithtown Planning Board is the Lead Agency. Please see Response
1, which addresses coordination with the Town of Brookhaven. SEQRA does not discount job
creation based on anticipated wage levels. There is no substantiation provided in the comment
to support concerns about lower property values, and in fact, the claims about property values
decreasing are based on speculative claims of dangerous traffic, traffic congestion, and
overcrowding, all of which have been analyzed and mitigated.
According to the research titled, The Impact of Commercial Development on Surrounding
Residential Property Values 11 funded for REALTOR® University through the Richard J.
Rosenthal Center for Real Estate Studies:
“Perhaps most surprising is the lack of evidence for negative and significant impacts of
commercial developments on housing values. Scores of political arguments to the contrary are
voiced at local debates across the nation, yet this research does not find substantive evidence
of a negative interaction.” See FEIS page H-6.
SEQRA-6. “In 2004, Gyrodyne conveyed via Cameron Engineering Associates many objections to
SUNY Stony Brook's Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS). One of the objections
was that the 2004 GEIS engaged in segmentation, in that it failed to assess the cumulative
impacts of surrounding development proposals. This stands in contrast to the current stance of
Gyrodyne and Cameron Engineering - as they do not adequately assess the cumulative impact of
the many proposed development projects that are planned nearby. They are engaging in
segmentation - which is the in the very practice that they rightfully accused SUNY Stony Brook
of engaging in. It appears that Cameron (Gyrodyne) no longer accept the SEQRA requirements
that they previously defended. Why have they changed their stance?” (38)(50)
11

Accessed at https://www.gamls.com/images/jonwiley.pdf
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Response 6: Cameron Engineering has worked closely with the Town of Smithtown (Lead
Agency) throughout the SEQRA process for the Proposed Action, to ensure completeness.
Every potential proposed development project was analyzed during the DEIS process. This was
confirmed by the Town of Smithtown, who indicated that only projects with development
applications before a local agency or municipality would be subject to regional/cumulative
analysis within the DEIS. Analysis of conceptual or speculative development projects would
be premature and is not a requirement under SEQRA regulations.
SEQRA-7. “Brookhaven Town Supervisor Edward Romaine said at the Public Hearing Jan. 8 that
he had made multiple attempts to participate in the planning process for this development, and
that he had data and valuable perspectives to share concerning resources arid usage patterns in
adjacent Brookhaven, but his offers had been thoroughly rebuffed. George Hoffman, co-chair of
the Route 25A Planning Commission, said at the hearing that he too had never been contacted
or consulted. Several other community, government and business leaders from Brookhaven said
at the Hearing that they had not been consulted or that their attempts to participate in planning
were rebuffed. They indicated that a series of local projects in Brookhaven were advancing
through the planning process that would draw significantly from shared resources, snarl traffic
and compete for infrastructural services, including: Stony Brook University, where 8 additional
buildings are planned; expansion at the International Bible School on Route 25A; and a planned
sale of a nursery to a developer on 25A. Several speakers at the hearings described the planning
process as occurring in isolation. What attempts were made to involve other planners outside of
Smithtown in the planning process? What attempts were made to obtain independent data
concerning the projects described above?” (50)
“I went to the Planning Board meeting on January 8th. I was not allowed in due to room
constraints. I was dismayed to see people streaming out. I then thought to start taking names to
document people who were turned away — I have the names of 42 people who could not get
into the meeting. More transparency is needed”. (67)
Response 7: Please see Responses 1 and 6. The SEQRA process provides for multiple rounds
of public input during the DEIS public scoping process, DEIS public hearing and DEIS public
comment period. In addition, as an Interested Agency, the Town of Brookhaven was afforded
multiple opportunities for public comment. The planning process did not rebuff any member
of the public from providing feedback. The planning process afforded multiple opportunities
for the submission of any relevant data or comments, such data was not provided to the Town
of Smithtown or the applicant.
The notice for the January 8, 2020 public meeting conformed to SEQRA and Town legal
requirements, and the presence of a large audience would indicate the information about the
meeting was readily available. The public comment period remained open for 16 days after
the public hearing, and this FEIS considers comments received up to 27 days after the public
hearing (12 days beyond the legally designated end date), in the interest of transparency and
completeness.
SEQRA-8. “The Board provided a review period of 28 days, not the required 30-day review
process. The DEIS document was not posted to a public website for 3 days after the adoption of
the repost on 12/11/2019. Several civics report not being able to open the link to the document
numerous times. The actual time the public was able to view the printed documents were largely
curtailed by the timing of the releases, over the holidays, where local libraries and town offices
were closed. How will the Board rectify this oversight and provide adequate time for public
review? How will it revisit past actions and decisions on this issue from a corrective standpoint?
(50)
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Response 8: The Town as Lead Agency followed all SEQRA requirements (and exceeded these
public input requirements with the provision of a voluntary public scoping process). The public
comment period was longer than the 30-day minimum and this FEIS includes comments
received after the end of the official public comment period. No corrective actions are
warranted.
•
•
•
•

The public comment period began when the Town filed a Notice of Completion, which
occurred on December 19, 2019, and officially ended 36 days later on January 24, 2020.
The public comment period was required to continue until at least January 18, 2020, 10 days
following the close of the January 8, 2020 public hearing.
The public hearing had to be at least 15 days after the Notice of Public Hearing; it was held
19 days after the Notice.
This FEIS includes all comments received through February 5, 2020.

SEQRA-9. “…the DEIS is an extensive document, but outsized concerns remain unaddressed by
the draft, including the impacts to neighboring municipalities and on local watersheds. Tonight,
I would like to focus on two distinct elements: One, comprehensive impacts; and two, the
intermunicipal relations between the towns of Brookhaven and Smithtown. In recent years, local
governments have been isolating the discourse around proposals of regional significance. In
Huntington, policymakers found their concerns regarding Heartland Town Square unaddressed
by their neighbors in Islip. Smithtown must not follow Islip's example by failing to listen to
Brookhaven's concerns. In the coming years, intermunicipal cooperation will help determine our
regional successes. Moving forward, I urge policymakers in both towns to work with the
Gyrodyne company in crafting a proposal that meets our region's collective goals of
environmental and economic sustainability. Development actions on our island are not isolated
for they resonate far beyond municipal borders. As such, the comprehensive impact of any
development effort at Gyrodyne in relation to other proposed projects must be more fully
understood. Given infrastructural, environmental limitations that exist around the parcel in
question, the DEIS fails to give us a comprehensive understanding of the regional implications
of the applicant's proposal. In closing, I am confident that all interested parties can come together
to craft a vision that works for these 75 acres. As I argued on the pages of Newsday in 2018,
quote, Long Island's municipalities must stop pursuing patchwork economic development
strategies and come together to properly chart the region's future. (74)
“The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is incomplete in its current form, and it must answer
certain fundamental questions about this project, including its impact on local watersheds of
significance, the Long Island Sound, and its impacts on our area's limited transportation network,
and must also contain a detailed assessment of impacts it would have to neighboring
municipalities.” (86)
Response 9: Throughout the SEQRA process for the Proposed Action, neighboring
municipalities, institutions, agencies and the public were all invited to participate and provide
feedback on the proposed subdivision. As a SEQRA Interested Agency for the project, the
Town of Brookhaven received direct correspondence and document transmittals at every step
of the SEQRA process, including the voluntary public scoping process.
It is not the role or responsibility of Town officials to “craft a proposal” for the subject property,
but rather to effectively manage the SEQRA process and the coordination of issues with the
public and Interested and Involved Agencies. The DEIS analyzed future regional build
conditions by taking into account all other proposed projects (projects with actual applications,
not conceptual development ideas) in the region. Particular focus was directed towards
wastewater and traffic impacts, which represent some of the region’s most significant
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environmental and infrastructure-related issues. Extensive analyses of these two issues,
including regional impacts and coordination with various municipalities and agencies, are
documented extensively throughout the DEIS and supplemented by information provided
within this FEIS (wastewater analyses are provided in Sections 7 & 19 of the DEIS and Section
9 of this FEIS; traffic analyses are provided in Sections 8 & 19 of the DEIS and Section 7 of
this FEIS).
The DEIS analyses comply with the Scoping Document. The DEIS provides extensive
analyses of traffic at intersections up to two miles away from the property, and on nitrogen at
Stony Brook Harbor.
SEQRA-10. “I am here tonight to point out some of the deficiencies, as I see it, in the Draft EIS for
Gyrodyne. My major concern tonight is that the DEIS fails to take a hard look at significant
impacts of the proposed build-out of the 75-acre parcel. There is no - there was no intermunicipal
review. Given that the property is directly adjacent to the border of two towns and one
incorporated village, this is a significant failure of this DEIS. It fails to consider significant
development being proposed directly adjacent to the Gyrodyne property that hasn't been looked
at in the DEIS. We have heard that mentioned tonight, the 18-acre Bible school that will be
potentially 118 55-and-older housing; the Bull Run Farm, which we heard now will become an
assisted-living, which is directly across the street from the Flowerfields entrance; and of course,
BB&GG Farm. Right now the county is looking at it for potential acquisition, and what happens
to the Gyrodyne properties will impact our ability to be able to purchase that. To do a DEIS in
isolation of these proposed developments is classic segmentation, and it's a failure of this DEIS.
As co-chairman of the Town of Brookhaven's 25A Citizen's Advisory Committee, I worked with
two dozen community residents and spent two years studying the development patterns on Route
25A, and compiled a visioning report that was adopted by the Town Board in 2018. The
recommendation of that two-year study was to preserve and protect the rural and small town
character of the historic 25A corridor by limiting development, by standardizing the signage
along the way, and improving pedestrian safety on Route 25A. This proposed project will have
a direct impact on those goals, and it is being proposed without any consideration of adjacent
impacts and regional planning.” (82)
Response 10: Please see Responses 6 and 9. The Baptist Church and Bull Run properties had no
active applications at the time the DEIS was prepared, and would have been speculative had
they been included. Speculative developments do not warrant inclusion in a DEIS. As of July
2020, no application has been made to the Town of Smithtown for the Bull Run property. There
is a pending application to the Town of Brookhaven for a change of zone on the Baptist Church
property, but no decision on that matter has been made.
SEQRA-11. “First off, I have to ask a question: Was there any coordinated review set forth in this?
I mean, we keep on hearing Brookhaven Town didn't know anything about this and hasn't been
brought into the process. Normally at the County, coordinated review is undertaken, and because
this is Type 1, you've got an EIS in front of you, obviously there was a pos-dec given. Yet,
nobody responded. So I find it kind of odd that, you know, all this opposition from the local
municipalities, Head of the Harbor, for example, I know is dropping a letter with major concerns.
Town of Brookhaven, we've heard from several representatives. I'm very curious about why they
are only showing up now, whether they got the proper notice when this process all started a
couple of years ago. I'm not challenging it. I'm just very very curious about it”. (89)
Response 11: Please see Responses 1 and 5. All SEQRA process requirements were followed
throughout the project’s planning process, including an additional voluntary public scoping
process prior to the drafting of the DEIS. This afforded the public, including municipalities,
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multiple opportunities to participate in the planning process. All correspondence during these
periods has been provided in the DEIS and FEIS appendices. The Town of Brookhaven was
identified as an Interested Agency and was afforded every opportunity to participate throughout
the review process.
SEQRA-12. “I'm a 50-year resident of Smithtown… recently we moved over slightly over to Stony
Brook, because we wanted to be close to the scenic roads, the preservation of history, the
wonderful water views, which we really feel, my husband and I, that the proposed development
can easily destroy. The fact is this plan was done in isolation. No consideration was done to the
effects of this plan on the residents primarily adjacent to the development, specifically in the
Town of Brookhaven or the Head of the Harbor would have. The DEIS did not take into
consideration the eight new buildings Stony Brook University has on the plans at the Wireless
center. And those -- by the way, those eight buildings would be 800,000 square feet of space.
Something to really think about. Not that we are not happy about it, by the way. Just want you
to know. The Stony Brook residents in the area are not happy with the University. Okay. It also
doesn't take into consideration the redevelopment of the old Baptist church, which is pretty much
right next door to the Gyrodyne property, or yet another nursing home. How many nursing homes
can we possibly use in one area? Another facility at Bull Run, which is really directly across
from Gyrodyne”. (91)
Response 12: Please see Responses 1, 5, and 10. Additionally, the DEIS includes development
planned at the Stony Brook Research and Development Park as it was contemplated at the time.
SEQRA-13. This EIS evaluates an initiative as though it were a singular and limited project; in fact,
none of these proposed actions are well-defined projects nor are the implications purely local.
Such significant development in the area will have rippling implications for the surrounding
communities as well as the distal communities all along 25A. (8)
Response 13: This is a subdivision application for one property, and the current Proposed Action
is a discrete application based on the thresholds identified in the DEIS. The DEIS indicates
that regional effects would be beneficial, including mitigation/improvements at off-site
intersections and additional employment during construction and future operations.
SEQRA-14. “The proposal is nebulous as well, with numerous references to unspecified future
development that would undoubtedly exacerbate problems already caused by this first phase of
development.” (29)
“The DEIS states that the applicant intends to sell one or more parcels such that future buyers
would undertake any future redevelopment applications. So if that is the case, what covenants
can be put into place today to prevent a future developer from buying an open lot and proposing
high-density housing development on it? If the sewage is there, I think we do need to concern
ourselves with that if these lots are going to be sold off and somebody else is going to approach
you in the future.” (78)

“Right now we have latitude to change, but after this is finally approved, you won’t have latitude
to change anymore? … If we have, lets say a hotel of 100 units, are you prevented from coming
back in 5 years and saying ‘well we didn’t get the assisted living over here so we want to get 150
rooms over there instead’, or would you be locked in? … When you come in close to the final
and you have one particular client which is the assisted living client and the other clients are
hypothetical, and so if in the future you wanted to change that use from a standard medical office
building to something else, you are going to want to have that right to do so? … If you subdivided
a piece of property into one-acre residences, you normally would not expect that somebody could
come back later on to change that. Here you’re retaining the right to come back and change this
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at some time.” (98)
Response 14: The DEIS analyzes the entire property being developed; it does not segment the
development into phases. The proposed subdivision approach will regulate future development
beyond zoning regulations by establishing maximum environmental thresholds (i.e., traffic
generation and wastewater generation) as well as site design parameters (i.e., natural buffer
areas, tree preservation, site access design).
Substantial deviation (e.g. 300 hotel rooms with little to no change on other lots) would require
coming back to study the environmental impacts of that particular use. The applicant has
coordinated with the Town of Smithtown Department of Environment and Waterways (DEW)
so that land uses which do not exceed certain DEIS thresholds [e.g. traffic generation and
wastewater demand] will not require additional EIS preparation and review; all new uses will
be subject to site plan approval. The FEIS Subdivision Plan is intended to fix the lot lines and
establish the preferred land uses. Additionally, the Findings Statement is expected to describe
what might constitute a substantial deviation from the alternatives analyzed in the DEIS and
measures to ensure compliance with any approvals.
SEQRA-15. “More broadly, it is concerning to review a DEIS document that editorializes in favor
of the applicant’s proposed direction within the narrative. In this draft, such bias is evidenced by
the DEIS’ frequent mention of “synergy” with nearby Stony Brook University, the positioning
of the proposal as a favorable complement to a lightly-sourced analysis of existing market
conditions, as well as the declaration that the proposal is “sustainable” in the document’s opening
lines. Such analyses should let the findings and data speak for themselves. Otherwise, the authors
risk eroding their credibility on developmental matters with both policymakers and the public
alike. (11)
Response 15: The use of the term “synergy” with Stony Brook University is intended to reflect
the applicant’s market analysis gauging the demand for certain land uses. The Town’s
unadopted Draft CPU, although unadopted, frequently discusses the University as an economic
development engine; it is realistic for the property owner to propose land uses that take
advantage of proximity to a major University and its Medical Center and R&D Park.
SEQRA-16. “If an Environmental Impact Statement is done that is not comprehensive, then you are
not using the truth to make your decision.” (34)
“Not only will this ruin what’s left of the country like atmosphere, environmentally it is
reckless…It is sad to think of what you are planning to do to our community and frightening that
local government has such little regard for the citizens of this community”. (37)
Response 16: The three-volume, 3,000-plus page DEIS follows the Scoping Document and
represents a comprehensive hard-look at potential environmental and community impacts
associated with the proposed subdivision.
SEQRA-17. “At the very least you should have an Environmental Impact Statement done by a nonbiased party and not rely on one done by a firm representing the development. (34)
Response 17: Under SEQRA regulations, Environmental Impact Statements are prepared by and
on behalf of the applicant and reviewed by the municipality for any development application.

2.21. Miscellaneous
MISC-1

“Desmond Ryan, a member of the Planning Board, has been an active and very public
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advocate for Gyrodyne for decades, publishing defenses of the company's right to develop its
property in the pages of Newsday and elsewhere. Faced with public outcry over this conflict of
interest, Mr. Ryan recused himself from the public hearings on Jan 8, but - disturbingly - never left
his seat. Instead, he continued to participate in the proceedings, conveying approval or disapproval
through physical and visual gestures, a fact noted to me privately by many speakers after the hearings
and visible in the taped proceedings. As a speaker I felt intimidated by his post-recusal presence.
Why was Mr. Ryan allowed to participate in the hearings after recusal? What effect did his
participation have? Has the Board investigated Mr. Ryan's past actions concerning Gyrodyne, now
that the conflict of interest has been acknowledged? What other influence Mr. Ryan have on Board
members and, potentially, how did he assist Gyrodyne in the approval process, before his recusal?”
(50) (91)
Response 1:

These comments are outside the realm of SEQRA.

MISC-2

“I say this with no malice, with love of the Smithtown community, and the Smithtown
Board and Smithtown Planning, but I am aware that the -- there is a Planning Board Member that
needed to recuse themselves from the hearing today due to a conflict. This recusal only seemingly
occurred when confronted by press reports. It appears that the Smithtown Planning Board process
leading to this hearing has been tainted by one member that was part of every decision that brings us
to this point. It would be now appropriate for the Town Board and the Planning Board to reexamine
the application, not only because of everything that is discussed tonight, but knowing how this
application advanced to this particular point”. (81)
Response 2:

Please see Response 1.

MISC-3
“What is going to be the sequence of building the roads and the wastewater treatment
plant, and the hooking up of that wastewater treatment plant to the existing industrial building as
well as the catering facility? Is that going to be hooked up first?” (99)
Response 3:
Suffolk County Department of Public Works (SCDPW) will require the
treatment plant to be built prior to opening up the new uses, e.g. the assisted living facility.
SCDPW and the Suffolk County Health Department require sanitary hookup for all parcels
on a site when a treatment plant is built. Typically, all users must be hooked up before a
Certificate of Occupancy is granted for new buildings.
MISC-4.
“…this corridor that you are talking about, this trail and everything else, did the State
of New York when they took the 275 acres and built those three enormous buildings in there, did
they worry about that? Did Brookhaven Town say, hey, what the heck are you doing to me? I don't
know. I wasn't interested then, but I'm interested now. The buildings, I went in there today just to
see. So I will tell you, if you have never been in there, do yourself a favor and drive in and see the
size of the buildings the State of New York put in there for -- I know it's a good purpose, and all this
future scientific stuff and everything else, but wow. I will bet you in the one building alone, there
was at least 100 cars in the parking lot.” (79)
Response 4:
This comment is duly noted.
application.
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